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18-month-old child was
Voters in two wards will reCommon Council Wednesday
each person contributing blood to
fatally burned and the interiorof turn to the polls April 5 to elect
night
set wheels in motion for an
the civilian program here Feb. 26
her parents’ home was gutted in a aldermen, following a lively primary election in Holland Monday
and 27 can prove to be a priceless
extensive paving program in Hoifire late Sunday afternoon at Pin*'
which saw the re-electionof Mayland outlining 12 specificproject*
reward in time of need, Dr. WilCourt, city-operated veterans or Ben Slot fens for a second term
liam G. Winter, president of the
covering approximately 2 i/4 i
with a margin of 244 VOtei over
Ottawa County Medical Society,
housing project.
miles.
Gretchen Elaine Ver Hey. his opponent,Willis A. Diekema.
pointed out today.
The new program is the firat ^
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Steffens vote in the six precincts
major paving project in many
"Each donor’s blood type is notVer Hey, di«d in Holland hos- totaled 2.019 with Diekema |x>llyears. In 1929, eight streets were
ed tor him on a card that should
In Tourist
pital at 6:35 pm. of third and mg 1.775.
paved in the city. In 1937 Van
be carried ai all times," the phyRun-ofl elections will be held
fourth degree burns received when
Raalte Ave. was paved and in
sician pointed out, ".so that in case
a chenille bedspreadcoveringhei in the tourth and sixth wards
1938 one block on 20th St. and
he himself needs emergency transCouncil Head Says
crib tent-like caught lire from April 5tn, with Anthony Peerbolt
one block on 21st St. were pavfusions precious minutes will not
a one-plate electric burner. The opining Incumbent Fred Galien
ed. In 1943, 24th St. west of
have to be wasted in typing him or
Tourist Money Here
child's mother had arranged a in the tourth ward, and Pctei
Michigan Ave. was paved
finding suitable donors."
home-made vaporizer on a chair Kromunn and Ed Prins running in
Exceeds T1/^ Millions
The projects, as listed by Aid.
The physician explained that
Bill Fortney, one of the younger Boy Scouts of Holland, presents a
at the foot-end of the Ixd to re- I the sixth ward
L. C. Dalman, chairman of the
one of the most helpful things
report of 1947 Scouting activities to Mayor Ben Steffens at the reg'The tourist dollar plavs a Street committee, follow:
\c a chest congestionof the j Monday'sprimaries attracted 3,about the 13.250,000units of plasular meeting of Common Council Wednesday night. (Du Saar photo)
chiid. It was the first time the 801 votes in the six wards, nearly
greater part in the life of every
Sixth St. from River to Colma collected by the Red Cross
oUctric plate was
2uu more than the 1947 primaries
during the war was its universalman. woman and child in Holland, umbia Aves.
The mother was called next |whieh highlighted nominationslor
Twenty-First St. from Michiity of use. Before medical reMich , than most Hollanders would
dixir 'to care for a child and be circuit judge, municipal judge and
gan to Pine Aves.
search of the last decade, ne
believe possible,"Harold J. Vanon hand to answei tin* teldpiiene. city clerk.
Twenty-FirstSt. from Maple to
pointed, war casualties needing
VSR*der Plocg, presidentf the newlyHenry
J.
Beeksfort
was
re-electsince
the
owner
was
in
the
wreckWashington Aves.
blood had to lx? typed, a matchorganized Holland Tourist council,
ing service Her husband remained ed treasurer by the widest maring donor had to be found, and
Twenty-Fifth St. from Lawnsaid today.
Roger E. De Vrie«
at home to care tor the baby and gin. polling2,653 voles to 674 tor
only then could the transfusion
dale Court to Columbia Ave.
Vander Ploeg quoted tourist Intwo other children. three-year-oH Herman (i. Vanden Brink and 440
take place.
Twenty-SixthSt. from Washvestment and spending figures, altwin girls, who were in another jfoi* John C. Weslrate.
Under the co-operative working
ington Ave. to State St.
Bill Fortney, wearing his Scout
most astronomicalin scope, in Twenty-Sixth St. from Columroom.
Randall C. Bosch was re-elected
of Army and Navy medical men.
emphasizingthe value oi the touruniform, presenteda report ol
Laier Vet Hey said tie hefcrd a to a five-year term as member ol
private researchers,commercial
bia to Lincoln Aves.
ist trade in this locality.
cry from the baby's room and the Board of Public Works by
laboratories, and the American last year's accomplishments ol
Central Ave. from 24th to 28th
Originator of th. plan. ‘This Is
rushed in to find the spread in much the same majority as the
Sts.
Red Cross, plasma wa> developed, Holland Boy Scouts at the regular
Tourist Money," in which bills
flames. He thrust the child onto mayor. He polled 2.021 votes to 1.- Of Local Hotel
collected, and proceed that could meeting of Common Council WedEighteenth St. from Van Raalte
and coins are tagged to impress
the large bed. rolled her in blan- 634 for his opponent,Joseph P.
be immediatelyi l'i“d ro any kind
to HarrisonAves.
nesday night as a climax to an acmerchants with the turn-over,
kets to smoiher the flames and Shashaguay.
type and that could be
Is
Twentieth St. from Central to
tive Boy Scout week.
Vander Ploeg recently completed
then lx*at oul the flames in the
John Galien, the only candidate In
f ‘tiX* a'most in'Winitt'.y
without
Michigan Aves.
Introduced by Field Executive
a
survey
of
tourist
Investments
crib. Wrapping the child in his on the slate without opposition,
spcilage
Dock St.
L. D. McMillin, young Fortney
and income of the area bordered
coat, he rushed from the house received 3.359 votes to be re-elect"Alorg with the Rco Cross
Central Ave. from 4th to 5th
read the report representing 5, ()()()
Roeer
E.
De
Vries. 34. assist- by Port Sheldon on the north, Bosand handed her to the neighbor. ed as supervisor.
t'-e pnysician ai.i. "we in the
Sts.
hours of service to Holland in 1917
Louis Biolette,who had just drivAids. Harry Harrington,Bern- ant manager of the Warm Friend nian's cabins three hi four miles
medical professionowe :c to our
Fourth St. from River to Cenand then presented the report in
south
of
Holland,
and
to
Lake
Poundmaster duties in Holland en up. Biolette took the child to ard De Pree and John H. Van Tavern, died Wednesdaynight at
patients to help ah we .an to see
tral Aves.
book form to Mayor Ben Steffens. will soon lx1 supervised by Police Holland hospital.
Dyke were re-electedas repre- Ferguson hospital.Grand Rapids, Michigan.
that tnif marvelou new b.ood deMaintainingthat the Boy Scout Officers Isaac Do Kraker and
He said surveyed establishments Tlie recommendation was reVer Hey re turned to the home sentatives of the first, third and
velopmert is nu’e availableto
movement is game for boys that Dennis Ende. according to an to take the twins to the Biolette
where he had Ix'en a patient since represent an investment of $2,-„ ferred to the city engineerfor
fifth wards, respectively.
all. In order to make certain that
plans, specificationsand estimate!
teaches good citizenship through agi-eementapproved Wednesday
home. His hands were badly burnEarl Regains is the new ald- Jan. 29. Death was attributed to 184.500 in hotels, cottages, cabins of costs. Bids will be received both
ail of the residi-.'so Ottawa
service, Fortney salt. 336 Boy night by Common Council. *
and tourist homes. The survey
ed and he was taken to the hos- erman representing the second acute colitis.
ccjnty cxnefit, we :n the medical
Scouts, Senior Scouts and Cub
also revealed income in tourist for oil aggregate and for asAccording to the plan, propos- pital for treatment. Mrs. Ver Hey ward, it was decided today alter a
prrft'hon must hav? iht help >1
De Vries came to Holland on money of $1,372,760 during July phalt road constructions.
Scouts of Holland pledge further ed by the Public Safety commisremained with the twins lor a time ruling by City Attorney Peter S.
ai' of tho^e residents.We mast
Aid. Dalman explained that the
co-operation in all activities in sion t!ie two officers will take
nave whole blood bc.Ve we can
and then was called to the hos- Boter. Ragains polled 358 votes, Aug. 1. 1916, from (hand Rapids. and August at advertised resorts 12 projects were listed according
which the Scouts may participate over the duties for one year for
A
native
of
that
city, he was and $750,000 elsewhere,such as
make \ Jd.Miia.”
pital.
exactly 50 per cent of the total
to requests received,and that the
in the future.
graduated from public schools, cottages, homes and yachts.
the sum of $1,200. They will operKxpla i mg thai each donor’s inThe Holland fire department an- vole of 716 in th*> ward. Ado
During the 1947 Tulip Time fes- ate the pound according to the orGrand
Rapids
Junior
college and
State park visitors during 1947 Street committee would be glad to
dividual card lists, In addition to
svorod the irst alarm at 5:03 p.m. Vander Hill polled 236 votes and
consider any further suggestion*
tival. Ill) Scouts completed more dinance provided in the city charthis type, his Rh factor,the mediand believed fire was confined to Bert J. Huizenga. 110. A single in 1938 from Michigan State col- totaled 1.500.000 and campers to for paving.
than 1.700 hours of service in man- er The pound will lie open for inlege, East Lansing.He was as- taJing 286,000,
cal spokesman went on to point
the crib in the tiny bedroom. In write-in vote was cast lor M.
On motion of Aid. Harry Harning information booths, acting as spection at all times and the
sistant manager and auditor at
The survey also revealed tourist
out that in case of emergency callaaswer to another alarm at 5:30 Everett Dick. There were 11
life guards, ushers, color guards, agreement is subject to cancellatile Rowe hotel. Grand Rapids, money the balance of the year at rington. also a member of the
ing for a transfusionapproximatep.m. they found the entire apart- blanks.
messengers,and assistingin traf- tion by either party on notice to
until 1942 when he entered the advertised resorts at $1,050,090 Street committee, council referly 30 minutes are required to type
ment ablaze. A third alarm at
Boter ruled ‘hat in aldermanic
red to the city engineer for study
fic.
Army
and became a first lieuten- and elsewhereat $500, (XX).
the
other
party.
the patient and that more time
For the Centennial celebration. Mayor Bnn Steffens and Clerk 6:45 p.m. revealed no further fire, races, vote is determined accord- ant. After throe and a half .veal's
The
worth
of Tulip Time to the and estimates the resurfacing and
mast be spent in finding a type 200 Scouts completed 2.029 hours
accotding to Fire Chief Andrew ing to the vote cast in that office,
of service he returned to lie Rowe local tourist trade, in view of 300.- reconditioningor West Eighth St
and Rh factor to match him. If. of service in all capacities from Clarence Grevengoed were auth- K lorn pa re as
thereby eliminating the 11 blanks,
hotel where he remained until ac- 000 visiltors officially checked, from River Ave. to Washington
orized to sign the agreement for
however, physicians know the acDone Id Vanden Berg, another and giving Ragains an edge of
the distributionand sale of tick- the city.
cepting
the local position.He vas was set at $2,250,000 Transient Blvd. Harrington explainedthat
cident victim's blood type it can
neighbor, also was taken to Hol- six votes Another ruling, based on
the ties of the old interurban
et * to ushering.
A
communication
from
Michia
member
of Grace Episcopal spendingwas not estimated.
bo matched in a matter of moTwelve Sea Scouts acted as an gan Bell TelephoneCo. requesting land ho>i)it.illor treatment of a total vole east, aflects only races church here.
Vander
Ploeg's
survey
listed
a railway still lie under the brick
ments from blood already typed honor guard for the landing
cut on the face caused by falling in certain cases in which two or
ol i permission to lay underground
Surviving are the wife. Jean E.: grand total of tourist money in pavement.
and stored for such emergencies.
glass.
more arc elected.
the Dutch ship.
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
! conduits in certain curtis and
a
son, Charles Roger, and a this locality ol $7,690,850.The sur"The Rh factor is something
Third Ward Aid. De Pree won
Twenty Scouts spent 116 hours streets in the city was referred Ren Wiersema. contact man for
vey
also
revealed
169
full-time explainedthat public hearings
daughter.
Lois
Jean;
he
mol
her.
new that Michigan residents are
1 me Court, .-aid the entire Ver by the heaviest majority, [Killing
will tx* held for each paving proas ushers and guides for the Micln- to the city engineer and Street
getting from this civilian blood gan Christian Endeavor convenHey
apartment was guttl'd,al- 482 votes to 84 tor his opjxment, Mrs. Olive De Vries of Grand employee in surveyed establish-jeet before constructionis apcommittee with power to act.
ments. and an outlay of $13,598.27
Rapids;
one
sister.
Mrs.
Jack
Hisprogram." the physician said. tion.
though the kitchen was less dam- Donald J. Craw lord.
proved.
Cnmoil adopted a resolution
in advertising.
"Roughly speaking, it is the type
aged
then the oedrooms and living
First warders re-elected Har- lop of Grand Rapids; two brothScouts directed ail usheringat authorizing the city of Holland to
Vander
Ploeg
also
quoted
the
ers,
Dr
Stuart
De
Vries
of
factor that remains alter one's high school football games.
make application for reimburse- room. He believed the stove and rington with 263 votes, giving 138 mgton, Ky and Richard ol Grand Babson Institute survey of the
blood has been classifiedas
After taking over the commu- ; men: from the state for $8,000 refrigerator .vere not damaged to John Emmick and 101 for Rapids.
tourist dollar,listing 25 cents for
either Type A, Type B. Type AB,
too much.
Bey er.
nity waste pape. collection. Scouts I for plans and specifications lor
Funeral
services
will
be
held all kinds of retail purchases, five
or Type O. One's blood is either
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
In the fifth ward, Van Dyke
collected more than 130 tons of ; the complete hospital addition
Saturday at 2 pm. from the Met- cents for roadside stands, nine
Rh positive or Rh negative, the scrap pa|X‘r.
The $8,000 representsthe total said the city had taken out insur- who was apiKiinted to the post a calf mortuary.Grand Rapids. The cents for amusementsthree cents
latter being a fairly rare classifilew months ago [Killed 383 votes
Scouts handled poster distribu- grant approved by the State Ad- ance on Pine Court last August.
lor incidentals.22 cents for food
cation. Rh was discovered as the
Corp William J. Gibbs ol the to 267 tor his opponent,Andrew Rev. William C. Warner o! Holtion for the Community Chest and ministrative lx>ard for this prostores, 17 cents for lodging. 12
land
and
Dean
II
Ralph
Higgins
result of studies that showed
many other publk organizations. ject. Cost of complete plans and Michigan State Police fire bureau Verschure.
cents for gas and oil and seven
that sometimes a patient who reEildert Nienhuis, 42. who operwas called from Grand Haven and
Anthony Peerbolt with 255 of St. Mark's cathedral,Grand
Scouts also donated almost 300 specificationsis $20,070.
cents for transportation.
ceived a transfusionfrom an iden- hours of .service to institutions
ates El's Food market at 649
assisted
Coroner
Gillxrl
Vande
voles will bailie Incumbent
'‘il! "ffi™,c Bunal '''ll1
Aid. L. C. Dal man of the Civic
The Holland Resort council,an Michigan Ave., paid $13 fine and
he m Grand Rapids.
tical blood type still had violent
and churches which sponsor the Improvements committee report- Water and Police Sgt. Jerry Van- Galien who received 249 votes for
Friends may call at the funer- affiliate of the Holland Chamber $3.10 casts in Municipal Court
reaction, even though the blood units.
derbeek
m
the
investigation.
the aldermanic post in the fourth
ed progresson a change of cosof Commerce, wtos organizedlast
types were matched. Rh is the
Friday after pleading guilty to a
Coroner Vande Water gave a ward. Tony Bouwman received al home tonight from 7 to 9 p.m.
tumes for aldermen for Tulip
week at a meeting of resort oper'something else' that must match,
charge of offering for sale eggs
verdict
of
accidental
death
due
to
126
votes.
Time parades. Dalman said Tulip
ators in the Warm Friend tavern.
either positive or negative. Imaunfit for human food.
.suffocation
and
third
and
fourth
Peter
Kromann
with
315
votes
Time Manager Willard C. WichSimon Den INI L vice-president
gine the help that the type-card
State and local inspectors,who
H. Potts, 81,
led balloting in the sixth ward
ers is conducting* some research degree burns
of the council and Robert Horner
given to him when he donated
made the arrest early Friday, said
on the subject and is considering Surviving are the parents; twin and will join Edward Pirns who
is secret ary- treasurer.
blood here would lx* to a man who
all retailers are responsible for
costumes representing the 11 pro- sisters, Sandra Gail and Linda polled 186 votes in the run-olf
had, say. the rare combinationof
Hie quality and conditions of eggs .
Gloria; and the Rrandparen’s. Mi
April
3
Other
sixth
ward
candidvinces
of
the
Netherlands.
by
Type O and Rh negativeblood.
(ley aell, and most violationsare
Arrange Services for
Aid. Fred Galien. chairman of an^ Mrs. Nick Verhov of Ilollanil ates were John Koopman who
Instead of spending much precious
he result of carelessness in candlthe Ordinance committee,report- an(* Mr- <™d M«-. Samuel Hainey received 106 votes and Nelson RyGanges Fruit Grower
Mrs. Horace Potts 81. died at ed progress on a new ordinance ol Cambridge, Ma>s.
time in typing him. the physician
mg or failureto candle the eggs.
zenga who received 89 vote».
Fred Olthoff. 55. of 111 East
would be able to start finding her home, 69 East 13th St.. Wed- requiring principal,of ail car acThey said the present Michigan
20th St., paid fine of $[(K) and
Ganges. Feb. 19 (Sporial) —
blood or a donor immediately," he nesday afternoon. She was the sidents to report to police headegg law was adopted in 1939, and
costs
ol
$8.90
w hen he pleaded Funeral Mivice* lor Chester B.
Report Prepared on
said.
former Johanna Boeyink. Born in quarters. Ho said Aid. Meengs will
guilty to a drunk driving charge Wight man. 80. w ho died Tuesday by now all retailers should be
"When residents of Ottawa Wintcrswijk,the Netherlands,in provide an outline of the desired
1948 Polio Campaign
Monday to MunicipalJudge Cor- right in a Saugatuck nursing familiar with the requirements.
County contribute their blood 1866, she came to this country at ordinance and would reixrrt at the
The arrest was made by a rep- 1
i el M's vander Meule.i.Oil hoi I was
home alter a long illness, will be
they are not only helping their ,*u’
^ She was a resident next meeting.
re.>,entative ot tlx* State Bureau
•Sgt. Verne Da gen of Grand Haarrested by Holland [xjlice Satur-jheld Friday at 2:30 p.m. in the
neighbors." the medical society °( Sheboygan county, Wis.. until
Council approved a recomof Marketing and Enforcement,
ven, Jack Piewcs and Wilbur
Police
Ganges Methodist church. The m co-operation with the Holland
1916
when
with
her
children
she
h^nd said. "They also are obtainmendation of the Public Lighting
Cobb met in Holland Tuesday
l.eon Franklin Paul, alx>ut 22. Rev. Darwin Second will officiate
ing a small blood-type card that moved to Holland.
city health inspector.
committee for a street light at
night to prepare a report on the
City police today sought a hit- 1948 infantileparalysis campaign formerly of Monroe, demanded and ourial will he jn Taylor cememay save their own lives sonic She was a member of Third 28th St. and Van Raalte Ave.
examinationwhen he was arraign- jlery at Ganges,
day." *
Reformed church and was active
Approval was given a request run driver in connectionwith an in Ottawa county. The report
txl belore vander Meulen on a ! Born Sept. 25. 1868 in Fenton, Martin Boon Elected
in tile Women's Missionary so- of the Board of Public Works to accident Wednesday night in
will lx* submitted to the National charge of larceny ol a dwelling.
la* came to this communitywith
ciety.
which
a
13-year-old
bicyclist
was
purchase one new business coupe
Foundation loi Infantile Paraly- The alleged offence involved cloth- his parents n 1882. In 1892 he Mayor in Grand Haven
Drinking on Highway
Mrs. Potts learned to spin on the and trade in one of the present injured and the bicycle demolish- sis.
ing taken from a Lakewood Bivd. married t.i/zu- Miller of Ganges.
1
spinning wheel brought by her ears the total cost to tx? S2.351.60. ed.
Grand Haven, Feb. 19— Martin
Expensive for Group
A total of $6,248.37 was collect- home. Examination was set Tues- Sin* died sev n years ago. He was
. .........
....... . of
.........
.....
Don Groendal.son of Mr. and
mother from the Netherlandsand less
an allowance
$445 for
the
Boon was elected mayor of Grand
ed m Holland city during the 1948 day for 3 p.m.
a fruit grower and farmer He Hau*n by a narrow 76-vote mar*
Grand Haven. Feb. 19 (Special) frequently demonstrated her art trade-in.making a net cost of the ^ s- ^rari*< KiMau of 398 Lincoln campaign, compared with $4,919.AJvord
Bishop,
44.
Detroit,
paid
wa>
a
long
time
member
of
the
—Four teen-agers of Muskegon during Tulip Time festivals.
two cars of $1
| Avo - received severe bruises to
gin o\er Earl Hill in Grand Hav95 in the 1947 campaign. The fine and casts of $10.10 and made Ganges Methodistchurch.
Survivors include a son. Dr.
area found an outing somewhat
en’s primary election Monday. I
Council ordered dosed a T- j l'^ IfT1''1;' his bi7cle ''Hrountj Mlled,™ thr'Kar"‘totai restitutionfor two checks, after
Surviving are lour sons, Walter
expensivetoday when they were Willis J. Potts of Oak Park. 111.; shaped alley between 29th and J’1.* head-on by a car at 9 p.m
Boon received 942 votes to 866 for |
led $13,240.92.Total for the
arraignedbefore Justice George two daughters, Mrs. Raymond D. 30th St. west of River Ave., fol- Wednesday near Groendal'sfath- 1917 county campaign was $10,- appearing b< lore vander Meulen and Chester of Ganges, Roscoe ot Hill.
on
a
had
check
charge,
on
comGalena.
111.,
and
Arthur
of
Hoffer on charges of drinking on Meengs of Berwyn, III., and Miss lowing proper procedureon pub- er's office at 701 Lincoln.
In the aldermanicrace. Claude
907.19.
plaint ot Kenneth Dean. The two Saugatuck. 12 grandchildren; two
the highway.
Jane H. Potts of Lansing;,five lished notices and public hear- Young Groendalsaid the oncomThe report will become part of checks, one for $10 and the other great grandchildren; two sisters. Ver Duin held a large majority
,ing car swung to the wrong side
'
" ?
Each* paid $15 fine and $4.40 grandchildren and throe groat ings.
over liL< opponentto win one counof
.xoccihi..
:,i d permanent record which is
for $35. vvere drawn on First Na- Mrs. Cora Phillips of Saugatuck
costs.
grandchildren. He” husband' died
Clerk Grevengoed reported that the street, possibly to avoid
cil seat. A runoff is scheduled in
en for public inspection at any tional bank dated Jan. 17.
and Mrs. Ruby Ives of Chelsea:
State police arrested the group in 1908, a son. Francis Eugene, the canvass of Monday's non- puddles, and crashed head-on into
Others paying fines in Munici- and two brothers, Will of Case- another alderman race between j
as they were entering Grand died at San Diego. Calif., during partisan election could lx? handled the bicycle. The bicycle was cut in
Leonard Arkema and Harm Roospal Court w .*re Ernest Ryzenga, ville and Russel of Delmar, N.J.
Haven. Officers said the quartet VVorld War I. and another son. at the meeting and Mayor Ben two.
ien, incumbent. Arkema received
20,
route
5,
speeding,
$6;
Lawapparentlyhad tried to consume Everett Cornelius, was killed on Steffens appointed Aids. A. A
The yoitih was going to his farh- Edward W. Green, 84,
872 votes and Roasien 711. The
rence E. Westerhof,28. ropte 2,
a case of beer in the distance be- Luzon during World War II.
Nienhuis,Melvin Van TatenhoveLers office when the accident ocelection will be held April 6. In anMrs.
George
Brinks
Dies
at
Spring
Lake
Zfeland,
speeding,
$5;
Sidney
tween Muskegon and Grand HavThe funeral will be held Satur- qnd L. C. Dalman to canvass the curled.
other alderman contest Louis Leh- "
Grand Haven. Feb. 19 (-.Special) Howell, 18. of 425 College Ave., Succumbs at Overisel
en. The four spent the night in day at 2 p.m. in the Nibbelink-No- vote. Final returns vvere the samer
man received 587 votes compared
ted
light.
$6;
Marjorie
Harbin,
Ottawa county jail.
—Edward
W.
Green.
84.
died
Montier Funeral home, Dr. J. J. Sess- its published in Tuesday’s Sentinel
to 141 for Aldine Donselaar.
Bos Appointed
Arrested vvere Doris Ann Bios- ler officiating.The body 'will be
day morning at his home in Spting route 4, stop street. $3; Andrew
Mrs George Brinks, 66. died Abram Wessell defeated Arthur
Claims and accounts amounted
Dr. Bert P. Boa. superintendent Lake township after a three' Veenhoven, 29. route 4, stop street.
ser, 18, Roger De Lora, 18, and taken to Cedar Grove Wis„ where to $39,160.86 which included a
Friday at her home in Overisel. Walter 1.037 to 741 for a seat on j
Sam Ryke, 18, all of Muskegon, burial services will be held Mon- transfer of $30,000 from the gen- of the Holland Christian school months illness. He was born in $3; George Prins, 21. of 307 West She had been in failing health the Board of Public Works.
and Alba Robinson, 17, of Muske- day at 1:30 p.m. at the Reformed eral fund to the hospital building system today announced that Attica. Ind.. May 2, 1863, and had 20th St., assured clear distance, several months. Survivors include
Jw has received an appointment .to been a summer resident ot Spring $4; Robert Lee Gogo, ot 248 West the husband; Jwo daughters, Mr*.
gon Heights.
church cemetery. Friends may call, fund. Other cldaims included hosCalvin college to serve in the edu- Lake for the past 40 years, spend- Ninth St.j speeding, $5.
pital
board,
$14,493.88;
library,
G<?orge Wedeven of Holland and Hearing Postponed
at the funeral home Friday afterA hearing scheduledfor Tues$1,674.82 which included $1,200 cation department. Baft said the ing his winters in Kenilworth. III.
noon
and
eyening.
Mrs; Justin Brink of Overisel; a
Car and Track Collide
He is survived by the wife. Mail Truck in Collision
annual fee for rent; park and work would consist mainly with
son, Gerrit H. of -East Saugatuck; day for David Perry. 45, MuskeA car driven by Mrs. Betty Van
gon. held in the city jail unable to
cemetery. $1.96-1.42: Board of practice teaching supervision. He Emily C., and one son, Gordon of
eight grandchildren.
per Veer, 23. route 1, and a pick- Tax Deadline Nears
post office truck driven by
Public Works payroll and claims, said he would announce his deci- Chicago,
raise, bond on a grand larceny
up truck driven by Marvin Ten *City TreasurerHenry J. Becks*1 $72,713 33 (including$60,000 trans- sion later.
Donald E. Van Lento, 32, of 111
charge, has been postponed for a
Brink, 24, also of route 1, collided fort today warned, delinquent
East 14th St., and a car driven by Municipal, Coart News
week, on request of Perry's attorfer for, hospital building fund)
Man Pleads Guilty
at 9 a.m. today at 10th St. and taxpayers of the final • deadline
Harry
Dornbos, Jr., 22, of 92 East
Donald H. Sundstrom.29f route ney. Perry was arrested a week
hospital building claims approved Roof Fire
Grand Haven, Feb. ]9 (Special) 20th St., collided at 12:50 p.m. 1, paid fine and costs, of $4 on a
Washington Ave. The pickup March l when all records are by hospital board for architect
ago after he talked h'is way out
Holland firemen were called out
truck, owned by Harrington Coal ciosea and delinquentsreturned
and claims apd accounts commit- at 10 a.m. today to extinguish a — Wilfurd Zuiverink, 22; of 181 Tuesday at 24th and Harrison. speeding' charge' in "Municipal a situation when he was trap;
West Ninth St., pleaded guilty to Police ofieers said the road was Court Tuesday. Parking fines of trying to steal $131 and
Co., proceedingnorth on Wash- to the county treasurer in Grand
tee, $8,022.29. .
roof fire at 346 College Ave. beington, was damaged on the left Haven. Since the regular deadThe city treasurer reported lieved caused by a defective chim- a Charge ot inderent exposure narrow at that point because snow $1 each were paid by James E. checks from a service station a
front. The car, traveling east on line Jan. 10, Becksfort has cbl*‘
BPW’ collections ol $45,502.35, ney. Firemen remained on the when he was arraigned In Circuit depasits forced parked cars away Kammeraad. of 234 West 20th St.; Ninth and Central The hei
Court today. He was released on from the curb. The truck was John Voss, of 308 West 17th St.; had been scheduled for 2 p.m.
10th, was damaged on the front lected about $500 in taxes, plus
regular, collections of $fl5, 468.86,
scene 20 to 25 minutes. It was his own recognizance to return damaged on the front and the car
and right side.
the 3 per cent penalty.
ClarenceDieters,of 666 Michigan fore MunicipalJudge
and fall tax'coUecti6ns of $203.15. believed lo«« will exceed S100.
March 15 at. 10 a.m.
on the left front.
Ave.
vkhder Meulen.
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Heights

Lucking-Austin Wedding
Held in Grand Haven

Cagemen Meet Your
Scouters

.

.

.

Subdue Dutchmen

Cautiousness Marks
Early Play; Tigers
Outlast in Scoring
liatlcss

Holland High school

basketball team fell before Mus-

kegon Height* on a 42-35 count
here Friday at the Armory. The
game was played on fairly even

19,

194B

Swieringa-Woldring Vows Spoken

outset.

Geologist Speaks

Mlaa Helen Martin, Michigan
State college geologist,spoke to
the Holland Tulip Garden club
Thursday afternoon In the CenCOMMUNITY LEAGUE
tennial room, Warm Friend TavPlaggemars Hardware O.jBoer- ern. She is author of several books
Igter Appliance 3; International about Michigan and also writes

Bowling Scores

for magazines.
In an interesting manner she
Clawson and Bals 1, Eagles 2; Ki- explained how nature develops the
resource*of Michigan. "Nature
wania 1, Wiarda Upholstery 2.
High game— W. Grabofski, 204; build* and destroy* as fast as she
makes, but man lives on what natP. Welling, 204; J. SL John, 202.
ure builds,"the speaker said. She
High series— P. Welling, 521; F.
explained that the high standard
Johnson, 517; J. SL John, 515; T.
of American living is built on natDrake, 507.
ure’s gifts. Nature taker millions
FACTORY LEAGUE
of years to make what man uses
Eagles 2, Michigan Gas 1; in a short 100 years, she said.
Spring Air 2, Crampton 1; Donnelley Kelly 2, Steketee Van Huls
From the Michigan deposits
1; Holland Color S, Holland Sen- have been taken salt, also bro-

Chemical 1, Standard Service

Honored at Tea

With both team* playing cautious-

MSC

At Garden Club Meeting

Sophomore Girls

term*, although the Dutch had
to make their bids for victory
under a vote deficit.
Scoring was slow at the

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

Grand Haven, Feb. 16 (Special)
—Of interestto friends In Holland a Valentine theme.
Invited were the Misses Maris the marriage of Miss Kathleen
Jane Austin, daughter of Mr. and jory Mosher, AngelineVan Dyke,
Maxine McFalJ, Alice CooperMrs. Clarence Austin of Grand smith. Joyve Van Rhee, Joyce
Haven and Robert George Luck- Vander Ploeg, Anna Mae Zulding. son ot Mr. and Mrs. George ema, Gertrude Wagner; also the
Lucking of Kalamazoo,which took Mesdames Hessel Berens. Ami*
place Saturday night in First Re- IIMcomb, Gerrit Tymea and the
formed church at Grand Haven. guest of honor.
The bride formerly was a teacher
in Holland High school. The groom
is a Hope college graduate.
The church was lighted by the
soft glow of six seven-branchcandelabra and tapers, tied with
white satin bows, which were placAt an attractive Valentinetea
ed at the end of the pews. The
arranged
by active member* of lodouble ring ceremony was performed at 8 p.m. by the Rev. Al- cal Horizon chaptersin the Wobert Hellenga of Second Reform- man s Literary club Friday aftered church in the presence of 250
noon. new 10students and

In Listless Tilt

A

NEWS

B

2;

tinel 0.
mine, which supply bromide paper
Standings
and plates for photography,and
transfer
students
eligible
for
Given in marriageby her father,
L Ave. bromides for pharmacy. Michigan
the bride was attired in an ivory membership were welcomed. ApEagles
............ 12 6
707 Iron ore from the old Jackson pit
satin gown fashioned with a tight proximately120 girls attended the
Donnelley ...................
• 11 7 691 made guns for tlw Civil War and
fitting bodice trimmed only with
HolUnd Color ..............10 8 695 built great railroads,Miss Martparty.
a soft bertha edged in seed pearls
Steketee ........................10 8 655 in said. Copper from Michigan
Guests,
met
by
presidents
of
the
and crystal beads. The gown feaSpring Air ......................9 9 688 mines aided the development of
tured long sleeves extending into various chapters who formed the
Crampton
...................
8 10 701 electricity.
free shot by sinking his attempt was 15 vears old A member of | pomts over the hands, tiny but
receiving line, receivedlacy red
Sentinel
.........
6 12 666
Nature gave magnesium to commaking the score even at 1-all.
Troop 12 foi three years he held tons down the back and a long
Michigan Gas ................6 12 653 pete with aluminum. This metal
Muskegon Heights then stepped the office ol patrol leader later train. She wore a small hawnade and white hats in the form of
CITY LEAGUE
and study of brine made possible
up their style and went ahead 6-1. transferringto Sea Scout Ship 18. of the same material as her gown, heart* as favors.
Parkway Tavern 2 (hdep. 129), the rapid developmentof aviation
but a basket by Slagh and a foul
Miss RuUi Mennenga, chairman
Later he became Mate of Ship the brim of which was edged in
Home Furnace 1; V. F. W. 2, at the beginning of World War II.
toss by Appledornmade the mar- 10. and served as Skipper of this seed pearls to match the trim of of the event, welcomed guests and
Kronemeyer Heating 1 (hdep. 45); Rogers City quarry produces
gin narrow to 6-4. As the first ship for four years. He has serv- the dress. Her fingertip veil was announced program selections.
Mr. and Mra. George L. Swieringa
Lions 2, Home Equipment 1 limestone which is one substance
quarter drew to a close Holland ed as a member, and chairman of of white illusion anu she carried Miss Mary Van Raalte sang
(Photo by Underhill)
(hdep. 147); Baker Furniture 3 going into nylon hosiery, the
was trailing by a single point the troop committee for the pre- an arm bouquet of calla lilies.
"Can’t Help Lovin' that Man,"
The home of Mrs. C. Woldring. rose Romaine crepe dress with (hdep. 202), E. and T. 0.
speaker said.
but a quick basket by Jacobson sent Troop 10, and since 1945 as
Mrs. James D. Christman of and "How Soon." She was accom- Cherry SL, was the scene of a aqua trim and black accessories High games: H. Ter Haar, 222;
Water action and stone, tomade the count 11-8 as the period Scoutmaster.
panied
by
Mary
Milewski.
Two
Spring Lake was her sister s mawedding Thursday . when her and a corsage of white roses.
P. Elzinga, 215; J. F'isher, 214; C. gether with bacteriaand ashes,
ended.
An.ardent outdoorsman.he finds tron of honor and the Misses humorous leadings. "Seeing a daughter. Miss Cornelia Ann*VVolLester Swieringa attended his
Looman, 213: J. Mills, 200.
have made these deposits. "Man
Bob Johnson counted on a foul many opportunities for camping Kathryn Stimson and Patricia Es- Style Show from Behind a Post," dnng, and George L. Swieringa brother a* best man.
High series: H. Ter Haar, 575; now must conservethe resources
toss to open the second quarter and hiking with the troop. His kew were bridesmaids. Mrs. and "The Substitute,’’were given were united in marriage. The
Serving the 40 guests were Mrs.
C. Looman, 550; A. Dalman, 544; given him. It takes 12,000 years
•coring but Holland then came hobbies are magic and stamp col- Christman wore a tomato red by Mis* Muncie Vande Wege.
groom Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Van Den Berg, Mrs. Stan- P. Elzinga, 541; B. Reagan, 516; to accumulate one inch of soil. Wt
lashing back with tallies by Bos lecting.
Mrs. Albert Ttmmer. Camp Henry Swieringa, West 19th St. ley Niehoer and Mrs. Gertrude
gown pf chiffon with tight fitting
and Vander Kuy and a foul toss
The Dressels. Otto and Ruth tufted, bodice and full skirt, and Fire executive, also greeted new Vow* were exchanged before a Holtgeerts. Out-of-townguests F. Anderson, 511; L Vrelling, 506; must be careful not to let drainage take it from us," she conby Vander Kuy. The locals then have two children. Sandrall. and the other attendants wore identi- girls and introduced the advisors. setting of ferns and bouquets ot were Mrs Dreyer of Chicago and L. Wiersema, 506.
cluded.
MAJOR
LEAGUE
held a 13-12 lead, but it evaporat- James 4 They live at 53 W. 12th. cal gowns ot Nile green with mitts She stressed the service and perdaffodils and white chrysanthe- Miss Minnie Swieringa of ChiWhites Market 3, Brewers It was announced that the Holed as Howell split the meshes are members of the First Metho- to match. Each carried a white sonality development of Horizon mums. The Rev. J. T. Hoogstra cago.
Coal
Dock 0; Fox Deluxe Beer 2, land garden club has been invitwith a "long tom" to make the dist church.
praver book topped with flowers club* as well as social opportun- performed the double ring cereThe bride, who has lived in HoiHollander
1; Fillmore Creamery ed to the flower and fashion show
count 14-13 in favor of the
to match the hats which were ity.
mony.
0;
Moocc
2, Bosman'a Ctb- in the Civic auditorium. KalamaHeights. Slagh then dnbbled the
completely covered with cut flowMrs. Clarence Wagner, assistMrs. H. Swieringa sang "God
zoo, on Feb. 24 at 2 p.m. The Ilins 1.
length of the floor and poured in
ers to match the gowns. Mrs. ed by Mrs. John Pelon. will be Gave You to Me." She was accom- Reformed Bible institute in Grand
High
games: W. Reagan. 224; linois Flower show will be held
a aet ihot for the Dutch which
Christman's hat was of gladioli leaders for the new chapter. Don- panied by John Swieringa. the Rapids. The groom Is a graduate
in Exhibition hall, Stevens hotel.
regained the lead for his team.
and the others were of carnations. na Bolt will take the Amistoso groom's brother, who alio play- of Holland High school and is em- C. Looman, 212; E. DeNeff, 211; Chicago, from April 2-6. The New
W.
DeNeff. 210; J. Boersem*.206;
But that was the last time the
Richard Lucking of Northwest- group. Mrs. Ralph Eash. president ed traditionalvyedding marches. ployed at Baker Furniture Co.
York Flower show is scheduled
W. Adamaitis,201.
Hollanders were on the long end
ern university,Evanston. 111., was of the Camp Fire hoard and counThe bride wore a street-length After their wedding trip, Mr.
High
series: W. DeNeff. 599; E. for March 8-13 at Grand Central
of the score as Muskegon Heights
his brother's best man. Ushers cil wa* introducedas a special dress of aqua wool with nail head and Mrs. Swieringa will live at
Palace, and the National Tulip
pulled ahead on two foul shots
were Don Austin, brother of the guest. New girls were also invited trim and brown accessories.She the homo of the bride's mother. DeNeff, 576; W. Reagan, 566; C. society show will be held March 1
Looman,
564;
J.
Boersema,
559;
just before the first half ended.
bride. James D. Christman ot as guests at Friday evening carried a white Bible with gar- For traveling,the bride wmre her
W. Adamaitis,554: A. Stansby, at 2 p.m. at the Advertising club,
It was evident throughout the
Spring Lake and Jack French and sweater dances. .On March 11 an denias. Attending as matron of wedding ensemble,a grey coat
521; H. Wise. 518: F. Johnson, 23 Park Ave., New York City.
first half that neither team was
Keith Soderbergof Holland.
all-city style show will be held honor was Mrs. Arthur C. Dreyer. with beaver trim and a gardenia
Mrs. Fred Pickel presided at
514;
P. Welling, 507; W. Stolp,
playing at top form.
Russell Fisher soloist, sang for Horizon girls and their moth- sister of the bride. She Wore a corsage.
the meeting.
506;
P.
Van
Iwaarden,
503.
In a low scoring third period,
"Beloved.It Is Morn." "I Love ers.
the local* garnered only six points
Catholic House Warmin
Thee," and as the couple knelt,
Girl* chosen to representHolThat robin that has been seen
while the Tigers contrived eight.
‘The Lord's Praver," accompanied land at the regional Horizon conMiss Ross Attends
Attracts 90 Gaests
in and around Holland on the coldAs the third period ended the
by Mrs. Raymond Fisher, organ- ference in Cincinnati. O., April
est days lately now seems to have Chicago Conference
About 90 people, including parlocals were trailing 24-21 with the
ist. who played prelude music and 17. are Rosemary Callan, Mara companion.Early this week
ball game still "on ice.”
the traditionalmarches. The garet Looman. Yvonne De Loof,
Mi** Metta Ross, professor of ents and special guests, attended
when the mercury hit 8 below. history at Hope college,who re- the "House Warmin’ " given WedIn the final,period the Heights
church was decorated with baskets Edith Lou Bo*. Toni Van Bragt,
Louie Dalman. George Zuverink turned Saturday night from Chi- nesday by the Scouts of Troop 8
hurriedly extended their lead to
of white gladioli, palms and ferns.
IF
YOU
HAVE
never
been
ownMildred Rook, Joyce Wiersma,
and WiLon Diekema of the city
sponsored by St. Francis de Sales
10 points as they forged ahead
Following the ceremony guests Ruth John and Myra Saunders.
ed by a cat the following few engineer's office saw two robins cago where she attended a two- Holy Name Society. Out-of-town
34-24. The Tigers’ plan of strategy
were received at the Woman s club
day
institute
on
"New
Directions
Cherry punch and decorated
was beginning to work. Although
building where the bride and cakes were served from a table paragraph* probably won't inter- huddled in a tree outside City hall. in American Foreign Policy," guests included Larry Dumas,
Bull Johnson was not center, he
groom cut their four-tiered wed- which carried out the Valentine est you. But if a cat lives at your They told the poor things to go stated that the general feeling Scoutmaster, Carl Wahmhoff,
nevertheless took the pivot spot
ding cake. Those who poured were motif and was centered with pink place — oj- one e\er has— the Am- “thataway" (south) but they did- was one of confidence in govern- committeeman and 11 Scouts from
n't take the hint.
and was receiving the ball and
Nllat M. Hansen, Jr.
Mrs. James Kinney of Wayland, and white sweet peas.
ment policies regarding the world Troop 24, St. Margaret'schurch,
mher -beliecea lie can count on
Niles M. Hansen. Jr., is Scout- aunt of the bride. Mrs. Frank
Otsego. A buffet supper was
holding it until the local* would
situation.
your
sympathy.
Committees for the affair were
pounce on him. Zorn, substitute master of Troop 8 sponsored by Leaske of Kalamazoo, aunt of the
Sometime ago we mentioned in
On the whole It is obvious that served.
It all began early one morning
refreshments.
Miss
Fritzi Jonk"Pop” Benjamin presentedthe
forward, broke into the basket the Holy Name society of St. groom. Miss Viva Shell and Mrs.
this colm Gladys Aldrich's finger solutions to current problems beman's group: invitations. Miss when the mercury was flirting
Troop
charter. During the Troop
and would receive a fancy pas* Francis do Sales Catholic church. Ben Groose. and Miss Marjorie
infection
and
the
tact
that
her
ing
worked
out
are
much
more
Mary Ann Nies' group; favors, with sub-zero temperatures.The
Court of Honor, five new Scouts
from Johnson which meant a bas- Formerly a Scout in Troop 22 at Lucking, sister of the groom who
Ambitaher
heard
the
cries of .a cat husband and sons had to do the effectivethan news releaseswould
Mrs. Robert Wolbrink's group;
ket for the Heights w ith alarming Beechwood school,he has held his is attending Hope college.
dishes since she couldn't put her lead one to believe, Miss Ross re- were invested by Scoutmaster
centerpiece, Mrs. Donald Kyger's that sounded as though he was
present
position
in
scouting
since
regularity.
hand* in dishwater tor six months. ported. The nen working with the Niles Hansen, Jr. Second Class
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hakken of
freezing
to
death.
So
the
stray
group; program. Miss Virginia
The Heights held the 10-point Jan. 1947.
Grand Rapids were master and
was allowed to come inside, where Now we hear a sympathetic friend state department ask that the badges were presentedby Gerald
Serving nearly four years in mistress of ceremonies, assistedby Kooiker's group; and chairs, Mrs. the temperaturewas somewhat has helpfully presentedHusband public recognize the fact that all Miller to Arthur Arenas, Ronald
lead until only three minutes were
remaining
the contest. The the Army he was commissioned Mrs. Katherine Headley, aunt of Francis Drake's group.
warmer than outdoors. But at tiie Bill with a nice large-sizebottle policies of state must be long E. Green, Stephen Sanger, JoDutchmen outscored the Heights second lieutenant in April 1943 in the bride, and Miss Diana Vista
same time, the Ambusher s black of hand lotion for his dishpan range to be effective,and to ac- seph Lang, and Duane LaCombe.
in the last three minutes 7-3 but anti-aircraft and spent eight of Battle Creek, college roommate
cat, who still lacks a name, start- hands. It was the "before-hand'' complish the desired ends, an in- First Class badges were awarded
time ran out stranding the locals months in the Cambbean. Later, of the bride.
formed public opinion is needed. to Duane LaCombe, John Hansen
ed howling from the basement brand.
as intelligenceofficer he served
on a 42-35 score.
Alter a brief hofteymoon the
The institutewas sponsored by and Carl Seif.
where he had been penned up durCommissioner Charles VanderAlthough the Holland club was with the 10th armored division. L-oupie will return to Spring Lake
ing the night to keep him from
Don Van Lente. city postal car- the Chicago Council of Foreign
well balanced Friday night, they He was placed on reserves ^ where they will live on Savidge St.
Meulen
presented merit badges as
Relations
with
the
assistance
of
freezing.
rier. is sporting a bandage on his
lacked the drive tnat they usually first lieutenant in May 1945.
Women of the Holland churches
For going away the bride chose a
So the two cats were introduc- left hand these days. Seems he cut the U.S. state department and follows: Arthur Arenas, woodUnder his direction,scouts in green wool suit trimmed with met Friday afternoon in the Maple ed quite informally in the kitchen,
possess. Many loose balls went to
working; John Hansen, woodworkhis hand on a sharp edge of a mail was limited to 100 delegates atthe Heights. Holland had 12 field the troop have become very pro- brown fur and a brown faille hat, A\enue Christian Refonned church and took instant dislike to each box "in the line of duty" and in- tending by invitation only. Miss ing, home repair, forestry,leathgoals while the Tigers completed ficient in handicraft, living a lot with which she wore a brown fur to observe the annual Day of other. The intruding cat was a
lection developed. Perhaps those Ros* was one of the representa- ercraft, reading, and athletics;
of their work on display at the coat and brown accessories.Her Prayer. Ever since 1915 women all
15 successful field attempts.
beautiful Persian cat with nice of you who maintain boxes ought tivea from five Michigan colleges, Duane LaCombe, metalwork and
Tom Vander Kuy, junior pivot scouting exposition last year.
over the world have come to- manners generally, but he could- to inspect them once in a while including Hope. Albion. Hillsdale. woodcarving; Stephen Sanger,
corsage was of white camellias.
man for the Dutch, continued to Tiie Hansens have two .children
. | The bride was graduated from gether the second Friday in Lent n’t abide the sight of the Ambush- and remedy defects which might Port Huron Junior and Wayne. metalwork and woodcarving;Paul
•how improvement on his backf
High .chool and for special prayer.
er's cat and evidenced his displeas- harm the carrier. They're really Delegates were chosen person- Weidenhamer, metalwork,leatherboard work. He netted nine points 1 months. They make them home Western Michigan college where
This year's theme was ’The ure by hissing,groaning' and tak- nice guys.
ally rather than through appoint- craft and woodcarving;Arnold Lato lead the Dutch scorers while at 1(9 East 26th St and are |she was a member of Senate sor- Lord’s Prayer— the Prayer Uni- ing an occasional swipe with his
Combe, metalworkand leathermenc.
Bob Johnson paced the Tigers with membera of the St. Francis de|orl!). Sl,f tauglu ,0 Holland and versal.” Mrs. G. Kok, chairman, paw.
Louise Leonard Wright, director craft; Carl Seif, horn* repairs.
'Twenty-nine
years in fire fight13 tallies. Zorn, a forward, took Saie. church S, lea also t- orgs . „0„ leiching Grand Hlven led devotions. Mrs. J. Vander Hill
Arnold LaCombe was also preing and we never lost a lot!" So of the Chicago council, presided
ad.
•econd honors with nine for the to the Holy .Name society o the | Hl..„ school.Tlw
sented
the Cabin Boy award, and
wa* organist. The service was
and
acted
a*
moderator
at
the
inTiie Ambusher inserted an ad: quipped Fire Inspector George
church, and is a member of the u,d (rom Kalanla200 h
Heights.
Larry Dumas presented the Star
interspersedwith responsive read- vertisement in The Sentinel be- Zuverink the other day in com- formal panel discussion*.
£
The triumph enable* the Heights Junior Chamber of Commerce. K.„ool and
ings and prayers Mrs. Grace cause it was obvious the visiting menting on a minor fire. Only this
Members of the state depart- Scout award to John Hansen.
, was a mcmbe/of Emeruman. He
to maintain their present first Hts hobby as
Bushoiwe sang 'The Lords Prav- cat had been somebodj's pet. time, it happened to be a fish ment at Washington who spoke it Bernard Donnelly was chairman
place status which tiiey now
J served as a Lieutenant (j.g.) in er" by Malotte and "I Walked
There were several responses to shanty and it was the ico that was tiie conference emphasized that of the Cqurt of Honor.
•hare with Kalamazoo and Ben1 the Navy for three years. He took Today Where Jesus Walked" byGroup singing wa* led by a trio
the ad. and at least two people saved.
the department a endeavoringto
ton Harbor. The Maroons face
graduate work at the University O'Hara Approximately 400 wo- came to look at him. Rut he wasfind out what the people want of Scouts, Joe Lang, Stephen
Benton Harbor tonight in a cruof Michigan in the school of busi- men attended.
n’t their cat. Meanwhile the feudThe Chamber of Commerce of with regard to questions of the Sanger and John Fendt. Lang and
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
cial contest in the Western Michiness administration and
now
Mrs. George Kollen, chairman ing went on, until our cat slapped Bloomington. Ind.. believes in day— reconstruction in Germany, Fendt also favored with trumpet
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Van Amoy.
gan gym in Kazoo.
associated with the Grand Rapids of the planning committee, pre- the smaller one and sent him promoting their home state. In- the Palestine problem, aid to duet*. The entire troop took part
119 We.st 11th St , have returned
Muskegon Height;, FG F TP
Chair Co. He was a member of sented the causes for which *he sprawlingacross the linoleum.
stead of the customary 8 by 11 Greece and Turkey, the Korean in a drill demonstration.
from a vacation ir. Florida where
' Caughy, f
....... .. 2
0
4
Phi Alpha Kappa graduate fra- offering would be used, Christian
The troop had an exhibition, disThen we decided to call on the inch stationery,the state boosters situation and the atomic bomb.
they spent ’wo weeks.
ternity.
Jacobson, ...........
plays of photography, metal
2
2
6
literature, colleges in the Orient, police. (Note to tiie neighbors— have stationery in1 the form of an
William Prince. 371 Columbia
Hansen, c ............... 1
work, wood carving, leathercraft,
0
Guc.-t* at the wedding were migrants and sharecroppersand that explain* the presence of the Indiana cutout. It's effective too
2
Ave., today recalls that it was 43
T. Johnson, g
from Holland. Kalamazoo. Muske- the American Indians. The offer- patrol cars at our homestead.) The local Chamber received a Youth Center Members
and insignia collection,also two
.. 1
3
years ago today, with the tempR. Johnson, g ........ . 4
gon. Lansing.Ann Arbor. Grand ing totaled$177.02.
sand tables depicting various
5
13
They took the ci , to the station Tulip Time request on^such sta- Attend Valentine Party
erature at 9 below, that he was
i Howell, g .................
I Rapids. Lafayette, Ind.. and Waytypes of camp fires, and their
.. 2
1
5
The Rev, Robert Chaat. a on a Saturday afternoon. Mean- tioner) a few days ago.
| land.
Zorn, i ................... .. V- 3
9
Comanche Indian and first ordain- while we continuedto seek the
A ValentineLeap Year party uses.
of Holland. It wa* one of the
Scout William Filkins gave a
ed Indian minister of the Reform- owners.
The protracted cold wave of the was held at the Youth Center Satworst storm* of the year. Mi.
Totals ............... 15
12
42
ed church of America, was the
The Persian escaped from the last four weeks has produced urday night with 175 members at- talk on the International JamPrince was injured in the acci- Mrs. Rose Ackerberg
s|)edker.He told how the words station and by Monday was back many little quirks not noticed in tending. Decorationswere of red boree. Scoutmaster Hansen was
dent.
Holland
FG r TP
Feted
on
Birthday
of the text. "The effectual fer- demanding entry. So he was fed normal temperatures.Patrons in hearts and cupids. Large, red presented with a billfold in token
Mr. and Mr*. Henry Wut ink of
Slagh, t
...............
0
4
... 2
vent
prayer of a righteousman and after getting the wrinkles out some restaurant have been hearts with appropriate caption* )f appreciation.
Borculo plan to celebratetheir
Tiie 68th birthday of Mrs. Rose availeth much," proved true. He of his stomach started tormenting crowding toward tiie rear because decorated the walls and festoons
: Kruithof, 'f ........... .. 2
3
7
35th wedding anniversary ThursNotice to Property Owner*
Ackerberg was celebrated at a gave various illustrationsproving our animal again. We reasoned lie congealed oil in sp Ing locks caus- of red hearts circled the room.
Vander Kuy, c ........ 4
9
1
day night in the Borculo church
Proposed Rezoning of the west
family dinner in the home of her the power of prayer. When he was was attemptingto freeze our pet es heavy doors to close slowly. It
Appledorn.g ........ .. 0
Feature of the evening wa* the
2
2
basement. Relativesand neighside of River Avenue between 13th
.son on route 1 Friday night. She baptised by Dr. W. Roe hi* par- out by hi* calculated ugliness.
vKompker, g ............... 1
4
6
has been difficult to manage heavy selection of a king and queen
bors are invited to the £vent. They
and 14th Streets.
was later entertainedat a sur- ents prayed that he would some
from
number*
received
when
Boe, g .............. .. 2
0
4
swinging
doors
in
some
stores
bewere married Feb 20, 1913.
It has been proposed to rezone
prise
birthday
and
Valentine
parmembers
entered
the
club.
Mary
... 1
day become a missionaryamong Then when no owner claimed cause of the spring controls,plus
1
3
Dr. and Mrs. O. van der Velde
irom
"B” Residential to Commerty at the home of Mr. and Mrs. hi* own people.
him, .Mrs. Ambusher found him a the fact that marble approaches Jo Geerlinga and Jim Slagh were
left Wednesday on a vacation trip
cial the above mentioned district,
Neil
Sandy.
She
was
presented
selected.
A
throne
with
a
huge
Totals
.......... 12
The benediction was pronounced home in West Olive to replace a are- particularlyslippery in cold
35 to Ft. I^auderdaie,Fla.
11
more particularlydescribed as:
with a plant and a corsage.
.. . In th« preliminary contest the
by the Rev. Chaat.
pet that had disappeared and the weathei. And nylon hose aren't red heart a* a background,wa*
East 110 feet of Lots 1 and 6,
Theodore Boot, Delbert Vaupell
Tiie young people played games
Holland High Reserves evened up and Benjamin Ter Haar plan to
last time the Ambusher saw the much protection when sub-zero erected for the occasion.
Block 57, Original Plat; City of
and the older group sang old-time
Recorded music was in charge Holland.
their season record at six wins
lost Persian, l)e was trying to temperatures nip at girls' legs.
attend the spring clinic sponsored
Mrs. R, A. Nobel Feted
stand on his head in a box jn which Several have reported that frozen of Ronald Holkeboer.The comand *ix losses as they downed the by the Michigan Retail Clothiers *>ng.s.Refreshments were served
Such proposal is being made
Mrs. Ambusher.sprinkled
cat ipint. knees are no joke. Neither are fro- mittee in charge was under the upon the petition of all property
Heights seconds by a 30-19 score. and Furnishers associationin from a fable decorated in the Val- On 76th Anniversary
The first half was low scoring Giand Rapid* Tuesday. The event, entine motif..
Later "Cathy" called to say tbeir zert ears, faces, fingers or feet, chairmanshipof Nancy Van Har- owners involved,and a public
tesveldt Others were Donna Sev- hearing will be held on Wedneswith the score standingat 11-6 in charge of Grand Rapids. Mus- The 22 attendingIncluded Mr.
Mrs. R. A. Nobel was surprised cat had returned homo and ap- others hasten to add.
and Mrs. John Steminger and Friday night on her 76th birth- parently everybody is satisfied.
erance, Donna Kehnveckeri Mary day, March 3, 1948. at 7:30 P. M.
with the locals in front. Bosch,
kegon and Holland clothiers and
who captained the local*, ‘paced furnishers, will be held at the sons, Mr. and Mrs, Gerald Rut- day anniversary. The party was But It was lively while it went on.
If any of you doqbfthe power of Van Raalte, Alberta Reagan, Jer- in the City Hall, to hear objection*
gerx and family, Mr. and Mrs. arranged by relatives and was
.the •corer* with 12 points while
advertisingconsider this volley. ry Cooper, Norman Bredewcg, if any to the proposed reclassificaRowe hotel. The clinic will fea- Neil Sandy and family. Mr. and
Speaking of cats, ha« anybody The advertisingdepartment which Don Cranmer, Jim Dannenberg tion.
I McKenzie was nigh for the Tigers
given at the honored guest’s home
ture retail problems of 1948.
C Grevengoed,City Qerk
Mrs. Mel Ackerberg and daughter, on route 1. A two-coure lunch noticed the sporty tie John Olert. handles the patterns that appear and Bill Ross.
with live tallie*.
60 veterans i* under the direction
Otto Rennhack and Mrs. Acker- was served and a gift was pre- clerk of the Board of Education, is hi The Sentinel, recently received
of Albert Smith.
berg.
sented to Mrs. Nobel.
wearing these days? It has a hand a request for a pattern from Mrs. Repairs for Woodbine
New Trial Denied
The choir sang four groups of
Attending were Mrs. Jennie painted tabby with conspicuous G. W. Vqnk Lucas of Arnheim,
Grand Haven. Feb. 14 (UP)
Grand Haven, F’eb. 19 (Special) songs, including Negro spirituals,
Smeenge, Mr. and Mrs. Henry whiskers bn a dark green back- Netherlands.
Shower Compliments
'-^Circuit Judge Raymond L. always popular with audiences.
Smeenge, Mr. and Mrs. Henry ground. John ties it so that the , Mrs. Lucas — or Vonk Lucas- The Coast Guard cutter Woodbine will leave for Manitowoc.
ith has denied a motion for a
G. Smeenge. Mr. and Mrs. Marin- pussy cat appears to be peeping said she would like to have a pat*
Mrs. Alex Eding, Jr.
Wia., Sunday where it will stay
new trial made Jan. 31 by coun- Abram Dogger Dies
us Smeenge. Mr. and Mrs. Gerald from his
.
tern, described in the dipping she
for a month to have decks and
sl for Leoria Van Dyke (now
Mrs. Alex Eding, Jr.f the form- Smeenge and Roger and Beverly,
had enclosed from a Sentinel that
engines
overhauled.The cutter
t) against John Joseph Alter Long Illness
er Leona Gebben. was feted at a Mr. and Mrs. Justin Smeenge, Mr.
Today is Valentineday, and it had somehow found its way across
and Edwin Winters. The
miscellaneousshower Thursday and Mr*. Ralph Smeenge. Mr. and has specialsignificancefor Russell the Atlantic, but she could send Sundew of -Milwaukeewill handle
fou* JUal
was tried last Dec. 16 and 17
Abram Dogger 52. died Friday night arranged by Mias Martha Mr*. Tony Klinkenbergand John, V. HUyser, genial postal, clerk. no money because of Netherlandsduties ot the Woodbine while it la
which a Circuit Court jury noon at his home. 342 West 18th Sikkel and Mra. Elmer Van Dyke. Mrs. Dena Riemersma and daugh- Forty -eight years ago today, when restrictionson sending money out in the shipyards.
• verdict of no cause for St., following a lingering illness. The event w’as held at the home ter*, Grace, France* and Henri- Russ saw the light of day, his par- of the country, but please could*
Mrs. Van Dyke sought $20,- Surviving are his wife, Lucy; one of the latter, 247 West 15th St
etta, Mrs. Gordelia Stam. Mrs. ents decided to couple hi* birth- she have the pattern anyhow?
to mention that this if a one time
KALAMAZOO
personsl injuries allegedly daughter,Mrs. Harold Lake, of
Games were played and a two- Grace Nobel, Mrs. Anna Ten day with Valentipp dv.-— .hence She got' the pattern, compli- offer and cannot be repeated, in
on March 15, 1947, when Holland; three sisters and two courae lunch was served by the Brink. Arie Nobel, George Nobel
the
in his name stand* for ments of John to the Ad depart- case somebody else in the Netherby • car driven by Rozneck brothers.
| hostesses. Decorations carried out and the guest of honor.
Valentine. Congratulations, Russ! ment. He cautions the Ambusher lands wants a pattern.

ly and seeking advantage

for

guests.

shots. Each team played a revolving attack in the early stages of
Otto Dreiael
the tilt and neither team shot
Otto Dresscl, scoutmaster of
hastily.The Tigers opened scor10, sponsoredby the First
ing on a foul shot by Bob Johnson,
son of the Heights coach. Oakie 1 Methodist church has been in
Johnson. Kruithof matched the scouting most of the time since he
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Soil

briservation

New Sanitarian

Program Reported

Added

By Service Chief

to

Scouters

Megan

.

.

In

Allegan, F«b. 19— More consul-

milk

Headed ior Oblivion

when he was thrown from

1915

producers, pasteurization

plant operators, resort owners, as

Building Permits

his

seat in the engine room.

Mrs. C. M. Hansen of the north
side today received a telegram
from Secretary of State William
J. Bryan to the effect that her
son Floyd Hansen, and Laverne
Williams, a former Holland boy.
are being held in Paris, France,
because they have not the proper
credentials to show that they are
American citizensand asking that
Mrs. Hansen send the date of her
son's birth and the time he left
the United States. This news story
apix'ared in the Saturday, May
22. issue of the Holland Daily Sen-

tation aeniee for food handlers,

Farms Once

while on Its return trip from
Manistee. John Welters, engineer
on the boat, auffered two broken ribs and aome bad bruises

Holland

Health Division

Great Strides Made
In StTing

Meet Your

Sought by Seven

At 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
Lugers achool house, a silver meSeven application* for building
dal contest will be held under the
auspices of the Holland Woman's permits, totaling$1,600 were filed
thi* week with Building Inspector
Christian Temperance union.
George Zuverink and City Clerk
Clarence Grevengoed.

The

Sports Briefs

application*follow:

Martin Stone. 8 West Eighth
St.,

remove railing and

replace

Hope cagcrs Don Mulder and with panel. $250; self, contractor.
Bud Vande Wege. currently lead Henry Haringsma,288 Ea*t
20 million acres despite lack of
the MI A A scoring parade (not in- Eighth St., new floor in store
building. $400, self, contractor.
personnel for giving adequate ascluding Friday night contests).
Lewis Teninga. 100 West Eighth
sistance to all farmer-operated soil
Both lads have garnered 97 points St., erect office for used car lot,
conservationdistricts requesting
in six MIAA engagements. Mul- 10 by 12 feet, $300; John Teninga,
tinel published in 1915.
it during the It 47 fiscal year was
Sylvester Paulis won a sweeping der has 41 baskets and 15 foul contractor.
reported today b> Chief H. H.
victory in the race for mayor at
Henry A. Hyma, 30 Grave*
Bennett of the Soil Conservation
tosses for his total while Vande
the annual student election held
place, lower kitchen ceiling and
Service.
Wege has 37 field goals and 23 inatall window*, $150; sell, conin the High school yesterday afIn his annual report to Secrefoul shots.
tractor.
ternoon.Helen Bell was elected
tary of Agriculture Clinton P.
Close on their heels are two AlHarold Dalman. 262 East 12th
clerk, William Kimpton treasurer.
Anderson, the soil conservation
The job of prosecuting attorney bion lads. Jerry Edwards and Lou St., finish upstairsroom, $200;
chief pointed out that both 1945
and 1946 were >ears of record acwas won by Ben Rutgers.The Black. Edwards has netted 95 self, contractor.
John Van Eerden
tallies and black, the diminutive
Jacob Tibma, 219 West 15th
following aldermen were elected
complishment, but that in 1947
John Van Eerden is the Squad- in the various wards; First ward, guard, trails with 94 points. Four St., kitchen cupboards,$130; no
it is imperative that our staff
service technicians assisted farmmake regular visits to food hand- dren leader for the Air Seoul Jud Huntley and Vander Woude; Hope regulars are listed in the contractor listed.
ers in putting "more than twice
ling establishments, dairies and Squadron 7, sponsored by the Jun- .second ward. Helen Dyke and first 10. Herk Buter is in eighth
Gerrit Dykstra. 120 East 18th
as much conservation work on the
producer farms throughout the ior Chamber of Commerce, a posi- Dyke Van Putten; third ward. spot with 63 tallies and Yonker is St., change cupboards and remove
land as during 1945 and increased
tied for ninth with Frank Walters
county. Because of the size of the
wainscoting, $150; self contracthe 1946 record by more than 23!
Mary Geegh and Cornelius Scholtion he has held for three years.
of Kalamazoo with 59. Gil Edson tor.
county, this job cannot be perper cent." That included some
ten; fourth ward, Norman Simpformed by one engineer."Reynold's In scouting continuously since son and Alice McAllister; fifth of Hillsdale still has best average
127, (KM) farm plans that covered
appointment brings the health de- 1939 he has l>een a member of ward, Elsie Gowdy and A Smith; per game with 17.5 Edson has
about 36 million acres, in addition
only plaved in four games hav ing
to soil conservation practices
partment back to its pre-war sta- (the troop comm.tUv for Troop 7 sixth
.....................
ward. Wilbur Oudermolen
Rifle
missed the Kalamazoo game Monwhich were spread to thousands of
tus when two engineers were em* | Assistant Scoutmaster for Troop 7 land Fetor Van Domelon.
da v due to a knee injury.
Class A
neighboring farms and ranches.
six years, and NeighborhoodCom- ! "The Kool Kalamazoo Kalis to
The first 10 leading scorers in
Dean Miller. 183; Henry Terp*
'The increasing co-operative
Reynolds is a graduate of the , missionerbefore taking over his You." is the slogan recommended
the MIAA are;
stra. 183; Glen Bonnette, 180; Lorefforts of the farmers working in
University of Illinois,where he re- present leadership position. by the committee and adopted by
Ffi F TP ing Holt. 179; Gil Van Noord. 177;
districts,"Dr. Bennett said, "toceived a Bachelorof Science de- J A member of the Third Reform- the Lake Shore Commercial club
Mulder.
............. 41
15 97 John Weenum. 170; Tom Smith,
gether with the greater experience
gree in Dairy Industry. In addi- ed church he us a memlter of the at Saugatuck.
Vande
Wege.
Ho
........ 37
23
97 169; Roger Knoll. 168; Bob Gitchand efficiency of service techni- The Order of Yun Hul is proudly worn by Capt. Hazel V*r H«y of
tion he has spent four years as consistory of the church, the Mrs. William Tubbs of New
Edwards. Alb ............... 40 15 95 ell, 168; Bart Mulder, 165; John
cians made it possible to increase
Holland who is stationed in Nanking. China. The award was prefield man and two years as plant Mens league, and the Junior York has announced the engageBlack. Alb ..................... 34 26 94 Van Til. i63; Clair Zwiep. 161;
the amount of conservationput
sented by the Chinese chief of staff to Capt. Ver Hey who has been
superintendent for the Kraft Chandicr of
Iment of her daughter, Miss Flor30 21 81 Dale Dunnewin, 161; Louie Elzlnin China since April, 1946.
on the land without sacrificing
Cheese Co ; one year with the
John and Marie have three chiMonce B. Tubbs, to the Rev. J. Y Moon, Alb.
30 16 76 ga, 155; Keith Van Koevering, 132.
quality."
Momence Illinoisi Milk Co-op. dren Sharon, 8; David, 6; and Broek, pastor of the Trinity RpHennett, Ad* ••••*••••••••••• 19 35 73
C last B
He explained that the conservaas
plant
superintendent,
and
two
Judith. 2 years of age. They live; formed church at Plainfield.N.J.
$5,000,000.Last year with a simiEdson, Hill .................... 26 18 70
Donald
Postma,
189; Gordon De
tion’ operationsrecommendedby
lar goal $7,600,000 was collected years as district sales manager for at 27 West I8ih St. His hobbies Mr. Broek is a graduateof Hope Buter. Ho .....................
25 13 63 Waard. 188; Howard Working,
the Soil Conservationservice aie
Western
Michigan
for
the
Klenare
hunting
and
gardening.
With a quota of $33,000.last year,
college and a son of the late Rev. Yonker. Ho .................. 25
9 59 186; Gerrit De Witt. 186: Glenn De
based on 18 vears of intensive
tlie Grand Rapids diocese raised zade Co.
D.
Brock, a former Holland Walters. K ................... 19 21 59 Waard. 181; Jake Meurer, 179;
scientific research and 14 years of
His latest positionwas with the
$57,500.
clergyman.
Hoben, Ad ..................... 25
8 58 Fred Handwerg. 176; Abe Vanden*
farmer experiencewith measures
The Most Rev Francis J. Haas, Pear) Creamery of Pullman. MichThe Rev. B. H. Einink, pasin
berg. 173; Garret Huizenga,167;
tried and proved on more than
bishop of Grand Rapids, has ap- igan where he was employed as
tor of the Christian Reformed
Ken Letsingei, tournament dir- Johnny Clark, 139; Gordon Huizhalf a million of the Nations
field
man
until
the
firm
went
pointed tlie Rev. Joseph C. Walen.
church at Muskegon for six jearj, ector of district 23 in Allegan, enga. 148.
The general synod of the Refarms When the operationalphase
diocesan directoiof social services, into voluntary bankruptcy in
has announced his acceptanceof thus week released information on
Class C
of the national program was formed Church, highest judicial to head the appeal again this year. December. 1947.
the call extended to him by the the state basketball tourney which
Jarvis Ter Haar. 197; W'ally De
launched, he said, "it was not body of the communion, will meet
Reynolds is married and has
Rev. Walen stated recently that
Central Avenue church as succes- begin* March 3. The Allegan tour- Waard. 193; A1 De Vries. 193;
forseen that so much progress at Buck Hill Falls, Pa., beginning War Relief services — National an eight-year-old daughter. He
sor to the Rev;. R. L. Haan who ney will be a four night affair with Henry Klrnes, 192; Russel Klei*,
could be made in so short a time." May 20. according to Dr. Henry
Catholic Welfare conference, un- now lives on the Bob Mince place,
became
pastor of Grandville Ave. finalist* being decided on the Fri- 192; Louis Van Ingen, 190; Tony
J.
Bellman
of
Los
Angeles,
chairThe report showed that the 126.der whose auspices the March 7 two mile* north east of Allegan.
church. Grand Rapuk, last Nov- day and Saturday nights of the Bouwman, 189; James Van Dyke,
970 conservation farm plans pre- man of the program committee
collection will be held, shipped
ember.
188.
meet.
Important matters before the
pared in the 1946-47 year by farmmore than 86.000.000 pounds of
The new plant erected by the
Holland Christian has again
ers and service technicians synod thus year are the active re- supplies last year to aid war vicCappon-BertachLeather company been assigned to the Allegan disbrought to 516.115 the plans in sumption of missionarywork in tims in 62 countries. Since 1943
on the north side of Black lake, trict. according to tlie tournament Ten-Months-01d Infant
soil conservationdistrictsalone, Japan and the opening of a new
the organization has sent 206.670,although outside of the city pro- release. Other Class B schools par- Diet at Parents’ Home
covering 142,074.155 acres, of field in Africa, the final report 000 pounds of supplies worth
per. is considered the biggest in- ticipatingare Allegan and South
which 70.272.575 have been treat- of the I'nit.-d Advance program $122,160,000to Europe and the
David Lee Bruursema, 10dustrial boost Holland has receiv- Haven. Teams assigned in Class C
Switcli
ed. Additional millions of acres towards raising a special sum of Far East.
month-old son of Mr. and Mn.
ed in recent years, according to a are Fennville, Bloomingdale,Ot- John Bruursema. 36 East 16th St.,
planned and treated in earlier pro- $2,500,000(at the last report,
Organized primarily to aid
story in the Monday. May 2. issue. sego. Wayland, Paw Paw and died Thursday,February 13, at the
Grand Haven. Feb. 19 (Special)
grams administered by the Service more than $2,000,000 had been
those peoples in bombed-out cities
'Two
>*ars ago the company Plainwell.Class D entries will be home of complications following
—Perry
C.
Poole.
67-year-old
were also reported. Among indivi- given in cash and pledges i. A during the war. War Relief sererected a large three story brick Hopkins, Gobles. Martin and Saug- whooping cough.
dual conservationtreatments s|)eeial committee will give a re- vices has. since the cessation of Comstock park brakeman. died at
sole leather plant. This spring the atuck.
7:30 p.m. Thursday in Municipal
listed as applied in districts to port on moving headquarters from
Surviving besides the parent*
hostilities,concentrated on the
company is building a new pigskin
The winner of the Clas* B dii- are four brothers,John Jr., Roger,
June 30 were more than 13 million New York City to some other area
hospital a half hour after he was
feeding of children, the sick and
plant 80x112 feet, three stories trict meet will go to the Kalama- Ronald and Kenneth; three sister*,
acres of contour cultivation;more in the church, and the report of
run over by a box car while marthe aged.
and also a new bleach house 54x zoo regional tourney as will the Marilyn. Diana and Phyllia; the
than 442.000 miles of terracing; the special committee on a study
shaling care in Grand Trunk
Henry B. Hopper
200 feet.
Class C winner. The Class D maternal grandparents.Mr. and
more than 5 million acres of cover of the Federal Council of the
switch yard here.
Henry B. Hopper, scoutmaster
crops; more than 15 million acres Churches of Chriat in America Municipal Court News
He was working with William of Troop 9 sponsored by the Hope The peace play "In the Van- champ will be sent to the Grand Mrs. Jacob Borgman and the paternal grandmother,Mrs. George
of stubbie-mulch farming; 334 and the denomination's continued The following fines had been J. Merchant of Durand, engineer Reformed church Men's club, guard" which will be presented Rapids regional.
Drawings for this meet will be Slager.
million acres of proper range membership in the Council.
of the tram; Ben Fairbanks of brings a wealth of experience in- by the senior class of the high
stocking, plus about 5.800,000 The synod will be in session for paid in MunicipalCourt today: Grand Rapida, conductor, and Al- to his scout leadership. An Eagle school on Friday evening of this held Tuesday. Feb. 24. Officialsof
acres of range .ind pasture seed- six days, with Dr. John W. Beard- Albert Kruithoff. 25. of 118 East bert L. Colby, another brakeman. Scout in Troop 14. Detroit, he week, was given with great suc- the tourney will be Wendell Eming; 78,000 farm and ranch ponds slee of New Brunswick Theologi- 13:h St., improper loading of
Poole, still conscious, was tak- later became scoutmasterof the cess by the students of Kalama- ery. Don Grube and Bill Wheeler.
built; more than 1.800,000 acres of cal seminary in the chair.
truck. $2: Warren Jay Eding. Zee- en to Municipal hospital where he fame Troop, a position he held zoo college before the State
farm drainage completed; and
Picture* of the New Year's Day
land, speeding. $6; Kenneth dip- was administereda heart stimu- for four years. During this time Teachers' association which was
more than 4.800.000acres of woodping. 17, route 4, speeding $4: lant. Acting Coroner George Hoff- he also taught a Sunday school held in Kalamazoo last October. Rose Bowl game will be shown in
Agreeing to complete two tnd the Allegan Griswold auditorium
land improvement.
Jack Drooger 22. route 4. speed- er said death Was due to shock class at the North Woodward
Dr. Bennett emphasizedthe
three-fourth miles of gravel ‘road on Friday, Feb. 27- The program is
Catholics ing, $3: Dingeman De Witt. 19, and loss of blood.Poole's right leg Congregational church.
economy and profitablenessof this
route 3. right of way. $6. Parking and right arm had been severed.
During the war he served as between West Olive and Agnew being sponsored by the Allegan
oil conservation work: A Service
fines of $1 each were paid by Don- There will be no inquest.
executive officeron Y. M. S tor in time for the West Michigan Rotary club. A matinee for school
cost of only $1.63 an acre for
ald J. Rietman. 20. route 5; James
six months, and then as command- Pike tour, on July 12. Albert Niet- children is also scheduled, official*
Surviving
are
the
wife,
Ada;
Aid in Relief
complete soil conservationsurveys,
Den Herder, of 88 West 12th St.; two sons, George of Comstock ing officer of the USS Goshawk ermg of Grand Haven was award- announced.
planning and land treatment in
ed the contract by Ottawa county
| for 18 months. Shipwrecked on
1947, with the farmers themselves
Charles Aardema, Christian
Catholics o, Hoi,
an island in the Bering sea lie read commissioners.
bearing the principalexpense over participatein the nation-wide 1948 Zw enter, of 2 6(i East Ninth St.; J of Gaher and Mrs. Fred Bennett and his crew had ample op|)orlun*
...... .. A meeting was held at Drenthe High reserve center, will be lost
a series of years. He cited reports Appeal of the bishops' fund for E. Spaulding. Holland,
evening for the purpose to the team for the rest of the
of Rockford;seven grandchildren ity to turn all of their
from the records of typical farm victims of war on Sundiv. March
and camping experience to good (>f having another Independence \ear. Coach Art Tills announced
and one great grandchild.
ers and ranchers showing that soil' ^ "hen a collection will l*1 taken
The average citizen takes 305
Day celebration. George Devries this week. Aardema suffered a
The body wa* removed to Van't Use
conservation had increased their iuPJn Catholic churches,
nose fracture in the Fremont game
ri(les each year on trolley coaches. Hof funeral home in Grand Rap'd* 1 The Hopper*. Henry.
elected president,
per acre income $4.90 on the aveme national quota this year isistreetcars and gas
where funerAl serviceswill he Nile8- and 13-year-old 'r°m live
Although the iate frosts have iast week.
rage and added: "Nearly ail
held Monday at 2 p.m. with buna 461 State St. They are members been rather discouragingfor the
farmers who have adopted a comLate reportsof license sales durof Hope Reformed church. Henry Cl,\ lot farmer as well as for
in Alpine cemeter>.
plete conservation-farmingprois member of the Michigan Act- (he real farmer out in the rural ing the 1947 deer hunting season
gram claim that i; has increased
indicate a record number of huntI uanal society, and the Men's districts, the indication* are that
their yields from around 30 per
club of Hope
the plant of the Chamber ol Com- ers were in the field last fall, ac,v:,
cent to more than 100 per cent."
A furniture manufacturer, his meree committee to help the poor- cording to state conservation deThe report called attention to
hohhies are sailing and astron- er |>oople ol the city toheipih. m- partment officials.
between 425 and 435 million acres
omy.
Reports now indicate 344,457
sieves will in? tairly successful.
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
of cropland being damaged in
J-J
resident
deer hunting permits
The
committee
sent
out
notices
to
The Horizon Girls and Sea Scouts
varying degrees by erosion and
needy famiht* in the city ottering were sold. 2,655 more than for the
are
giving
a
St.
Valentine's
partv
i
| ...
needing treatment in the next 10
lo secure vacant city property lor previous record year of 1946. All
Saturday evening at the Legion
V ’
'
to 30 years, and tu additionalmil(hern on which they could raise records of 1947 license sales are
hall.
lions of acres of range and pasvegetables and up to the present not yet complete.
The Biackhawk* of the Fenn(From Friday’s Sentinel)
ture land conservation treatment
Deer hunter success, based on
about 12 families are taking ad«cho°l VV1" P*a-V basket- 1 Mrs. George Morgan us visiting
needed.
•»'***•'
tabulationof game kill cards,
vantage
ol the offer.
ban against the Saugatuck Injuns relativesin Phoenix. Anz.
Mrs. A G. Gowdy and Mrs. M. show 1947 results were within one
v ! i-lVu ‘Ch0l> ' Fnd,y *v«ninK ! Mr and Mrs. William DuVall of J. Allman attended tire county per cent of the success ratio in
Holland Captain Receives
e . 3th. in the gym of the high Detroit, were week-end guests of
Teachers meeting heid at Zeeiand 1946.
sc™01! the Harold Van Svckies.
Chinese Military Award
•Mis* Carol Carr will entertain
W. C. Crane is visitingin De- Saturday Prof, Delas Fall, in£
Perhaps there is no place in the
structor in Albion college, gave an
Capt. Hazel Ver Hey. daughter
group of young friend* Saturda> | troit.
county where yellow ties are as
address.
of Mr. and Mrs. Nick Ver Hey. 36
at her home with a Valentine par- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Aiex B.nle of
J. Huneburger and family will much in demand as they are in
East 26th St., was recently award(Ganges announce the birth of a
start
tomorrow morning on an Fremont 'The blame should go to
ed the Breast Order of Yun Hui
uesday evening, the American *or„ Richard, at the communitv
automobile trip to Arjenta. Ark. my wife." sa\s Coach Larry Gotsby (he Chinese chLf of staff. Gen.
Upon .uxilltfym.t in ih. Log, on hospital,
chail of the Fremont High PackLin Wei. Capt. Ver Hey is stationa and made pad* for the Com-! There was a regular meeting of It was not until Alderman Van- ers.
ed in Nanking. China as aide to
unit>
Douglas chapter. O.E.S. Mondav d r Ven and Alderman Brower.
It seems that two Near* ago.
the American chief of staff.
Die only two members of the
•*ir. and Mrs. John Matthew* evening
Gotschalls
wife bought him a
.Street
committee
preftent.
had
Capt. Ver Hev expects to inleft Monday for their new home in ! Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Inada visitbright yellow tie a* a gift. "Just
home this spring at the conclusion
ner orreat.
uiejr son i)lckie at Onargo, handed in their resignation* as
of her two-year leave of absence
members of that committee that by chance. 1 wore the ti* to one
i'eCSntly iold th<?ir b0™, HI. Dickie is a student at the (Jnof our home basketball games,"
from the U. S., according to her
the common council last night de. SVJ0 Mr- *nd Mr,|»rgO Militarv School for Bov*.
mother. Unless she is reassigned
cided to appoint a city engineer to Gotschall said. 'The boys looked
r r
'
I Mis* Adaiine Gjesdalil. a student
so good that I wore the tie to the
as essential by the War departL • nu- Sonias spent
the university.Ann Arbor, vis- take the place vacated last fall by
next game and the next. I began
ment. she will return to China as
Henry
Naberhuis.
After
seven
balZf, 1".<rh!C*g0*Hendin* the an- ited her grandfather, P. O. Konoid.
to be a little superstitiousand dea civilian. While in China she benual convention of the Chicago over tlie week-end.
lot* on whom to appoint, the recided that maybe the yellow tie
came engaged to Maj. William
Dental Society.
commendation
of
the
street
comMr- and Mrs. Charles Ash rewas doing us some good." Since
Saunders of Kentucky who has
Mrs. Alice Humphrey of Detroit turned Wednesday from Dundee, mittee prevailed,and Carl E.
been reappointed to serve in China
has been a guest of Mr. and Mrs. where they were called by the ill- Bowen, assistantengineer of Bur- then Gotschall ha: never sat on
the bench without wearing his
as military attache for two more
William LigroVvV.
lington, la., was chosen by a vote
ness of her mother.
yellow tie. That wa* two years
year* — —
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Hungerford
of
9-2.
Thi*
news
story
appeared
—
---i..,.
emu .»u».
vanaenMr. and
Mrs. xumaru
Howard Vandenago.
Capt. Ver Hey is acquainted with
m v hicago have been recent visi- 1 burg of Jamestown spent the in the Tuesday, May 25. i**u«.
During the two year*. Gotschall
Madame Chiang Kai Shek and has
tor* here.
The
Forward
Movement
club
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Her
has reason o believe that the tie
been entertained in her home sevMr*. Edward Force returned the man Bekken.
met last night at the home of
win* ball games. The Packers have
eral times. Mrs. Ver Hey says her
first of the week from Little Fails.
Mr. and Mr*. Harold Van Sycle D. Miles. RepresentativeG. W. won all of their contests with the
daughter is a frequent visitor at
N.J . where she visited her son-inhave, gone to Pass Charistan, La., Kooyers gave an instructive talk
the foreign embassies, especially
law and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. for a month s vacation.
on 'The Initiative, Referendum exception of one foe. "It doesn't
*eem to have much effect on
the Dutch embassy- Capt. Ver Hey
James Lamb.
and Recall.”
Aima," Gotschall moan*. Alma
enlisted in the Wac in 1942 and
Mrs. John Boak of Columbus.
The material* arrived this whipped
Fremont once during the
has been in China since April,
O.. is spending a few weeks with Froebel Safety Squad
morning for the repair work to be
1946. '
season last year and in the state
her sister. Mrs. Kathryn Chase.
done
on
Central
Ave.
Contractor
Awarded for Record
finals of Class B. Thi* year the
The World Dav of Prayer will
Vander Veen of Grand Rapid* i*
only
defeat suffered by Fremont
be observedFriday at 2:30 p.m. in
Dog Licenses Slow
For three consecutivemonths ready to begin the work and if
has been at the hand* of Alma.
the
Methodist
chmch.
The
speakFroebel school' has been the only the council has its way Central
Dog licenses have been moving
The Fremont mentor said furer will be Miss Nettie De Jong, a elementary school in Holland to Ave. will be put into perfect shape
slowly, City Trea_surerHenry J.
ther that now many of the fans
missionary
under
the
Presbyterian
during
the
next
few
week*.
place-on
the
school
safety
patrol
.Becksfortsaid today. So far. only
are wearing the tie*. He said durchurch who was stationed at honor list compiled by thy AAA.
280 dog owners have obtained 1948
The Rev. J. Van Peureem, pasing the state tournament last seaChangteh.
Hunan,
province.
China,
In
recognitionof
this
honor,
tor
of
Trinity
church,
has
been
licenses, a fraction of last year's
from
1914
to
1939.
Musical
numLeon N. Moody and Coach Mal- invited to preach the baccalaure- son thauhe greatestshare of fans
entries . of 904. Feb. 28 is the
from the
bers will be given by Mrs. Johnson colm Mackay have arranged to ate sermon to the graduating class were sporting yellow tie*.
deadline for licenseswhich cost $1
Fox
and
Mrs.
Robert
Litholn.
have selected groups from the of the Coopersville high ichool on
for males and unsexed dogs and $2
wtodds finest tomatoes
John Modderi. 344 Columbia Ave.. figured nobody would believe his
service squad and safety patrol June 6. Rev. Van Peursem was
for females. Rural and suburban
fish story without the fish, so he posed for a photograph.The
FTofida’a
coastline
is about 1.200 to be guests at several basketresidents should apply to their
formerly pastor of the Cooperemuskie is 48 inches long and weighs 27 pounds. Modders took tho
milta longer than that of any ball game*.
rare spibes and
township treasurers.John H. Maat
vrile Reformed church.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
other state.
fish on a spear just off Chippewa point in Big Bayou. The fish took
| The Froebel group is sponsored The fish tug Harvey Watson, 29 East 9th
is treasurer of Holland township
Phone 3983
a live sucker Modders was using for bait and Modders hit the muskie
IT T~. —
Mr*.. H. Macqueen and is cap- owned by Chief of Police Van Ry
ind Lloyd Van Lente of Park with a spear. The fish got loose but • second jab took It through
fine
GilbertVender Water, Mgr.
Powell national forest in Utah i tamed by Ronald Israels and of this city, ran into the breaktownship.
the back.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
has more thaa 1,000,000
| Nancy Ridley.
water at the Ludington harbor
well as for home owners on sanitation problems is assured with
the appointmentof John B. Reynolds. to the staff of the Allegan
County Health department,Dr. A.
G- Baker, director,announced today Reynolds will sene as assistant sanitarian.
"As the citizensof the county
have become aware of the variety
of services available from the
health department's sanitation division. demands fof consultation
service have increased,"Dr. Baker
pointed out.
‘"At the same time we feel that

A new record of completing conservation treatment on more than
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Sunday School

Christ

and

do not

let

fellow Christiana and

our

light

Fellowship
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Jamestown. The president, Mrs
J. G. J. Van Zoeren vad scripture
and offered prayer. The following were the readers. Mrs. Pott,
Mrs. Roelofs, Mrs. Van Zoeren,
Mrs. H. Vander Kolk, Mrs Ter
Haar. Offeringswere taker) and
The marriage of HenriettaZ. Mrs. Faber closed w-lfh prayer, a
Zwemer and the Rev. G. Te Kol- social time was enjoyed and lunch
ste was solemnized Wednesday was sf : ed by Mrs. H. Bos*. Mrs
Syhesma
evening at te home of the bride s G. Boss, and Mrs.
parents, the Rev. and Mrs. James The missionary offering of the
F. Zwemer, the father of 'the bride afternoon amounted to $20.70; the
officiating,began a story in the penny collection.$1.13: leper ofAugust 8 issue of the Ottawa fering, $7.65 and birthday money

Good
Old Days

ahine we do

In the

not do the truth; our fellowship ia
not of the right kind.

Lesson

NEWS

with Christ will

lead Christians to have the spirit
of Christ, and to manifest that
spirit in their relations one with
Believers
another.Many call themselves
Acts 2:37-47; Ephesians 4:1-6
Christians without the spirit of
• B\ Henry Geerllni*
'Christ.There is an orthodoxy of
Fellowship is one of those vrords
belief and also an orthodoxy of
it is not .so easy to define. It is
conduct. Fellowship with Christ
more «*asil> described than defin- will lead to both. To have fellowied. It is not ho difficultto talk
ship with Christ and fellow Chrisaround it and about it, but a de- tians will mean to have the mind
County Times published in 1902
finition, that is something else.
N>w Hom^ of Ihf
of Christ. That spirit includes
Holland City Nrai*
We may >a> ol fellowship that it love, modesty, joy, peace, service, by M. G. Manting. Rev. Zwemer
punUaliMlEvery Thurais association, friendship, com- optimism and the triumphant was assisted by the Rev. G. H.
dav by the 8 e n 1 n e !|
munion, friendly intercourse. We spirit. This spirit as the result Dubbink and the Rev. A. Zwemer,
Prlntlnu Co Office 64-56
grandfather of the bride. The couust‘ the word concerningtwo or
Weal Eighth Street Holof fellowshipwith Christ will show
land. Michigan
more persons who have about the itself in our lives as a form of ple will enjoy a three- week honeyEntered as tecond class matter at same interests, views, tastes, and demonstrated Christianity. Tins
the post office at Holland.Mich purposes. Ail of us will agree that will be the best evidence and the
under the Act ol Conitress.March 3. there must be much in common
best argument we can offer as
1879
among persons if there is to be testimony to Christ.
i.
early part of September.
W
BUTLER. Business Manager real fellowshippresent.
If we walk the way we should
The old settlerspicnic and anChristian fellowship,then, may and abide by the truth, our own
Telephone— News items 3193
nual meeting will take place on
Advertisingand Subscriptions.
3191 bo said to bo the ordinary fellow- hearts will tell us that we have
Thursday Aug. 14, at Macatawa
The publisher shall not t>;- liable ship Christianized.It must have in fellow-hipwith other Christians park. Tlie speakers will be the
for tnv error or errors in printing it the Christian spirit, aim and and that some day we will see Rev. J. F. Zwemer, the Rev. G.
and advertising unless « prooi cf motive. There cannot bo this kind Jesus face to face. It means much
H. Dubbink and others.
«uch advertisement•hall have been ! of fci|ow>s|,ipbetween the child of
to go through life holding to ihe
obtained by advertiser »ud returned
„ ,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Klaassen
by him in time foi correction with G°d and the child of Satan, even things that Christians of all time
announce the birth of a daughter.
auch error# or correctionsnoted in the same homo. Christianfel- have passed on to us.
son was born Saturday lo
plalnlv thereon and ir *uch case if lowship is limited to the bodv of
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Brouwer,
anv error so noted t* not corrected
,
*
publishersliabilityshall not
known a.' believers in
East 17th St.
such a proportion ot the entire space • Jesus. We can experience it easier
Twenty-nine marriage licenses
occupied by the error bears i0 the I than define it.
were issued in this county in July
whole space occupied bv such
, ,
(From
Tuf*(]a>'s Sentinel)
1 In uit fu»t epistle ol John the
Mis. Alvin Whut-myei and Mrs. as against 31 the same month
—
—
! wnier was
try
to lead his
last year.

February 22, 1948
The Fellowshipof Christian

1

A

$1.78.

A large crowd attended the
Womens’ World ^ay of Prayer
in Vrlesland on Friday. Feb. 13,

were: Mrs. J. Steigenga, Mr. and
Mrs. T. Byltwork of Grand Rapids; Mr. and Mrs. A. Bytwork and
Miss Tena. William Bytwork of
Hudsonville; Mr. and Mrs. G. Zu-

s.

More Red Cross

verink ot Zeeland; Mr. and Mrs. I.
Bytwork of Bauer; Mr. and Mrs.
J.
Vruggink, Mr. and Mrs.

Aides Appointed

G. Brink, Miss Hilda Stegeman.

James D. Boter, fund campaign
chairman for the Ottawa County
Red Cross chapter, today announced further appointment in

A

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brink,
Manley Stegeman, Mary Ann and
Evelyn.
Mr .and Mrs. L. Van

Heukelum

the annual drive beginning March

and sons were supper guests last
Saturday with the family of Mr.
and Mrs. E. Veldman at Gcand-

1.

Bruce Mikula will head the
merchants'division.The drive in
Holland public schools will be in
charge of High School PrincipalJ.
J. Riemersma. John H. Timmer

ville.

Mrs. Henry Klamer was hostess
at a Valentine party given at her
in the Vrieslandchapel. Several
home Thursday night. The time
of the Beaverdam women were was spent playing games after
present and also gave two nunv
which a lunch was served. Guests
present were Mrs. June Albrecht
of •Grandville. Mrs. T. Kort of

SSjSHS
KMSSSHSt
..a™*, *.ir"iK.sirsS'iS;

.

A

s. Atterwards

was enjoyed and

a

-

wUl direct the drive in Christian
grade schools and Lucille Bowman will take charge in Christian
high school.
8gt. Maynard Vander Yacht i
Mra N. J. Danhof will serve as
Sgt. Maynard Vander Yacht en- drive chairman in Zeeland city;
listed in the Army in June, 1946. Mrs. H. Bowman in Jamestown
He is at present stationed at township, and Mrs. H. De Vries
GreenvilleAir Base, Greenville, in Park township.
S. G, here he is attendingthe
The executive committee of the
Air , Force Chemical Warfare Ottawa chapter will meet Frischool. Upon graduation he will day at 6 p.m. in the Centennial
become a chemical warfare in- room of the Warm Friend Tavern
structor of the 12th Photo Techni- to discuss Home Service budgets
cian unit. He was graduatedfrom and recent disasters. Roll Call
the Lowry Field, Colo., Photog- chairmen and their key workers
rapher and LaboratoryTechnician also will attend the meeting and
school in February. 1947. He is the receive information on the theme,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Vander dates and campaign procedures.
Yacht, 391 Howard Ave.

Hudsonville Mrs. H. Geerts of
Borculo, Mrs. J. Elenbaas. Mrs.
refreshments
W. Van Harn ahd Mrs. G. Wasocial

were served.
beke.
Mrs. Fred Ter Haar of Drenthe
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Van Heuwas a Thursday dinner guest of
kelum spent Saturday evening in
Mrs John Brocrsma.
Grand Rapids with the family of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ver Hage
Mr. and Mrs. L. Launtzen.
were Wednesday afternoon guests
The pupils and teachers, Mrs.
of th' Rev and Mrs. Lammers of
Roberts and Mrs. Wabeke, of the
Jamestown.
local school had a Valentine
A
Tlie Zeeland Co-OperativeEleparty last Friday afternoon. The
vator meeting will be held on
Thursday afternoon.Feb. 19 Ir. teachers treated the children with
ice cream and cookies.
V. ' Zeeland City Hall.
The 29th annual meeting of th
'Jtockholdersof the Farmers' CoOperative K'eveator Co was held
E. C. Jones ol Allegan went to
25.
knowledge Chicago Fr.oay where they at
A runaway took place on Eighth >n Wednesday. Feh 18 at the
(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
three months 75c single copv 5c iof Jesus through what he himself
tended the wedding of
„. their
...... Ist- Tuesday morning. The horse | Hudsonville High school auditorSubscriptions payable in advance and had .ven arm heard *> thai tiiev
The
annual meeting of GraafdUroallnuftll( not m
ml0 dose,. le,lo*:. granddaughter. Miss Lillian lran ,he n« a«'"n-st a telegraph ium with morning and afternoon
schap
fire protection association
sessions
Dinner
was
served
at
Th
onn " Wtemyer daughter of Mr. and P°l0 at ,he corrH‘r
St(From Wednesday’* Sentinel)
Subecriberswill confer a favor bv ship with the
The Woman's Study club met
Robert Whitemyer. to EuAve
and pulled it- n< >n and a good prr gram was was held Thursday night at tlie
Mrs. Jack Campbell,spent last
reporting promptlv any inceularitywho does not know much about
the
home
of
Mrs.
Clarence
Bilg" i.
fire house. Election of officers
In delivery Write or Phone 3191
cannot com,' ven c!o>e to gene Gaifter of Chicago. The •’>e too so Horn Lie vehicle.After
week visit i g relatives in Rocks C Wabeke vvas a vVednes- resulted as follows: Chief, Gerald lings with Mrs. Fred Billet pre- ford. Ill
ceremonv was read ai 5 p.m. •'t3r‘nt'n^down College Ave. a
Him. though He may .stand in his
siding
and
conducting
the
opening
b:<K,ks tho animal vvas finaI* da af'ernooncaller on Mrs. M. Manned; lieutenant, Dave SchripThe South East unit of the
WONDERFFL IF TRIE
physical prex-nce. If a man b at a church wedding. Char.es fcw
P Wyngardon.
ly caught.
sema; captain, George Koops; sec- numbers. Prog: am arrangements Ladies Aid <1 the Congregational
Whitemyer also attended.
true and honest and pure and unAuto manufacturers say that
were
in
charge
of
Mrs.
Harold
Mu'* Blanche Brown was injur. rmd Mrs
Vander Kolk retary-treasurer,
Herman Tien;
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kraal and
church, were entertained Monday
early 1949 customerswill Ic able
ho
'ery near to daughter of Holland and Mr. and ed last Saturday evening by a spent last week Thursday after- board member. Henry Lubbers. Koops and Mrs. M. German. The
afternoon in the home of Mrs.
latter
however,
was
absent
beGuests at the home of Mr.
to walk into deakr shOTTOonB 1Ji” ,prov'M ',c ln“ 10
,h“e Mrs. Albert Michaelson and a team that became unmanageable noon with John Frerks.
(qualities in Him; but then he
cause of illness and Mrs M. Nien- George Drought Mrs Henry RmMr.
and
Mrs.
FTd
Nacelkerk
at
the
approach
of
a
street
car.
and pick out t.ie car o. their must reflect these qualities also, couple of friends of Constantine She vvas crossing the street at the and family were recent callerson and Mrs Jack Weller this past huis assisted Mrs. Koops. A St. 'per was assistant hostess.
week were Mr. and Mrs. Roger
were Sunday afternoonguests of
Douglas chapter. OES observed
choice for delivery within a reas- Jn short, lellowship with Je.-us
in i Mr and Mrs. Nagelkerk of Hoi Boeve and children. Sharon and Valentine's program was enjoyed
Mrs.
Michaelson s parents, Mr. corner of Eighth and River,
Friendship night. Monday. Guests
with
all members pro sent par*'ci
Onably short time." The names of | mearb that we know about Him
!
-id.
company with Miss Florence
Wesley, Mr. and Mrs. Jay Mulder,
and Mrs. Charles Liltle.
from Holland. Fennville nd SaugLuella Meengs and K me line and Mrs. B. H. Weiler of Kala- paling.
the "auto manufacturers’are no; and bt‘Ilt‘ve 1,1
Mrs. Ed Knoll, Mrs. Claude Kuisenga.They were obliged to
tuck were present.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nick
Wierda
of
Roelofs
sang
at
prayer
meeting
fivei; the chances are they did' fellowship with Christians must
mazoo
Hutchinson and Mrs. Raymond wait for a passing street car. An
on last week Wednesday even- Tuesday evening a group of Holland were recent visitorsin Famny night will he observed
not car to get out on a limb where be based on the same facts, for
McCarty went to Grand Rapids unknown man attempted to drive
tonight at the Congreg itional
i the home of Mr. and Mrs. Richthey
are
persons
who
see
alike,
ing.
prospective car buyers could give
married women of Graafschap ard Brower.
Thursday. Mrs. Knoll entered But- past with a team of horses. Tlie
church
parlors. There will be
Miss Marie Ver Hage of Zeelthem vigorous shaking if and when think alike, believe alike, and terworth hospital where she had animals became unmanageable and
played the North Shore Valley
community singing and Mrs WaltThe
February
meeting
of
the
and
was
a
Thursday
guest
of
Mrs
the optimisticpredictionsprove to love the same things.
Miss Brown was dragged under
ball team, each side winning two
Junior Girls League Missionary er Wightman of Gang'- will give
We talk a good deal about her tonsils removed Friday.
D. C. Ver Hage.
have been too optimistic.
games each. After the games group of the local church was several readings.
Mrs. William Harmon of Chica- the vehicle. She was seriously inMr. and Mrs Jim Swenson '
But it will be wonderful, if true comrades these days. It is a word
skating was enjoyed by the group.
Rev. Albert Dawe. pastor of
go. HI., came Tuesday evening to jured.
held at the home ot Beverly Veen,
Byr< Center were Friday guests
— at least for the scores of thous- that has been applied in particuThe
Rev.
J.
Groen
of
Grand
The next game scheduled is for with Alma Drenten presiding and the Congregationalchurch will
assist in the care of her father.
of Mr. apd Mrs. Merton Wabeke
ands of Americans who have been lar to old soldiers. When there is
Rapids has declined the call to the
Friday evening. Feb. 27 at 6:30. conductingdevotions. Bible study give a series of sermons during
Sam Beagle, who is ill.
a"d family
waiting ever since V-J day to have a parade or a convention of the
First
Christian
Reformed
church
Any married women of Graaf- was in charge of Mrs. John Haak- the Lenten season on "Art and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leon
Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Ver Hage
their order* filled. Those disillu- men who fought in any war. they
schap interested should get in ma and a Bible quiz was conduct- tlie Christ." There will Ik? special
have purchased the late Frank of ti is city.
were
recent Saturday guests of
fioned customers can hardly he are frequently spoken of as comWilliam Van Anrooy has securtouch with Edith Knoll. After the ed by Mrs. Earl Poll, with Phyllis music for the services.
blamed if they swallow the state- rades. They marched together; Robinson home on First St. from ed the contract to drive the piles M -v AI Lann nr of Drentlte
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Jennings
the estate. They plan to do extenMr. and Mrs. Alvin Oosting of game which will he held at North Brink getting the most correct
ment with a pinch of salt to make they fought together; they sufferfor the new bridge over the Kalav' e Sunday guests of Mr. and
Shore, movies will be shown.
sive remodeling before moving.
answers.
Special
music
was
in
skegon Heights were Monday
h go down.
ed together; they thought and
mazoo river between Saugatuck
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Knoll charge of Connie Haakma. who Mrs. F. Burrows in Pullman.
Do you remember the time of talked of the same things. That The Baptist Union met Thurs- and Douglas. The work will not evening guests of Mr. and Mrs
P re destroyed the farm home
spent
the past week in Pennsyl- offered two recordings. "Oh Love
day
afternoon
with
Miss
Freda
Henry
Wabeke.
blessed recollection when your may help us to see how we may
of Mr and Mrs. Roy Van Drag!
commence till next fall.
vania
where
they
visited
at
the
Dressed
and
Mrs.
Bertha
How.....of vjvu
God" anu
and "Softly
OVillJ dllU
and Tenderly"
ivnuem
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bass and
chief worry in buying a car was speak of our being comrades of
Weston had David De Bruyn of Zeeland daughter of Grandville wero home of George Brevenour of Seventeen answered to roll call Saturday evening. The Van
to pile up enough cash in your Jesus and of one another. There land. Mrs. J.
married Miss Henrietta Bosch, Thursday callers on Mr and Mrs Philadelphia,an uncle of Mrs. (with one of tlie ten conintand- Draghts were spending the evenbank account to finance the deal? Is likeness between us. We think charge of the devotional* and roll
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Knoll.
ments.
Even that was usually not too of the same things; we stand for call was responded to by refer- the youngest daughter of Mr. Sir >n Boss. Sr.
Welsh and the house was practicand
Mrs. Harm Botch of Bass
The
monthly
meeting
of
the
ences
to
Lincoln.
They
voted
conMr. and ..Irs. M. P Wyngarden
The local school basketball team
much of a worry. You could "make the same principles,we support
ally destroyed when discovered
were Tuesday evening guests of Graafschap Civic club has been lost a game last Tuesday to the
arrangements" and pay for your the same institutions;we believe tributionsto the March of Dimes River on Wednesday.
by He1 gh hors
A
deligtful
lawn
party
took Mr. ard Mrs. G. De Vree.
and
Memorial
Athletic
Fund.
postponed,
because
of
the
congretransportation while you were en- the same things; we fight lor the
Zeeland Christian school team
Mrs. Will Wicks and son. Carl,
place
last
Friday
evening
at
the
Mrs. Katie Fisher fell in her
joying it. At any rate you had same good cause.
Student R. Ten Clay of the gational meeting Feb. 19. and will with a score ol 52-40. A game was
home
Monday
afternoon and liome of Mr. and Mrs. George W. W *tern Seminary at Holland was he held the next Thursday, Feb. to he played Tuesday. Feb. 17. have been guests of her sister,
your choice of so many makes of
Now to be comrades together
Mrs. Frank Blumrieh.in Muskecars that that fact was some- does not mean that we live in the cracked her left shoulder blade. It Browning in honor of Miss Nina gti ? preacher in the local churcn 26. All members are requested to witti a team Horn Zetland Junior
gon
he present. Meeting will be held High.
times almost a problem. You pre- same home, or in the same city. will be necessary to carry her arm Wilde of Detroit.
on Sunday. Feb. 15
The Past Matrons club of
There
were
12
applicants
up
for
in
a
sling
for
five
weeks.
ferred one make, your wife an- It does not mean that we vote the
Mrs. G. Schermer and daughtei at the home of Mrs. Harold Knoll.
Several iocal women attended Douglas chapter. OES. were enMr. and Mrs. Bert Van Dis examination last Friday before were Wednesday callers on Mrs
other. sonny still another, and ame party ticket, or buy at the
the "World Day ot Prayer service
tertained by Mrs. Edward Moles
perhaps daughter a fourth. But same place, or follow the same and daughterLillian of East Sau- special agent Robarts of the rural C. Wabeke.
at the Oakland Christian Relormat her lake shore home. Feh. 11.
that was a private family fight
gatuck were dinner gueets Wed- free delivery system. The appliMr. and Mrs. Jack Holwerda
ed church last Friday afternoon. Desert luncheon was son" 1 at 1
occupation, or anything of that
and satisfactoryarrangements kind.
nesday evening of their daughter cants were Albert De Vries. John and Frankie of Grand Rapids were
Mrs. H. Ver Dum of the Ovensel p.m.
In short, being comrades
(From Wednesday’iiSentinel)
would be made as a rule.
and son-inlaw. Mr. and Mrs. H. Van Lente, Arthur Pr.ns, Pet- Saturday callers on Mrs. D G
Christian Reformed church presidmeans that we believein all those
Mrs. Thomas Gifford has reer Stegenga,Henry Fortum. Wil- V ’garden. lohn and Marie
Mrs. Robert Bennett,Central ed and Mrs. A. Mansen of the
There were certain other trouClaude Hutchinson.
turned from a visit with relatives
things that are lovely and of good
ble*. Your wife had her heart
The Past Noble Grands dub liam Wolters,Benjamm Welters. The consistory of the loca park, attended the first meeting Bentheim Reformed church con- in Chicago
report. In every other respect we
set on a blue car. you on a marmet Monday evening in ot the Episcopal diocesan depart- ducted devotiors.Main speaker Mr and Mrs Earl Chapman
and a few guests, numbering 24. John Vanden Berg. Anthony R/*may
be different. That is only anoon, sonny on a two-tone, and
ment of Christian education at St. was the Rev. A. Tinklenberg. who
were entertained Wednesday even- bach, Dick flostmg, Albert Kleis the chapel.
have been recent guests in the
other way of saying that when
perhaps daughter on a horse of
Worship services of The loca' Mark's cathedral. Grand Rapids. recently returnedfrom Europe as home of Mr. and Mrs. R A. Hoag
ing by Mrs. Arthur Sanford, as- and Albert Rooks.
acme other color. Oh. those were Jesus wants to know w hat we are. sisted by Mrs. \nna Andrews and
The second special election for church will lie held in the base- Tuesday night. Mrs. Bennett was representative of the World Serin Pullman.
troublesomedays, when problems He looks upon the heart, and not on Mrs. Frances Sheehan. Patriotic the bonding of the village for ment of the church.
recently appointed to the board vice committee,and special music
George Durham has been apthe outward appearance.
of all sorts confronted the poor
Marvin Bakker has brer trans- by the Rt. Rev. Lewis B. VVhit- was furnished by Mrs. Floyd Kap* pointed captain of the steamcontests were conducted by Mrs. light and water works was held
Then
it must follow that if we
harassed auto buyer. And ho alSheehan and won by Mrs. J. W. in Zeeland Tuesday. The proposi- ferred from the Vriesland Reform- temore, Bishop of Western Michi- er and Mrs. Earle Poll of Hamilton ihip North American and has
ways had to remember that what- are that kind of people we will Weston. Mrs. Carl Walter was tion carried by a vote ot 212 to ed church into the fellowship of gan.
in vocal duet form, with Mrs Don started work this week.
ever job he finally decided on. he stand by the church, for Jesus winner of the handmade apron 83.
the Immanuel Reformed church of
Tlie Rev. William C. Warner Boerman of Oakland as accomThere will me a regular meeting
founded
it. He did not .say that it
waa stuck with it at least two
will be guest speaker tonight atjpanist.
Miss Juiia Van Raalte will leave Grand Rapids.
so.d. Refreshmentswere served by
of the West unit Thursday, in the
years, because that was as often would be perfect, and He did not the three hostesses
On Tue day evening the C. E the Church of the Epiphany, South Robert Billot, son of Mr. and church parlors.
for the Philippines next Tuesday
*ay that even one belonging to ,t
as he changed cars.
Mrs. Fred Billet sustaineda leg
Mrs.
Clarence
Huyser
Is im- where, upon her arrival, she will and catechism class met in the
When 1949 comes, with its utop- would be living the way He proving from an illness of bron- become the bride of S. O. Roimold. chapel The topic discussed was
T 5 Leon C. Vander Zwaag. son I fracture last week, when playing
should;
but
it
is
His
church,
and
ian days of prompt car deliveries,
chitis.
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Vander in the snow.
formerly principalot Holland High "For Better or for Worse."
those old battles over makes or those wlio are trying to please
The Sowing Guild met on Thurs- Zwaag. is now working with the
Rulx'rt Van Ess. arc presentative
Mrs.
Clyde
Goodwin
of
Detroit school.
models or colors will not recur in Him are expected to belong to it
The Girl's League for Service
"VenetianEvening" was earned dy afternoon in the chapel at l:3h 54th Engineer Maintenance Co., of a mufic store in Holland prehas
retired
from
active
school
the great American home: at least ami to live in it :n such a way as
o’clock.
located on the outskirts of Sendai, sented before the studentsof the met at the parsonageFeb. 2. The
teaching
and
has
come
here
to out at the resorts iast night, and
not until the ear buyers are con- to help it along and make it the
The Willing Workers will hold Japan, on Northern Honshu is- two upper rooms ol the local president. Mrs. Pauline Rowhoist
assist her siqer, Mrs. Walter Rob- a prettier scene could not have
vinced that what tho manufact- [tower ii ought to be.
bins
in the care of the.r father, been offered to the hundreds of their monthly meeting on Thurs- land. The company repairs all con- school and a few parents last presided and led in devotions. A
The very fact that we are comurers say is actually true. The
John Ulrich. Sr.
spectators that thronged the day evening servicesvva. furn- ruction equipment for IX Corps Thursdav. a demonstration of play Dictator Dad" will be given
head of the house will announce rades of Jesus and other Chrisshore of Macatawa Bav at ewrv and Mrs Gerald Zuiverink as hos- Construction units. Vander Zwaag band instrumentsand a plan of in the local school April 1 and 2.
to the assembled family that he tens ought io keep us from doing
tesses.
entered service Nov. 1, 1946.
how the local schoo might avail Various committees were appointreport. Scores of launches,row
is going to put the matter to the anything that will offend Him. We
The special music at the SunPhil Harrjngtpn. son of Aid. and itself of an opportunity to organ- ed. Refreshments wore served by
mats and sailingyachts skimnvd
test once and for all; he is going go io the utmost limits to please
the water, gaily decked with Lip- day evening services was murn- Mrs. Harry* Harrington,was the ize a school band. A film was also Henrietta Rus and Carol Sas.
to replace his 1939 job for one of those we love best. If we d.d
(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
anese lanterns. Lantern^ were r'.ed by a ladies' quartet con- photographerfor a 12-picture lay- shown, depicting the manufacture Mrs. Hero Nienhuis has returnthe vintage of 1949 No one will ask Any thing else our consciences
sistingof Mrs G. Schermer, Mrs out in a bi-weekly magazine this of many of the band instruments. ed to her home from the Holland
The program featuring the local
about color or make or anything would whip us so bad v we could quartet and three other quartets stretched along the shore en- W. Vander Kolk. Mrs
Wyn- week demonsttatinga new secret Mr and Mrs. Alvin Mokma an- hospital where she submitted to
circling the bay and gleamed m
else. Father will ask tht mem- not Keep And we can easily disVn. and Mrs. H. Kruidhof.
was pos toned trom Feb. 19 to Feb the groves and on the porches.
ingred.ent “X" which may revolu- nounce the birth of a daughterlast maior surgery.
bers of the family to say a little cover what k,nd of friends of
The society of the Christian Re- tionize the cake baking industry. Saturday. She lias been named
25 in the Drenthe church at 8 p m.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Schilleman left
Last
Thursday
evening
tlie
prayer for him. Entering what Jesus and fallow Christian* are
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brinks at- marriage of Miss Johanna Van formed church of Jamestownex- The new mazola-like ingredient, Linda Lou.
Feh. 5 for a months vacation in
was once the show room he will by the things we say and do. This
tended a miscellaneous shower for Goor and Henry K. Fortum took tends invitation to local young invented by 64-year-oldHarry
The Senior Christian Endeavor Arizona and California.
take hit hat off respectfullyand !act must be stressed. It is one
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Essing last place at the home of the brides people to lie present a the Sun- Baker of California, is said to group was invited to the Junior
Arthur Froast has returned
with a sense of awe in his heart, of the importanttruths of our rewe*-k Wednesdayeven ng at the fa tiier. the Rev. K. Van Goor. rise Service on March 28.
combine the richness of the butter High group meeting Sunday alter- home after a visit to the state of
and whisper to hL< mi jests the lig.on To absent ourselves from
borne of Mr. and Mrs. John Essmg Miss Clara Van Goor vvas maid of
cake with the lightness of the r.oon to hear Mrs. Gerald Nykerk Washington.
dealer that he is in the market
he ( hurch. to avoid the company east of Zeeland.
sponge cake. Harrington, photo- of Holland, missionaryto Arabia.
A meeting of th«> Harlem. Othonor and Andrew Van Goor of
When that time comes if the of Christians,and io prefer io be
'Mr. and Mrs Harry Acterhof Detroit, attended the bridegroom.
grapher
for
a
Minneapolis
newsJoyce
Sale
sang
"Oh
Love
of tawa and North Holland women
dealers says sure he can have with outsiders is an index of the
spent the week-end with friend'.
paper, will become a photographer God" with Thelma Poll, accom- was held in the North Holland
(From Wednesday’* Sentinel)
deliverynext week. Father will absence of genuine religion.
A number of sctiool children
for the magazine March 1
panying. Lorraine Bolks. president church Friday afternoonfor the
drop down dead. It is hardly
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Wabeke
Fe ‘M>h
with Christ will are having the measles.
Ottawa county officers were to of the Junior group presided and World's Day of Prayer. Mrs.
be expected that he can take
are
announcing
the
birth
of
a
e.'d to pro|»*T Miow.-hip among
attend a state campaign training introduced the speaker. Robert Rense Hoeksoma was the speakdaughtei born Saturday at St.
( hnM nn Ixliever*. Trie early
school sponsored by the Ameri- Nykamp was in charge of devo- er.
First successful woolen mill in
(From WtclnendayN Sentinel
hospital in Grand Rapids.
< hnstian* longed to (.hare their
can Cancer society today and to- tions and Ardith Poll led the song
the U. S. was established in NewMr and Mrs. J. Stunng of Mary's
Marvin Nienhuis fractured his
t A daughter was horn Friday to
loy wuh others They shared the bury, Massachusetts, in 1790.
Zeeland were recent Sunday Mr, and Mrs. Jack White of Grand morrow in the Pantlind hotel. service with Helen Hoffman as foot in a fall at the Harlem Colight which was in Christ with
Grand Rapids. Those to go will be pianist.
guests of Mr. and Mrs C. Wabeke
(From Thursday's Sentinel)
op where he is employed. His
Rapids. Mrs. White is the former
Mrs. J. D. Jencks, commander;
Ed Wyngardenof Zeeland was
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Poll and foot will be in a cast for two
Mr. and Mrs. George Ensing tho^e who .sat in darkness. If wo Pasteurizing machines for milk
Elaine
Ziel
jf
South
Blendon.
a Wednesdaycaller at the home
the Rev. J Kenneth Hoffmaster.children of Holland were Sunday weeks.
were recent visitors at the home .say that we have fellowship with were introduced in 1895.
Mrs. John Ncwenhouse of Grand
president. Dr. Edna Schrick, chair- visitors in the home of Mr. and
of Mrs. 1). G. Wyngarden
of Mr. and Mrs. William Albrecht
Rapids was a dinner guest Sunday
man, John Van Dyke, campaign Mrs. Earl Poll, also attending the
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Lootsma.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Aukeman
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brink.
chairman and Mrs. W. C. Kools, evening service at the local
Mr
a,.d Mrs. Nyenhuia and son
were visitorsat the home of Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van Dam service and surgical dressings
at the Door
of Grand Rapids were Monday
and Mrs. William Aukeman on
church.
guests at the home of Mr. and of Oakland spent last Wednesday chairman. Dr. Schrick and Rev.
Tuesday evening.
Jimmy Clough spent the past
with Mr. and Mrs. Herman G. Hoffmaster are county repreMrs J. G. J Van Zoeren
. Justin Kamer was confined to
week-end with friends in SaugaVruggink.
sentatives on the state Board of tuck. also attending the Saugaa hospital for treatment for a few
Mr. and Mrs. C. Faber were
Rev. P. Trompen of Grand Rap- Directors.
days.
recent Sunday guests in South
tuck-Fennville basketball game on
ids occupiedthe pulpit here SunBlendon.
Births Tuesday at Holland hos- Friday night, and * St. Valentine’s
The membership papers of Mr Pill
and Mrs Jay Brink and Mr. and
Several VrieslandC. E. mem- day. He and Mrs. Trompen were pital include a daughter, Mary party at the home of Carolyn Carr
Mrs. Clarence Brink were sent to
bers attended the Tri-Christian dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kathryn, to Mr. and Mrs. Donald on Saturday evening.
Endeavor Union meeting compos- Herman G. Vruggink and family. Koeman. route 6; a daughter, Janthe Emmanuel Christian ReformThe annual business meeting of
Miss Cynthia Fikse of Holland ice Kay, to Mr. and Mrs. John
ed of the Holland, Allegan,and
ed church of Hudsonville.
the local Reformed church was
and
Miss
Anna
Fikse
of
HudsonGolden-Chainunions hold on MonLadies of the congregationatKvorka, 437 West 32nd St.; a held on Monday evening. New
ik
day evening. Feb, 9 at Bethel Re- ville wore over-night guests last daughter, Diane Lynn, to Mr. and church directories'were recently
tended the World Day of Prayer
rEBRUAlY
formed church of Holland. The Saturday and spent Sunday at the Mrs. Donald Weemhoff, 18 East completed, listing all the narr'’* of
which was held in the Forest
^-Lincoln 'i Birthday.
Rev. Elwood Dunn of the Cen- home of Mr .and Mrs. Melvin Ger- 16th St., and a daughter.Diane families, as well as officersof the
Grove Reformed church.
tral Christian church of Pontiac rits.
Mrs. George Ensing and Mrs.
Rose, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles church and its organizations, anu
Mr. and Mrs, Gerrit Brink and Williams, route 2, Fennville.
spoke on the theme, "Serve Christ
IS— US Mann* Women*
Leonard Van Ess attended a show'- i ii
also a fall financial report. Tlie
Reserveloundedi 1941
Miss Hilda Stegeman visited Mr.
Now."
er in honor of Mrs. Susan Boersma
building .committee presented
The Ladies' Aid and MisKonary and Mrs. H. R. Stegeman at Hud*
of Grand Rapids for her twin baplans for beginningwork on the
Charles Yatei, 88, Diet
Si. Valentine* Day:
society met on Thursday, Feb 12 sonvilleSunday evening
bies at the home of Mrs. Ruth
basement of the proposed new
Mr. and Mrs. • Nick Vander
2 o’clock at tfte home of Mrs
Emzer Tuesdav night. t
sanctuary within the year ahead.
At Home Near Hamilton
Battlechi^,Maine tunk.
Simon Boss, Sr. The guests were Slacht of Borculo spent Sunday
Mr*. Apria Hoffman spent a few
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Prather
evening
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nick
Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren. Mrs. H.
weeks at the home of her children.
Charles Yates. 88, died on announce the birth of a daughter,
s. .Mrs. J. Pott, Mrs ,C. Fab- Vander Wal.
Mr. ahd Mrs. Henry. Kamer of
Monday at the home of his son; Aleta Dawn, at Holland hospital.
IS-Kaihertn*-Cornell bom.
Mrs M. P. Stegeman was sur- Wilbui Yates, route 2. Hamilton.
er, Mrs. E. Vander Kolk. Mrs H
Hopkins
189a
J. Vander Kolk, Mrs. J. Freriks, prised Feb. 9 when a group of Born In Troy. N. J.. he came to
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ter
Florida became a part of the
relatives
gathered
at
their
home
In
Mrs.
C
Van
Haitsma,
Mrs.
Ed
Haar and Miates Anna and AIthis locality in 1924 from North U. S. in 1819, when.it was acquirIJ— Treaty with EnglandrattVer Hage. Mrs. D. C. Ver Hage. honor of her birthday; The party Chicago.
bertha Doom bos, Mr. and Mrs.
hed. ISIS.
ed from Spain for the sum of $5,Mrs.
M.
P.
Wyngarden.
of
Vrieswas
planned
and
arranged
by
her
Charles Panzenga. all of Jen Ison,
Besides the son he is survived 000,000.
land. Mrs. Fred Ter Haar of daughter Albertha.Games were by' a daughter, Mrs. Fred Groth
recent visitorsat. the home
W— Admiral Byrd reaches
"Little America.-1931
I enthe, Miss Marie Ver Hage of played after which a two-course of Saugatuck township and two
Mr. and Mrs. William Aukeman.
There are 19,000 auto tourist
eiurNM.I
Zeeland, Mrs, John .Roelofs oi lunch was served..IMose present grandchildren.
"motels"in the U. S.
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St. Louis last fall. Auto makers
have a. heavy stake in advocating
free internationaltrade.
In spite of foreign restrictions,
the industry exported 512.333 new
cars and trucks last year, or 11
to
per cent of total output, compared
with 316,138 units in 1939. or nine
Brighton.Feb. 17 (UP)— Ezra
Reformed Church of Beaver
per cent of its total production
in
Beachy, mild-mannered but sternthat year.
Dam
to Cornelius Vereeke and
jawed Mennonite minister and
It reported 260,871 new passenwf. Pt. NWJ SWJ sec 3-5-14 twp.
teacher, testifiedthat "a paddle
ger cars, or 7.3 per cent of car
Dollar Credits Hit
Zeeland.
output, in 1947 and 251.482 trucks does wonders in a schoolroom"
and
then
was
acquitted
of
a
Reformed Church of Beaver
Alien Pocketbooks;
and busses,or 20.3 per cent, compared with 164.615 cars, or six per charge of beating a 12-year-old Dam to Isaac Jelma and wf.
Wants Assistance cent of output, and 151,523 trucks pupil with a piece of maple floor- Pi. NWJ SWJ sec. 3-5-14 twp.
Zeeland.
and busses,or 21 per cent in 1939. ing.
Di'troit, Fob. 17 (UP)
The
Herald Hubbel and wf. to ZeelAn all-mal* justice court jury of
The AMA export comm t tee adU. S. auto industry has appealed
and Society for Christian Invocated encouragement of Ameri- six members deliberated less than
to the government to campaign for
can private investmenisabroad an hour in upholding Beachys struction. Pt. NWJ NEJ aec 24expanded internationaltrade as an
and use of U. S. managementand right to disciplineRichard Shan- 4-15 twp Zeeland.
important aid to world economic technicalskills to re-establishpro- er and another boy when he
Lambert Schuitema and wf. to
recovery.
John
Theodore IJoogland. Lot 25
caught
them
throwing
chalk
in
duction facilitiles in war-ravaged
The export committee of the countries.
Schuitema’*subd. twp. Holland.
the classroom.
Automobile Manufacturer'sasso"We recognize the need for a Tlie tiny town of Brighton had Gilbert Zuverink and wf. to
ciation urged "the widest possible
common basis for conductingin- been divided sharply in senti- Lewis D. Slotman. Pt lot 7 Vilinterchange of goods and services
ternational trade and favor U. S. ment over the infliction of "corp- lage of Cedar Swamp twp. Holamong nations."
participation in the international oral punishment" on the boys. land.
The industry is struggling to fill
Richard Talsma and wf. to Cortrade organization."Stevens said. Beachy admitted turning them
universal demand tor motor
The committee opposed govern- over a table and whacking them nelius Wittengen and wf. IiOt 18
vehicles in the face of an almost
ment loans and creditsabroad for with the floor board. Beachy smil- Southeast Heights add. to City of
world-wide lack of U. S. dollar
maintainingU. S. exports in or- ingly told the court that "my pad- Holland.
exchange.
Nelson H. Clark and wf. to Alder to stimulate domestic produc- dle has had several year’s experCommittee Chairman C. E.
bert E. Hildebrandsand wf, Pt.
ience."
.tion and employment, as "uneconStevens, loreignsales manager for
He said he had used the 18-inch lot 4 village of Harrington City
omic and unsound."
InternationalHarvester, urged relength
of polished maple with good of Holland.
Stevens’ group asserted .that
duction of U. S. trade barriers,a
Wilford G. Albert to Helen A
importation of raw materials effect for several years at schools
vast increase in imports and wider
Albert. Pt. lot 12 hlk A. Edward
in
Hicks.
Mich.,
before
moving
would increase •mployment in
use of reciprocaltrade agreeG. Smith's add. City of Grand
production and distribution,rath- to the Hamburg district here. He
ments.
Haven.
er than hurt home industrialand also is a Mennonite minister at
Stevens' committee endorsed
Edward Borchers to Leonard G
nearby
Pinckney.
agriculturalproducers.
similar policiesadvocated by the
The jury failed to heed the Hollar and wf Pt. WJ SEJ SWJ
34th national trade convention in
claim of Asst. Atty. Gen. Elbern sec. 18-8-15 twp. Crockery.

Automobile Firms

AT ANY RATE,

Ottawa County

Teacher Wins

Home Accidents

Real Estate

Sound Plea For
Aid

Paddle

Right

Exporting

Nichols Reports

-

a

stick their fingers into the turning
blades of a lawn mower. But. by
golly, some folks do just that every
year and lose a lot of fingers that

way.

Arnold W. Hcrtel and wf. to
Marie M. Do Roo. Pt. SWJ SWJ

Parsons that the stick was a "leNancy. Fiance. Feb. 17 (UPl — thal weapon."
Exhumation of the bodies of 16."You know," Beachy told the NWJ sec. 32-5-15 City of Holland.
Raymond C. Kcmme and wf
000 American soldiers who fell court. "I teach three grades at
to
man Bosch and wf. Pt. SWJ
in the battle of the Bulge was the same time and it’s absolutely
scheduledto start at St. Avoid essential to keep at least two of SEJ sec. 32-5-15 City of Holland
Isaac Kouw and wf. to Arthur
cemetery near here today.
them quiet."
J. Brockhuisand wf. Lots 29. 30.
31, and 32. Blk 2 Howard’s secDutch Boat Blasted
ond add. City of Holland.
Batavia, Feb. 17 (UP)— Reports
Adrian Komejan and wf. to Alice Dykhuis Lot 28 Southeast
reached Balavia today that nine
(From Tuesday’H Sentinel)
Heights to City of Zeeland.
persons were killed Feb. 12 when
Mrs. Herman Derks, Main Ave..
Hunter S. Robbins etal to Grand
a Royal Dutch Shell Oil company
motor tugboat hit a mine off the and her children. Mr. and Mrs. C. Haven State Bank. Lots 8, 9, 10
Bouma of Grandville are spending and 11 City of Grand Haven.
east coast of Borneo.
Reynard E. Braak and wf. to
a four-weeks vacation in a trip to
California and other places of in- Ernest H. Shaff and wf. Pt. SWJ
terest.
SWJ sec. 14-8-16 twp. Spring
Mr. and Mrs Charles Rozema Lake
and Mr. and Mrs. N. Van Haitsma
Arthur J. Thomas and wf. to
have left on a pleasure trip to St. Borde Brakel. Lot 5 blk. 1 MonPetersburg. Fla., where they plan roe and Harris add. City of Grand
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Haven.
Harm Rankins to Harry De
Dornbos of Holland.
Miss Lois Brown of Hawarden. Jong and wf. Pt. SEJ sec. 15-8la., visited.at the home of her un- 13 twp. Tallmadge.
Gladys A. McCrea to Emil L
cle and aunt, the Rev. and Mrs.
D. D. Bonnema. She left for New Palkowski and wf. Pt. SEJ SWJ
REST
York and will leave fur the Sudan sec. 29-8-16 twp. Spring Lake.
Herman Brower to Richard M
Interiormission in Nigeria. Atrica.
6 West 8th Strut
Dekker and wf. Lot 1 and 2 pt.
for missionary work.
Services at the First Christian lot 2 blk 1 Central Park twp.
Reformed church will be in charge Park.
Herbert D. Straight and wf. to
of Dr. Rutgers of Calvin seminary,
Jerome K. North. Lot 90 Idlewood
Grand Rapids.
Service at the Third Christian Beach subd. No. 1 twp. Park.
John H. Smidderks and wf. to
Reformed church will be conducted by the Rev. Henry Yer Duin, Dennis Vanden Heuvel and wf.
pastor of the Overisel Christian Lot 30 Smidderks subd. twp. HolReformed church. Dr. J. H. Bruin- land.
ooge will conduct services in Ov-

Buy now in Visscher’s Orchard
Subdivision, Holland's newest
restricted home sites. All lots
100x132, improvementsin. 28th

one block west

Street,

of State

FINE FOOD.
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REALTOR

Phone 2371
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woman

(in the old. old days) could
pour water on the old man’s hack
and wash off the suds without
spillingthings all over the floor
she had just scrubbed.

LATE MODELS

Phone 3195

Addresses HHS Students

LOWER INSURANCE RATES
CAN BE YOURS
YOU HAVE GOOD DRIVING HABITS

OWN

SAFETY

—

DRIVE CAREFULLY

FOR INSURANCE SEE

BEN
177

L.

er air corps officer, college professor, actor, vagabond, steam-fitter
and sportsman, addressedHolland
High school students in a special
assembly Monday morning. His
topic was "Poetry.”
Webster said poetry should be

LENTE

COLLEGE AVE.

PHONE

7133

"A Stitch In Time Saves Nine"

LENNOX
One

Scrap Iron Urgently Needed!
The steel industry is not operating at full capacity because of a
shortage of scrap iron. Hundreds of thousands of men wll soon be
out of work if more scrap iron is not forthcoming.
The stockpilesof scrap iron that steel mills and foundries have
are fast disappearing.It is up to everyone of us to help by selling
all their scrap iron NOW!
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Under the present law as
amended by the legislature in
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per cent taxable including Michi-
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gan corporations.

DUTCH KRAFT

issued a

warning to all owner of property,
such as is outlined above, to file
the necessaryreturn forms prior
to March 31. The department is
constantly engaged in checking
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and copy of their 1945 return filed
with the department.

with
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stockholders' lists, mortgage records. income tax returns and other data for the purpose of discovering evasionsof the intangibles
tax
#
Those desiring advice or assistance are requested to bring with
them full informationconcerning
Iheir holdings, including the face
or par value, and income received

J.

JT Tci

LINCOLN

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
OF CARS AND TRUCKS
BATTERIES

associations.

Sen

AVa.-l?-''

.

Drive to Offlcla1 Headquarter*

However, all U. S. bonds, including war bonds, are exempt from
the tax. Tax on deposits in Michigan banks, will be paid to the Department of Revenue directly by
the hanks or building and loan

Island’i

. .

SERVICE

TY8SE
448 Washington Phone

Dennis Allen.
Intangible personal property
subject to the tax includes all
mortgages, land contracts,bank

MICHIGAN
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McGrath, chairman of the Democratic National committee,will he
the principalspeaker at a Democratic town meeting dinner here
Thursday.
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ALL MAKES

traditional

Dutch atmosphere. Open

than new, by welding.

we

of intangibles tax returns due not
later than March 31. The representatives are Leo Weipert and

Rhode

Phone 7S4S

/
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assist taxpa.versin the preparation
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MOTOR TUNE-UPS
CARBURETORS

PHOTO and GIFT SHOP

Monday

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS

Two representativesof the
Michigan Department of Revenue
will he In the city hall March 8
and 23 from 9 a m. to 5 p.m. to

The department has

EAST 8TH ST.
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Preserved

your step, folks. And

Coll 9051

1945. all corporate stocks

comes in.

louis paimos

at
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property.

Sold by

Our firm

AVAILABLE NOW

ROOFING and SIDING

appreciatedby high school students. "It is close
and brings accounts, cash, postal savings acus many things," he said.
counts. accounts and notes receivable. corporate stocks, corporate
bonds and other similar types of

to

VAN

Appeals has condemned "illegal
Cape Henry lighthouse,guardsearch and arrests even In the
ing the Virginia Capes, was the
case of an outcast" and reversed
first such structure to be built by
a conviction of a Saginaw, Mich,
the U. S. government
woman on a narcotics charge.
Tlie court voided the year and a
day sentence and $500 fine imposed last June on Mra. Belle
Worthington by Judge Frank A.
BRAND NEW
Picard in feeleraldistrict court

30 Day 50-50 Guarantee

improving.

Norman Coates Webster

FOR YOUR

-

(UP)

sixth U.S. district Court of

Sold With

Mrs. Dick Bonnema of Hawarden. la., is visiting at the home of
her children,the Rev. and Mrs. D.
D. Bonnema. Rev. Bonnema who
has been ill for several weeks, is

VRIELING MOTOR SALES

IF

Cincinnati,O.. Feb. 17

The

neara enough throughout the world
of the knock on the door in the'
night time, the arreit, the ransacking search and the priaon cell
‘The conatitutional right* of
everyoneare imperiled when the
rights of even the outcast*, the
disdained and the powerlessire
trampled with impunity ”

erisel.

Complete Installation — Plus Block Deposit

159 River Avenue

Outcast’s Rights

Mrs. Worthington was arrested
Feb. 25, 1946. by officer! who
raided her home without a warrant and reported they found narcotics in her possession.
"The fourth amendment does
not exclude from protectiona wotimes. Some of tlie materials used man of tlie underworld." the appealate court ruled. "We have
in cosmetics— and thu is the Bureau of Standaru. talking — "present some hazard.'
"Rouge for checks or lips." It
says on page eight, "has been the
cause of serious mercury poisoning, owing to the presence of Vermillion (mercur> sulfide.)"
Even some hair djes. Still quotOld Photo* Reproduced

USED CARS

RANT

EXCHANGE

at

Bathtubs:The plumbing manufacturersare still arguing about
why the bathtub is slanted In the
hack. Some say it's for comfort.
I-eaning hack and reading the
papers while soaking. Others say
it was made that way so the little

MOTORS

8

Court Protects

afternoon. The calendar
appears very light and 'here are
nights.
Exclusion of the vermin: There no jury cast's scheduled.
is nothing as awful as having the
roof fall in because you forgot to
make the house termite-proof.

REBUILT

V—

chapfer of the

the walls keep you awake

DUTCH MILL

HENRY 00STING

WHOLE

200-page booklet is devoted to suggestions for building a home. For
instance, never, never put a one
knob door on a closet. How would
you like to he caught inside while
searching for the cleanest of the
soiled shirts on a day when the
laundry man didn’t come?
Also be sure that the vine-covered shack you built is soundproof. The bureau says that there
is nothing worse than going nuts
berause the mice running through

Zeeland

GOING TO BUILD?

a

PH0T0STATIC

ONE

I

LOTS

la

somethingto consider
Ry Hannan W. Nichols
Take icicles In this kind of
WASHINGTON, Feb. 17 (UP) weather, a man ought to look up
—If you don’t do It right, you're when he walks by a building.
Many a man has been stabbed in
liable to get hurt opening a can of
the back by a falling icicle.
beans or walking to the front door
And fires. The "Safety for
to answer the hell.
Household leaflet says that every
In fact, a lot of people get hurt member of the household' ought to
that way every year. The national learn how to use the telephone.To
Bureau of Standards, which mea- call in fire alarms. That's sound
sures everything from garter belts advice and I m going to post a
to the atoms in atom bombs re- bulletinin the kitchen when I get
leased a report on accidents today home tonight.
It's called "Safety for the HouseANOTHER THING. The Bureau
hold."
When you fire read it. some of of Standards says that the Mrs.
the advice seems a littlesilly. Like when she goes to red up her face
telling grown up people n(M^4p and lips, is taking a chance, some-

AMA

Exhum'ng Gl Bodies

Thousands,

Kill

Transfers

the tub

hazard. And If you re afraid of it.
the safest thing to do— quoting the
bureau — is to give yourself a
sponge bath, standing on the tiled
floor. The mesa be darned!
When you think that 10,000 people die of accidents each year and
nine and a half millior get stubbed
toes and broken neck* — well, it’s

FOR YOUR

Is Part of It.

OTTAWA AUTO

Guard against infiltration of carbon monoxide

ROOFING NEEDS

gas and insulate against heat and cold from

SALES. INC.
Dodge

A

pavements. Eliminate rust, road noises and

Plymouth Dealer*

body

William O’Dwyer is New York
City's 104th mayor.
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Asbestos Fenderseal— the car insurance of longer
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oulomobile life and riding comfort.

are aick, you consult a doctor and retain his services

SHOP
8tr**t Holland Phone
BILL'S TIRE

170 E. 15tn St

Phone 2326

IS

O We are Yuliy equipped to do VULCANIZING, RECAPPING,
WHEEL-BALANCING. All work guaranteed.

-

COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE

I

-VALUE

See

STEKETEE-VAN HUIS
9 East Oth

LOW

encounter legal difficultiea,you engage an attorney.

you with fine quality printing at
reasonable

IS

50 Weat 7th

”We Know We Know Tires”

DECKER CHEVROLET,

29 East 6th Street
2729

PHONE 3826
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Word was

Mrs.

Holland Included
In

Committee Recommends
Improvements Be Met
Within 12 to 15 Years
More than 660 miles of roads
and streets in Ottawa county,
including 27 miles in Grand Hav-

and 55 miles
divided four-lane pavements

en. 6.6 in Holland,

should be constructed or improv-

ed at a cost of $17,036,040,the
Michigan highway study revealed

The

needs were among those
by cities and villages representing 87 per cent of the urban population, by all of the 83
counties, and by the State highway department for toads and
streetsunder their respectivejurisdictions. After screening by impartial engineers, the indivdual
listed

requirements were made the basis
for the general report on "Highway Needs in Michigan" released

Mrs. Floyd Wcstveltboth of Holland; a brother, Matt Van Dyke
of Grand Rapids; and two sistersin-iaw,Mrs. Hattie Van Dyke and
Nurse Joan De Young, at

left,

adjuats a pillow for

Margaret Leonhardtof Fonda, N.Y., Hope college

sophomore who

la a patientat the College Health

M. De Boer, clinic housekeepercook, prepares to serve lunch. Miss Leonhardt became a patient in the infirmary after receiving a
badly sprained ankle.
Clinic, while Mra.

last week.

The Study committee pointed
out that only the absolute minimum needs are included in the

College Clinic Provides

figures and recommended that
they be met during the next 12 or
15 years.
Needs for the city of Grand

All Comforts of

Haven were submitted by R.

Poppema

V.

Kiwanis Club Entertains
At Charter Night Dinner
Historic events have thrust
America into world leadership, refreshmentswere served. Thos«
Dr. Lester A. Kilpatrick told invited were Mr. and Mrs. HerHolland Kiwanians and their man Prins, Mr. and Mrs. John
Van Wieren, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
guest* at the eighth annual charPalmbos, Mr. and Mrs. Lou Timter night banquet held Monday in
Warm Friend Tavern. Kiwanis mer, Martin Nienhuis.the host
Queen* were guests of their hus- and hostess and the guest of

bands. Cover* were laid for 110 honor.
A Valentine party was held
in the Tulip room.
"Imperceptibly and through no in Sandy View school Friday afInitiativeon our part, the Unit- ternoon. Valentineswere distried State* hat moved into world buted and refreshments of ice
leadership in science,arts, finance cream and a cup cake were served
and politics. The United States is by the teachers.Miss Lois Kronein no position to accept that meyer and Miss Evelyn Folkert.
Mrs. H. J. Hoffman returned
world leadership because of internal confusion and stresses. The home Saturday after visiting relaonly way in which Americans can tives in Detroit and Kalamazoo
achieve their destiny is to streng- a few months.
then this nation at its simplest
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Nienhui*
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Bale unit— the family," the speaker were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Virsaid.
gil Thorn of KalamazooFriday
announce the marriage of their
"Americans must strengthen evening.
daughter, Anna Joan, of Los Ange- their political rights at the local
The Girls league of the Reformles. Calif., to Max Walker, son of and slate levels to prevent ined church met in the home of
Mrs. John Walker, also of Los croachment of federal government Dorothy Immink Friday evening.
to ja point where all individual
Angeles. The ceremony was perThe program was in charge of
liberty disappears." he said.
Miss Immink. After the busines*
formed by the Rev. F. C. Lovett,
Kilpatrick is minister of the
meeting the evening was spent in
a Baptist minister,at the Wee First Methodistchurch of Grand
making stuffed animals.
Kirk of the Heather chapel. Las Rapids.
Vagas. N.M.. Saturday at 4 p.m. He was introduced by Vice-Presi- The funeral services of Mrs.
Feb. 7. They were attended by dent Dan Vander Werf. President George Brinks who died Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Host ol Berke- Tony Last served as master of were held Tuesday at 1 p.m. at
the home, with the Rev. H. Verley. Calif.
ceremonies. Group singing was led
The bride was graduated from by John Swieringa of Holland, duin in charge and at 2 p.m. at
Fennville High school in 1940 and who also played instrumental the East Saugatuck Christian Reformed church, where S. P. Mierin June 1942 went to Los Angeles
solos. Richard A. Smith of Grand
to make her home. The groom Rapids pla.ved several piano selec- sma officiated.
served four years in the armed tions.
Mrs. Gertie Redder and Helena,
forces, part of which was overseas
Jim Klomparens inducted mem- Mr. and Mrs. Howard Redder and
duty. He owns and operates a serbers. New members receiving pins Glenda of Zeeland were Sunday
vice station in Los Angeles where
were the Rev. Herman Rosenberg. evening guests of Maggie Lamthey are living at 4039 Mt. Clair
Carl Denny and George Knoll. pen.

Fennuille

today.

.

loc«tl

Found Dead

Road Study

By State Group

of

received by

relatives that the Arthur Brower
J.
family, who are missionairies in
Africa experienced the loss of
their home and contents by (Ire.
The Young People of Christian
Is
Endeavor and catechism classes
are planning a sleigh ride Friday
Mrs. Jennie Poppema, 78. widow
evening.
of Barney Poppema, 272 North Twenty-five women from the
River Ave., was fdund dead at Reformed congregationattended
10:30 a.m. Monday by her grand- the Day of Prayer service in the
daughter, Mrs. Beatrice Slagh, chapel of the Reformed church
who lives next door. She was of Vriesland. Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Zoet and
seated in a chair in the living
room. The fire was out and indi- daughter of Holland spent Saturcations were that death occurred day evening with their parents,
about 9 pm. Sunday. Although Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet and famshe had suffered from high blood ily.
pressure,she seemed in good
Neighborsgave a farewell party
health wnen her children visited Tuesday evening for Mr. and Mrs
her Sunday. Death was attributed Corneal Wittenyeu who have purchased a house in Zeeland and
to coronaryocclusions.
Surviving are two sons. Louis expect to move in a few weeks.
and Dick of Holland; a son-in-law,
Levi Kouw of Holland: 24 grandchildren; 25 great grandchildren;
three sisters, Mrs. Jacob Busma of
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
route 4, Mis. John Borr and

Man Pleads

Mrs. Anna Van Dyke, both

Funeral arrangements had not
been made

Ottaica County
Guilty

Real Estate

Home

of

Holland

To Amended Count

Transfers

Louis W. Ohler and wf. to Lloyd
Ohler and wf Pi Lot 12 Village
of
Jenlsonville and aiso Lots 29
place at 132 East 12th St., is a
busy center of student life and lager Jennie Spoelstra,graduate . Q)nklin. who was originally charg- and 30 Vill. Jer.isonville.
Ernilj McGill et al to City of
fills a long felt need on the cam- | nurse and member ol the Hope od with manslaughter, arising
pus.
I college faculty.She is assisted by
0llt of a [ala| accjdent last Aug- Grand Haven Pt. NEl NEi SWi
Sec. 28-8-16 City of Grand Haven.
Organized along with the big
Albert T. Wagner and wf. to St.
at t'endfng'Hope I
influx of students following World

The Hope College Health Clinic I The clinic also provides a home Grand Haven. Feb. 19 (Special)
housed in the old Baumgartel! for the director and general man- -Gerard C. Courtadc. 28. route 1, L

^

manager; for Holland
by Jacob Zuidema, city engineer;
for the county by Carl Bowen,
county engineer: and for the state
. and U. S. trunks by the State
The Girl's society of th ChrijHerb Bulthuisand Elmer PlagMrs. F. E. Godfrey was so imhighway department.
gomars were honored as re-instat- tian Reformed church met in the
War II. the clinic is open day and I college, and Mrs. M. De Boer. jal,»*ared belore Jud«e Ra>mond Theodore B Vandenberg Lots 1
County officials failed to send night and operates under a well housekeeperand cook. Dr. Abra- j L. Smith in Circuit Court Monday and 24 Edgewood Subd. Twp. proved from he- major opera!. on ed members and Albert Hilde- home of Antoinette Overbeek Friat St. Marv's hospital. Grand brand was announced as a tans- day evening.
in a detailed report, so the High- organized plan of preventive medi- ham Leenhouts. college physician, afternoon,
I Park.
way Study committee,using av- cal service and diagnosis.
I Albert T. Wagner and wf. et al Rapids, that she was transferred fer member.
'Hie Rev. Henry Verduin of the
also is clinic house doctor. He and
A motion by ProsecutorHow- to Theodore .'anden Berg and wf. to Ferguson s Sanitariumfor con- Ranking guest was Edwin Christian
erage county needs for the state
Reformed church exConveniently located next to Miss Spoelstra are available each
as a base, reported that 216 of Beach cottage overlooking the morning in the clinic office for ard W. Kant to nolle prosse the Lots 2 and 23 Edgewood Subd. valescence.Saturday afternoon.
Tryon of Muskegon, lieutenant- changed pulpits with the Rev. J. H.
Mr. and Mrs. John Tanczos have
the 353 miles of class B (prim-i campus, the clinic building houses consultation and treatment.
manslaughter charge and to Twp. Park.
governor of the district.He and Bruinooge of Zeeland Sunday
Agnes G. Callan to William sold one of their houses east of Mns. Tryon brought greetings evening.
ary) roads need to be Improved'an infirmary with two airy well
Dr. Leenhouts’ long years of amend the information by deleting
at a cost of $1,683,000. and 356 of equipped wards. A home-likeat- experience as general practition- “did drive and operate his mo- Topp and wf. Lot 40 Slagh's Addi- the village to Mr. and Mrs. Jack from the Muskegon club. Other
Dan Klemhekse! who has been
Gates of Allegan. Mr Gates was
the 994 miles of class C (local) mosphere prevails and good meals er and specialist and his calm tor vehicle while under the inllu- tion to City of Holland
clubs sending delegations were ill with a heart ailment tor some
John Hunderman and wf. to one of 33 trainees who recentl} South Kent and Grand Rapids.
roads should be modernized at a are served. Coffee in the morn- fatherly attitude in dealing with ence of intoxicating liquor,"was
time is not as well.
completed their training at Graycost of $1,238,000.Total needs for ing and tea in the afternoon add cases of maladjustment or neuro- granted by the court and Court- Samuel Staal and wf. Pt. NEi
I*averne Buscher who has been
ling and was transferred to this
the county roads were estimated touches that provide comforts of sis have fitted him particularly ade entered a plea of guilty to the Sec. 34-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
bedridden with rheumatic fever
Ray Wilson. Inc. to Lewis VV. region by the Soil Conservation
at S3.357.000. including $436,000 home.
well for this work.
included offense of negligent homfor Nome time is slowly improving.
Reghel
and wf. Lot 6 Blk 12 Vil- department.
for 34 new bridges.
icide. His bond of $2,500 was conHe is allowed to walk a few steps.
Mrs. William Rozyck was
(From Wednesday’* Sentinel)
One of the major Items listed
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kleinhektinued until his-- appearancein lage of Ferrysburg.
brought
home Sunday from the
Janies
R.
Hatfield
and
w!
to
The Ladies' Aid of the Chris- sel received word of the birth of
among Grand Haven's needs was
Circuit Court on March 15 at 10
Ray Wilson Inc. Lot 6 B k 12 Vil- Douglas Community hospital.
tian Reformed church met Thurs- a son. Mark Gregory. Fob. 15. to
a new lift bridge over the’Grand
a.m.. when his case will be disEighteen members of Bethel day afternoon. Mrs. Henry Ver*
lage of Ferrysburg.
* river. It would be 512 feet long. 50
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wabeke of
posed of.
Eva Meinsma to Corr.oliu- Is- chapter,, OES. attended the duin presided at the business Detroit.
feet wide, and have a clearance of
Courtado was arraigned in Cirraels and wf. NEi NEi Sec. 21- Friendshipnight at the Douglas meeting. The Bible discussion and
20 feet compared to the present
Mr. and Mrs. John Kronemeyer
cuit Court on the manslaughter
chapter Monday evening.
6-16
Twp. Port Sheldon.
devotion were in charge of the of Holland were Sunday evening
clearances of 11 feet. It also
charge Oct. 6. 1947, at which time
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Bale were Rev. Verduin. Mrs. Albert Meiste
Eva Meinsma to Flovd A. Bewould include two two five-foot
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed FolProperlytrained, a handicapped
he stood mute and a plea of not
dell and wf. NEi Sec. 21-6-16 Twp. hosts to their 500 club Friday also took part. The hostess was
sidewalks.The bridge would be on person can be an asset to any
kert and family.
guilty
was
ordered
entered
by
the
ner wa/ served by the Ladies Aid
evening. Four tables were in play. Mrs. Ben Timmerman.
Port Sheldon.
US-31 between Grand Haven and business,members of the Woman's
The men's society of the Chrisof the Congregational church. court.
Eva Meinsma to John Riemers- High and low score holders were
Tlie Christian Endeavor of the tian Reformed church met MonSpring Lake and would replace Literary club were told Tuesday
Persons
killed
in
the
accident
Guest speaker was Chester Ray,
ma and wf. SEi SE1 Sec. 27-6-16 Mrs. Carl Walter. Mrs. L. A. John- Reformed church met Tuesday day evening. R<-v. Verduin'*.abthe present structure there.
afternoon by V. B. Beld and Mrs. Allegan county prosecuting attor- last AuguM 31 on US-16 in Polkand SWi SWi See. 26-6-16 and son. Ned Bale and Carl Walter.
evening. The subject for the Sen- ject for the Bible discussion wa*
Total street improvement needs lola Vollmer, representing the deton township were Robert F. Moyney.
NWi
NWi Sec. 35-6-16 Twp. Port Robert Higgins. Sr., who re- iors was "Keeping Courtship "Feeding the Five Thousands."
for the city of Grand Haven were partment of vocational rehabililan,
Sr.,
his
three
small
children,
"Civic Planning,"in co-operacently returnedfrom a trip to Christian."with Robert Folkert as
Sheldon.
placed at $1,376,900.including tation ot the state of Michigan.
The after- recess topic was The
tion with the Chamber of Com- Dennis. Kathleen and Robert, Jr.,
Florida, left last week with Ed leader. The subject for the interFrank
J.
De
Haan
and
wf.
to
$936,900 for 12.5 miles of major They conducted an informaldisChurch and Social Problems."
merce. will be the subject at the and his father-in-law, Earl Mix- Willard J. De Haan and wf. E| Felker on a trip to Colorado.
mediates was “How About My
streets, and $440,000 for 15.3 miles cussion period in which they reter.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Peerbolt
Womans club. Friday afternoon.
Oswald Tanczos has gone to Home." Elain Kollen was the
SEi Sec. 13-6-14 Twp. Blendon.
of local residentialstreets.
and family and Mr. and Mrs. Alviewed the background of rehabil- There will be musical numbers.
California where he has employ- leader and Howard Lampen was
Louis
Figger
and
wf.
to
Clinton
In Holland, the immediate needs itation as it is now carried on
bert Mannes and family were
Mrs. Edwin Kasten is the hostess.
E. Lamerson and wf. EJ Ei SWi ment as a carpenier.
devotional chairman. The Thurswere estimated at $477,240, in- and explainedthe state program
guests of Mr. and Mrs Ed. VeldThe first annual dinner of the
Sec. 33-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
day evening prayer meeting sub- huis Sunday evening.
cluding $250,300 for improvement which is made possible through
Chamber of Commerce, will be
Anna C. De Vries et al to Fred John Renkema, 67, Dies
ject was "How Faith Grows."
of 2.2 miles of major thorough- federal and state funds. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Meiste of
given Saturday evening, by the
dagger and wf. Lot 13 De Vries
Several women from this vicinfares; 5189.940 for 4.3 miles of Beld and Mrs. Vollmer are Ottawa
East Saugatuck visited Mr. and
Legion Auxiliary in the Leg.on
Subd. Village of Spring Lake
Suddenly of Heart Attack ity attended the meeting of the
local streets, and $37,000 for two county workers.
Mrs. Albert Meiste Sunday evenhall. Frank Sparks, editor of the Is
Louis Figger and wf. to Vernon
Zeeland, Feb. 19 (UP)
World Day of Prayer Friday ing after the church service*.
downtown parking lots having a
Eight points in vocational re- Grand Rapids Herald, will be
G. Figger WJ El SWi Sec. 33-7-15 John Renkema. 67. route 1. Byron which was held in Oakland Chriscapacity of 150 cars.
habilitationwere stressed by the
guest speaker and O. R. Connolly,
Grand Haven, Feb. 19 (Special) Twp. Robinson.
Center, died suddenly Saturday tian Reformed church. Mrs. H.
State and U. S. trunk needs speakers. First need is to find the
manager of Hotel Rowe. Grand —Paul Toohey, 35, route 4. who
John F. Castle and wf. to Alex- of a heart attack as he was Verduin of the local Christian Re- Will Assist Vets
were estimated at $11,824,900 in disabled person, make a medical
Rapids, will be toastmaster. Mrs. pleaded guilty in Circuit Court ander Mergener and wf. Pt. NEi preparing to leave for his work at formed church presided. The
John C. Sjogren, contact repreOttawa county, including $7,707,- and vocational diagnosis,and give
Eugene Phillipswill be the soloist Monday, but tiie court was unable Sec. 6-8-15 also Ei WJ EJ SEi Graniville. 'Born in the Nether- speaker was the Rev. A. Tmklen- sentative from the Veterans Ad900 for construction of 61 miles of him guidanceand counseling. Affor the. evening. A closing feature to dispose o! nis case because Too- NEi Sec. 6-8-15 Twp. Crocker}.
lands. he, Ciime to this country berg and the theme was "The ministration office. Grand Rapids,
highway, and $4,097,000 for 17 ter supplying physical restoration
of the evening's program will be hey. at present unemployed and
Lawrence E. Vredevoc and wf. at the age of 8. He was a son of World at Prayer.”
will bo at the post office maidstructures. Among the structures when necessary, training for the
the installationof the new offi- living with his wife and family, to Arthur Van Looyengoed and wf. the late Mr. and Mrs. William A surprise birthdayparty was ing Friday from 8:45 a m. to 3:45
listed as needed are 14 bridges, job is given, also services and apheld Feb. 53 in the home of Mr. p.m. He will assist veterans of
two railroad grade separations, pliances if needed. The person is cers, president,Frank Sewers: was in no position to make pro- Lots 155. 156, 158 Harringtons Renkema of Forest Grove.
vice-president. Russell Simmons;
4th Add. to Macatawa Park Grove
Survivingare the wife, the for- and Mrs. James Slagers of Hol- Holland and vicinitywith educaand one highway separation.
then placed in employment, and secretary,William Sorensen;trea- mises to the court for provding Twp. Park.
mer Anna Schipper; a sister, Mrs. land in honor of Mrs. Martin tion, insurance, disabilityclaim*
for his family in the future. He
Twenty-fivestreet improvement periodicalfollow-ups are made by
surer, Ralpn Kreuger; national was instructed to get a job and reJohn C. Dunton to Township of Gerrit Hoffman and a brother, Nienhui* who celebrated her 62nd and various other veterans’ beneprojects were found to be essen- the department,it was explained
councilor. Roy Jarvis.
turn March 15 at 10 a.m. for dis- Holland Lots 160 and 161 J. C. William, both of Forest Grove.
birthday. Gifts were received and fits.
tial in Grand Haven, most of
Approximately100 people in OtDunton'sAdd. to City of Holland.
Several
members
of
Saugatuck
position
of his case
which would involve widening tawa county are now being helped
Rudolph Zbinovskyto Julius
Ear! Lutke. 26. Giand Haven,
with concrete to 44 feet and re- by these services, Mr. Beld stated. chapter.OES attended "Friendship night" meeting of Douglas who pleaded guilty Jan. 30 to a Bozynski and wf. SWi SEi SEi
surfacing of all with asphalt.
The color film. "Comeback." il- chapter OES. Monday evening.
charge of illegal use of a motor SWi Sec. 10-7-16 Twp. Grand
In Holland the following major lustrating the department’swork,
The Boat House Tavern lias vehicle,was placed on probation Haven.
thoroughfarewere listed as need- was shown.
been sold by Albert Gotham, to
Harry J. Plaggemars and wf. to
ing new concrete paving or conMrs. John K. Winter presided Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schaffer of one year, required to pay $2 a Temple Building Co. Lot 8 Blk 40
month
costs,
stay
out
of
all
places
crete widening:
at the meeting which featured
City of Holland
Seventeenth between River and nominationof officers. Mrs. Dun- Detroit. Mr. Schaffer is a veteran where intoxicatingliquors are
Frank D. McKay and wf. to
sold.
Ottawa: Van Raalte between 20th can Weaver presented the fol- of Wold War I.
Vern
A. Wheeler and wf. Lot 10
Mrs.
John
Matthews
was
an
Lutke allegedly took a car beand 24th: Seventh between Pine lowing slate, for president, Mrs.
honored guest at the dinner given longing to Robert McFee. parked Evergreen Subd. Twp. Tallmadge.
and River: and Michigan between Winter; first vice-president,Mrs.
of
grandson
.
Fred Bolthouse and wf. to Ja>
by the Past Matrons club at the near where McFee lives, on Jan.
19th and 28th. Tne proposed park- Clyde Geerlings; second vicehome of Mrs. Abbott Davis. The 24. The car was found the next Bolthouseand wf. Lots 33. 34 . 35,
ing lots would be on River be- president. Mrs. Garrett Vander
36. 37 Bolthouse Subd. Twp
tween Seventh and Ninth and Borgh; recordingsecretary’,Mrs. Matthews have left tor their new day at Lutke's home. Investigation
home
in River Forrest, 111.
showed Lutke and McFee were Spring Lake.
would avoid the necessity for wid- Bastian Kruithof; corresponding
Cornelius Van Dyke and wf. to
ening the right-of-way on streets secretary, Mrs. William Vande
good friends and Lutke had been
Anthony Romeyn and wf. Pt. Lot
in the habit of using McKee's
in the downtown business district Water; treasurer,Mrs. Alvin Bos;
6 Aling's Additic.ito Cit> of Zeecar without permission.
State and U. S. trunk needs on directors, three to be elected.Mrs.
Ottawa county were itemizedas C. C. Crawford. Mrs. Clarence
Hiram Drew. 18. HuAsonville, land.
follows:
who
pleaded guilty Jan. 30 to a
Jalving. Mrs. Sidney Krupnick.
(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
US-16 — Coopcrsville to the East Mrs. Lester Kuyper, Mrs. James
On Thursday.March 4. the win- charge of unlawfuluse of a mocounty line. 8 miles, four-lane di- K. Ward and Mrs. Arie Weller.
ter meeting of the men in the tor vehicle, was placed on probavided. $1,000,000: Coopersville to
Announcementwas made of a Class is of Holland will be held tion for two years, pay $5 a month
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
Nuniea, 7 miles, divided four-lane. Child Study group desert meet- in the form ol an inspirationalcosts and refrain from visiting
The children and grandchildren
$644,000: Nuniea to North coun- ing next Tuesday at 1 p.m. Miss dinner at the Second Reformed places where intoxicating liquors of Mr and Mrs. Fred Berens held
ty line. 4.2 miles, divided four- Esther Middlewood will give the church. Die event is sponsoredby are sold. Drew, who allegedly a party in the Hudsonville Chrislane. $543,500.
third in a series of talks on ment- the Mission Syndicate and men took a car belonging to Maynard tian school Friday evening.The
M-21 Jeni.vm to Holland. 16 al health. All club members are from Ovensel, Forest Grove. Flamer from a church parking party also was in honor of Fred
miles, dnided four-lane, $1,809,- invited and reservations may be Vriesland,Beaverdam, Blendon lot Jan. 18. had been in probate Berens* birthday anniversary.
000.
made with Mrs. Andries Steketec and other churchesin this vicinity court on a previous occasionon Those attending were Mr. and
US-31— Holland to north county or Mrs. Richard Oudersluys.
are expected. The Rev John D. the same charge.
Mrs Berens Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
line. 20.5 miles, divided four-lane.
Hospital committee met Tues- Muyskens of India, who is an able
F. Berens and children. Mr. and
$3 280.000.
day for sewing. Lunch was served speaker and knows the situation Three Car* Damaged
Mrs. Lou Steenwnjk and family
M-104— US-16 to Spring Lake, at noon by Mrs. William Wish in fluio India today, will give the
of Beaverdam Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
6.1 miles, high type two-lane, meier. Mrs. Charles Drew, Mrs. address.
In Nuniea Collision
De Haaan and family. Mr. and
$451,400.
Ben Du Mez and Mrs. George Therman Rynbrandt was in
Mrs. John Van Dor Molen and
Grand Haven. Feb. 19 (Special) fomi'y. Mr. and Mrs. Peter TalxHuizenga.
charge of the Intermediate C. E.
—Three
cars were damaged in an ma and sons. Mr. and Mrs. John
service
at
the
First
Reformed
Probation Continued
accident Saturday on US-16 two Dyk and family from Hudsonville.
church Sunday.
For Holland Pair
John Boeve conducted the Sen- miles east of Nuniea. Because of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Diepenhorst
ior C. E. meeting, discussing the icy road conditions.Henry F. and daughter of Allendale.
Grand Haven. Feb. 19 (Special)
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman
topic "For Better or For Worse." Becker, 58. Muskegon, slowed his
—Harvey Brouwer. 23. of 308
(From Wednesday’* Sentinel)
A meeting of the Senior C. E. car. and the vehicle was hit in were FYiday evening visitors at
West 15th St., and Theodore Bos,
Miss Settle Davi* of Detroit, society and the Bible class will be the rear by one driven by Jame* the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
Telephone factoriesare producing more
Right now thousands of folks have tele20. of 111 East 19th St., both of spent the week-end with her moheld at the Second Reformed Hoffman. 46, also of Muskegon. Wyngarden of Zeeland.
cable and switchingequipment as swiftly
phones in their homes, instead of being on
Holland, appeared before Circuit ther, Mrs. LaVeme Davis.
The impact caused the Becker The Ladies Aid society met
church at 7 p.m. Wednesday.
as possible. And we’re installingit as fast
the waiting list, because the party -line
Judge Raymond L. Smith Monday
Mrs. E E. Weed returnedFriYvonne De Jonge and Marilyn car to sideswipe an oncoming car Thursday afternoon at the chapel
as it comes in. As soon as all the additional
on complaintof Probation Officer day night from a trip to the Can- Romeyn served as ushers at the driven by Clifford W. Cuson, 22, with 15 members present.Mrs
way shares telephoneservice.
Jack Spangler for violating terns nadian Soo.
equipment we need is available,of course,
route
2.
Coopersville.
H.
Rozendal
and
Mr*.
M.
TuberSecond Reformed church evening
It’s the neighborly way to do things
of their probation.
James Henderson. 46. Muske- gen were hostesses.
Mrs. Bee ?inch visited Dr aid service.
Everyone will be able to have the kind of
where telephone facilities are limited.. . .
Spangler said the pair was pick- Mrs. Justin Dunmire of Milan,
A meeting of the Men's Broth- gon, a passenger in the Hoffman # Mrs. Fred Berens and Mrs. L.
service he wants.
extending the use of a line by connecting
ed up in Lansing Jan. 7 and plead- last week.
erhood will be held at First Re- car. was treated in Municipal W. Steenwyk visited Mrs. Clara
ed guilty to drunn charges there.
more than one telephoneto it.
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Holies and fprmed church at 7:45 p.m. this hopital for head lacerations.Hoff- Sal and Mrs. Sophia Zwagerman
After a lengthy discussion, ‘he daughter. Janice, have guie to evening. Bernard Brunsting, a man was given a ticket by state at Grand Rapids Thursday afterBut thousands still are wpitipg for a
court continuedthe probation.
A GOOD PARTY-LINE NEIGHBOR
Arizona to make their home.
seminary student, will address the police for failure to have his car noon.
telephone.
So, in most communities, only
Both had been placed on probaMrs. Gottfried Eckdahl of Dou- group. All men of the church are under control.
Dt. William Goulooze of Holkeep* hit call* reasonably abort . . . tpacaa
party -line1 service is being installedin
tion for three years Feb. 17. 1947, glas is a patient in the Commun- invited.
Shortly after noon Sunday, a land was guest pastor at the
them out . . . itay* off the line when other*
oh a night-time breaking and en- ity hospRal.
homes. That’s alto the reason many partyere uiing
... end hang* up the receiver
Mrs. W. Moerdyke of Arabia, car driven by Irving R. Ball. 19, morning service in the local Retering charge, involving alleged At the. regular meeting of Sau- now of Holland, will be guetd Grand Rapids, struck a guard formed church Sunday while the
carefullyafter each call.
line subscribers can’t be changed over to
attempted theft of 1,500 pounds gatuck chapter, OES out-of-town speaker at the annaul birthday post on M-21 near Jenison,” swerv- pastor, Rev. Rozendal filled a
individual lines just yet.
of sugar from John Franzburg guests were associate Gr^nd Pa- meeting of the Mission Circle to ed across ihe highway and foiled classical appointment at the OtJan. 10. 1947.
tron Leland Barnes and Mrs. Bar- be held at the First Reformed over in a ditch. The car- wa* bad- tawa Reformed church.
hes of Lawrence.Music was given church at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday.
ly damaged and the driver wa*
Miss Lorraine Bekins led the
Total American naval casualties by LillianSundin.
given a summons by state police Christ.anEndeavor meeting SunIn the Spanish - American war
The Saugatuck-Douglas Lions
Pine trees are hacked for tur- for failure to have his car under day evening. The topic was "For
wer# only 42 men.
club met Tuesday evening. A din- pentine in January.
control. ,
Better or for Worse."
Terrill, city
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Maroons Edged

Personals

By GR Christian
In

M

f

Thriller

g

The

Singing Blue Birds of Central Park and their leaders, Mrs.

i?

great Holland Christian rally

In the fourth quarter Tuetsday
night on the Grand Rapids Burton
floor fell one point shy of tying

Hi

PI

il i

of Muskegon. The Van Lentes

ing of the Blue Bird song.
streets.It was presented bv Don
‘This appears to be a fine re- B. Smith, (left) Detroit, chair- The Chirping Blue Birds from
the score in one of the greatest port and I'm grateful to you for man. Highway Study Committee.
comebacks staged by any Maroon preparing it." said Gov. Sigler and Otto Hess, Grand Rapids,
team at any time. As a conse- in receiving "Highway Needs in president of the Michigan Good
quence the locals bowed to a vast- Michigan," the 18-month survey Roads icderation which sponsored
ly improved Grand Rapids Chris- of needs on Michigan’s roads and the report.
The Bonnie Blue Birds met at
tian five 38-37 in a real thriller.
the home of Judy Kolm. The girls
It was the Eagles' first win over
wire served fudge and heart shapthe Hollanders in the last four
ed cookies with frosted arrows on

DAR

tinel.

Mr. and Mrs. John Geenen. 65
West 16th St., received a long distance call Monday night from
their son. Adrian,

who

arrived at

San Francisco from Japan, and
is awaiting his discharge. He has
Mis» Joyce Taylor
Mrs. Lillian Taylor, 91 West
Eighth St., announces the engagement of her daughter. Joyce, to
George Brinks, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Brinks. 118 East
Washington Ave., Zeeland,

Officer Talk3

been overseas since last June and
has been in the Army a year and

a

half.

__

_

ftdv.

All Exposed Persons

Bows

Receiving Treatment

Christian

To Prevent Hydrophobia

T Plo^y

are Mr. and Mrs. James Koskuba

RECEIVES ROAD REPORT

State

_

Van Lente, Sr., route 6,
and the maternal grandparents

have four other children, two boys
and two girls. Mr. Van Lente was
formerly employed at the Sen-

LOANS

to $250 or more
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street. 2nd floor

Ralph

Jonker and Mrs. Madderom, attended a Valentine* party given
by their sponsor, Mrs. George
De Vries. Games were played and
prizes awarded. The girls each had
favors and refreshments were
served. They closed with the sing-

Deficit

Up

Mrs. Van Lente is the former
Mary Louise Koskuba. Paternal
grandparentsare Mr. and Mrs.

If

In Last Period Spurt

A

LOANS LOANS

and Mrs. Nelson Van Lcnte Monday In Mercy hospital, Muskegon.

Locals Nearly Erase

12 Point

WANT-ADS

(From Tueiiday’t Sentinel)
Twin sons were born to Mr.

JL

A

A

rand Haven, Feb. 19 (Special) vUlOOJ
Grand
case of dog rabies has occur
red in Ottawa county, Dr. C. D.
Barrett, Jr., health officer, re- In
ported here. The diagnosiswas
establishedwhen tlie Michigan A deliberate
.....
......
smooth passing „u
St
Department of Health Labora- Augustine quint Friday night corntones at Lansing reported that the pletely overpowered a Holland
brain of the dog was infected with Christian five, 43-22 in the Kalamazoo gym. Coach Harve FreeTlie dog, a stray, died ol rabies man employed his usual strategy
Feb. 8, in Muskegon county where —hall control and plenty of it
It had been confined for 1U days. Holland couldn’t get started at
Tlie dog had been taken to Mus- any time In the affair. The lose
kegon from Spring Lake. The was Holland's fourth in 13 start*
first known recognition of the while the St. A. victory was it*
dog was in Spring Lake about 10th in 14th starts.
Jan. 21. But it was not until two
The green ciad-Irishplayed “tor
days after the dog had died that one shot sure", and controlled tb*
it was brought to the attention ball just as long as neceattry to
of local health authorities.
get tha\ open shot. They used
Although there is no known a four man passing attack around
evidence that the dog bit any- big Phil Kavanaugh, St. A center.
one, the saliva from a rabid dog Kavanaugh would then either pa*i
is infectious and can transmit off to a cutting guard or forward
the disease to humans. Four per- or shoot himself. The husky lad I*
sons in Spring Lake are known to equally adept with right or left
have had close contact with the hand.
rabid dog. and the entire family
When Christian stymied the
of six in Muskegon county, where strategy for a time, the Irish fell
Hie dog ail'd, was likewiseex- into their familiar three man roposed. All of the known exposed tary. The game, althoughnot too
persons will receive 14 injections interesting for a spectator, disof rabies vaccine to prevent hy- played one of the moat concendrophobia. Rabies or hydrophobia, trated efforts used by any club to
once developed, is inevitablyfatal. outwit an opponent by old tlm*
Rabies is communicable through slow break- pass and cut basketa virus In the saliva of an in- ball. Coach Freeman, although
fected animal. Rabies in dogs can always feared as a cagy mentor*
be preventedby a yearly vaccin- Friday night lived up to all exation of all dogs. Stray dogs are pectations, presenting one of his
smoothest teams in years.
tlie greatest carriers. All dog ownHolland Christian,on the other
ers are advised to take their pets
to a veterinarian for vaccination hand, did only a Jew things right
3

—A

Slow Contest

—

...

...

rabies.

-

Mr. and Mrs. Claude Dunnewin
them. The girls made valentines
It was a bad third quarter for
of Central Park have returned
and olos'Hithe meeting with the
from a trip to Florida.They trathe locals which spelled defeat.
singing of the Blue Biixi song
veled nearly 4.400 miles, going
During this period the Dutchmen
The Sunubeum Blue Birds of
down tlie west coast of Florida to
managed to garner only a single
Van Raalio school met on ThursThe
Daughters
of
the
AmeriMiami and Key West, returning
foul toss while Grand Rapids
day with their leader, Mrs. John
along the east coast.
was piling up 10 tallies.Christian can Revolution constitutea demo- women from both churches atlarthorne. Old fashioned valenMi and Mrs. Wiliam Hovenga,
slipped badly in this period, failing cratic organization, devoted prin- tended tlie Prayer D.i} services at
tines w ?re made and plans for
cipally to three objectives, eduJr . 95 Fast 21st St., announce the
to use the two big pivot men, DuForest Grove.
‘armng
money
far
the
building
L.
birth of a son. Gary Alan, on
ane Rosendahl and "Butts" Kool. cation. historical projects, and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman , UIKj u'v,ro discussed.
Mrs. Ralph Newland
Monday at Holland hospital.
Grand Rapids, meanwhile, hit a patriotism,
......
w,
01
neavt‘rdani
•sl,enl
Tiiui.'da)
The
Fairy
Blue
Birds
of
FYoebol
A son w.is born Monday at
hot streak and pulled away to of St. Joseph, state chairman of
Hollaed hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
what seemed a safe lead at the American s mi old "Elizabeth [^‘ninK Wllh Mr- and M,-v Iknl> school me' with their leader.Mrs.
Schuyler Hamilton chapter.ThursWdLs De Cook and sponsor, Mrs.
'Gcorgi Boneburg, route 4.
end of the quarter 32-20.
But the gallant Christian crew day afternoon at a meeting in the ' N r' ,ind .Mr*- 1Ikn V,an., K oin.' J- liters for a Valentineparty,
(From Monday's Sentinel)
Louis Padnos and his two sons,
home of Mrs. John Bosnian. East ,,,0nbers and chikiren oi Zee and yhe girls als.> took the Valentine
William Wood, son ot Mr. and
was not to be smothered so easvisited with Mr. and Mrs. Her- pins they had made for their Stuart and Seymour, both veterily. Trailing by 12 points the loans of World War II. own and op- Mrs. C. C. Wood. WaukazOo. anIn outlining specifically the man V,an Klompen^rg af,er* mol hers home with them
cals again found their pet offense
erate
Padnos Iron and Metal Co. rived In Holland Saturday night
The Sunshine Blue Birds of
after a plane and tra n trip from
and began to employ the pass and work of the Americanism com- noon 10 1X181 'u‘ek
mi tee Mrs'" Newiand Taid That ' M:ss Zaiv!la Van Uss is spend- L neolr. sehoool have finished
An <*ffiw and plant is located at
Camp Stoneman, Calil , where he
cut system. Time alter time Ros'p.i.nt.ng
designs
on
tne
Indian
!
1“"
K‘v«
r
Ave..
and
a
junk
yard
the aim of the state DAR organ- (,n- *mM'al 'vl,vk* iri Kl0laia ac‘
receivedhis discharge. He had
endahl and Kool got easy layup
ization is to work for good citizen- 9°mPani,‘d b\ aroiher nu.se potkry they have made. At the ,!i 1(>‘"‘^d at 190 East Eighth St.
been stationed in Japan
shots when a Grand Rapids lad
Phe
loading
grounds
are
at
Cenlast meetig electionwas held with
ship among the foreign born. She ,1!r‘d ll'°1]1 Grand Rapids,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Osborne
got tangled on a "tail flip" or a warned her listenersto be aware Mr. and Mrs. John L. Van Rhee
the followingresults: president, tral Ave. and Fifth St.
who recently moved from 147
criss cross by the pivot men.
The
business
was
organized
by
Delore-j
De
Vries,
vice-president
of youth movements, and to in- and larnd-v niovt‘d m ,*u'
Highland Ave. to Fennville, lett
Within four minutes the Hollandvestigate them carefully to disrccently purchased rom Z\ - Carol Van Dyke; captain of Louis Padnos many years ago and
Sunday
to attend a clinic in Oklaers had narrowed the count to
tingulsh those dedicatedto sub- s,ra ®ros- "I'10!1 ^vas occupied h> clean-up squad, Beverly Lubbers has expanded a great deal since
homa City, Okla , when* Mr. Os36-30. A minute later, they moved
its
beginning.
versive
Mr. am) Mrs, Gordon
Van A toboggan party was planned for
borne will begin treatments for
two points closer, but lost the
Main project of the Michigan Rbee, who have moved to Grand- the next meeting. Mrs. La Ciiaine Mr. Padnos urges persons to allergyand asthma which developservices of Kool by way of the
save
scrap
iron
which
is so urgentis the leader of the group.
DAR Americanism committee this Vl"°ed following a siege of virus pneufoul route.
year has been a survey of 27
i*'o Friendly Blue Birds of ly needed. He says the steel in- monia.
With two* minutes remaining Michigan High schools and the
dustry
is not operating at full caWashingtonschool met at the
K. S. Avison, associate prolesRosendahl scored on a lay up
subsequentpublication of a bookhome ot Donna Borr. Mrs. Hout- pacity because of a shortage of her ot speech at Hope college,
shot to make the count 36-34. A
A tight St. A defense constantly
let "School Patterns for Citizenman. their leader, cut valentines scrap iron. Hundreds of thousands will present "He Knew Lincoln," against rabies in order to protect
defensive lapse on the part of a
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
hampered the locals and forced
ship Training," by Thera! T. Herin two and the girls had to match of men will soon be out of work by Ida Tarbell. at a meeting of their animals against this fatal
Christian player then allowed
A iarm meeting scheduled by them to find their partners for if more scrap iron is not forthmany bad passes. At no time afdisease.
rick of the Bureau of Educationthe Grand Haven Kiwunis club
Bill Vermaire, Eagles center, to
the extension service and West
ter the first quarter did the Dutch
If a dog appears 111 or if he bltfcs
al Reference and Research.Unithe games The girls had a grand coming. The stockpiles of scrap Tuesday.
Ottawa Soil Conservation District
slip loose for an easy basket to
an
animal or person, he should bq look like the winning ball dub.
versity of Michigan. Michitime making paper hats and eat- iron that steel mills and foundries
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Vandenberg
make the count 38-34. A foul shot gan is the only state to under- was helc Thursday in the local
The Maroons had plenty of shots
have are fast disappearing.Padnos
ing apples.
and Mr. and Mrs. Don Vandenberg confined under tlie olwervation of at the hoop, hut were unable to
gave the Hollanders only a three take such a survey, and good gov- school. Mr. Arnold discussed farm
The Jolly Blue Birds of Beech- says. It is up to ‘very one of us attended the annual Shellane con- a veterinarianfor 10 days to see if
connect while the St. A lads shot
point deficit to overcome before ernment and good citizenshipcan plans and Mr. Long showed
woo<i school held a toboggan party to help bv selling ali their scrap vention Feb. 9 at the Statlor hotel rabies develop, Barrett said.
with phenomenal accuracy. Ooaoh
Rosendahl hit on a pivot shot be effectively learned in the movies.
at the Country club. The girls had iron now. The firm in turn ships in Detroit.
Freeman said after the game,
making the score 38-37 with 50 schools, the speaker said.
Pupils from Miss Gaylord's
out the scrap as last as it comes
their Valentine party at the home
Gilbert Van Wynen of Holland
"We
have played some good games
seconds to go. Holland had three
Patricia
Rose
Myrich
in.
Big
manufacturers
also
are
Mre. NewlanT mentionedthe
entertained their mothers of Rutli Van Liere. Mrs. Van
this year, but this is our best
shots in the last half minute, but called "Stratton bill," and stated !*',th a
sponsoring a scrap drive for the conducted a hymn sing at Rusk
d‘™er served by Lipre served refreshments.
Christian Reformed church Sun- Is Wed to Leo Green
performance,”
all missed the hoop, while a that after exhaustivestudy
^irk Friday at 12 o clock,
The Longfellow “Blue Bird urgently needed materials.
day night. Pastors and young peoBackboardcontrol was fairly
frantic Grand Rapids squad fought national DAR organizations is A ,cr ,de d‘nn(M at ^ o clock
Padnos
Iron and Metal Co. has
Nest" met at the home of their
Miss Patricia Rose Myrick, even with each team - taking
ple of the Bauer and Beaverdam
desperately for the ball. Holland against the measure because
ari'iinC°d a mu.Meal program sponsor, Mrs. Jack Plewes.. They 13 trucks in operation and two
Christian Reformed churches also daughter of Mrs. Floyd Myrick and charge of the defensiveboards.
outscored the Jack Bollema- proposed immigrants would not nnd a SP°" down between tne
piajed games and were given a mobile cranes. Shear? and balers attended. Young men from Calvin the late Mr. Myrick. 801 East The game was delayed 5 minutes
coached lads 17-6 in the final per- make desirable citizens. She urg- '^hers ami pupils.
are used to take care of any kind
Valentine treat by Nancy Plewes
college and Lamont furnished fea- E;ghth St., and L^o Green, son of in tlie 4th period while offidsls
iod.
of merchandisereceived.
ed study and action on national The Ladies club met at the and Lou Jeanne Poll.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Green, 88 and the Holland-Christian players
The first half was a nip and problems and ho|>ed th° local home of Mrs. James Harrington
Paper, also a necessary item ture selections.
The Cheerful Blue Birds report
East 16th St., were married at a negotiated difference*.Fully realMr.
and
Mrs.
Orald
De
Fouw
tuck affair with Christian using chapter would again participate Friday afternoon.
for so many things toda.v. can be
th.it they opened their meeting
nuptial high mass in St. Francis izing that the cause was lost.
announce
the
birth
ot
a
son,
Lesits familiar set offense effective- in otvservanceof "I Am an AmeriMrs. Clarence Waterway -and
taken to the company. The paper
with the Blue Bud song and said
lie Paul, on Thursday at Zeeland de Sales church on Feb. 7, The Coach Art Tuls, prompted by the
ly. Grand Rapids, for the first can Day "
daughters. Doreen and Sharon,
is sorted according to grade at the
heir Blue Bird wish. The girls
hospital.Mrs. De Fouw now is at Rev. John M. Westdorp officiated dispute, inserted his reserve*.
time in many years was a well orMrs John Rozeboom, regent, visited Mrs. Bert De Vries Fri- made Valentines for their fathers River Ave. plant.
the home of her parents. Mr. and at 9 a.m.
These lads played the remaining
ganized club, also using a three presided. The meeting opened day.
and mothers.Mrs. Loran Wenzel,
Music was presented by the seven minutes of the fray.
Mrs. Joe Wesseldyke, of Borculo.
out. two in, setup. Coach Jack with the customary patriotic cereMr. and Mrs. Russel Harrington
their leader, read them the story
Holland hospital births this Children'schoir. Organist was
Play started slow with St A
Boelema has drilled an only me- mony and other devotionscon- and family were supper guests of
"Those Cats. ' The girls had cookweek-end include a daughter, Pa- Sister Mary Bernard.
leading 3-0 after three minutes of
diocre pre-season club into a well- ducted by Mrs. Josephine Ball, Mr. and Mrs. James Harrington
ies for refreshments.
mela Rose, on Friday to Mr. and
The bride wore a dove gray suit play. It stretched Uu margin to
organized, smooth working aggre- chaplain. A communication from Friday.
The Wak'i Wasti Camp Fire
Mrs.
Albert Bruursema, 352 Col- with blue accessories and a cor- seven lx1 fore Christian scored 00
gation. This is Boelema's first the state registrar complimented
Word was received here of the
group held its first February
lege Ave., and a son, Jeffrey, on sage oi gardenias.
a foul shot. Slow, deliberate basyear as coach of the Grand Rap- the chapter on the extensive gen- death of Mrs. M. Sprat t a former
meeting m the form of a toboggan Dies in
Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Albert She was attended by her sister. ketball continued until the end oi
ids outfit.Holland took a 12-10 ealogicalwork contributed by house keeper of John Van Lento,
party at the Country club. Mrs.
Borr 211 East Eighth St.; Satur- Mi-s. Frank K. Jordan of Chi- the quarter with the Irish out in
first quarter lead on a tip in shot Mrs. R. F. Keeler of the local at the Smith ConvalescentHome
Carl Cook, assisted by Betty
Douwe Van Dyke. 71 route 2. da> births include a son, James cago who wore a navy blue suit front 12-4 Christianplayed on
by Rosendahl shortly before the group.
in Holland. Funeral was Monday
Bowman. Joyce Cook ami Shirley Holland, died Wednesday in Hol- Roger, to Mr. and Mrs. EouLs with a corsage of pink ruses.
even terms with the scrappy Kalhorn sounded.
Refreshments were served by in Grand Haven.
Poll served a hot lunch. Mrs. land hospital where he was taken Brondykc. 142 East 38th St., a
The groom was attended by his amazoo lads in the second period.
The second quarter was a rep- Mrs. C. C. Wood. Miss Katherine
Harry Gianton and Mrs. Clarence three hours earlier followinga son, David George, to Mr. and brother. Paul Green.
Holkmd tallied most of its baskets
etition of the first with the locals Post.- Mrs John W. Kramer.’.Mrs
Klaasen helped drive the girls out heart attack.
Mrs. George Kinderman. route 4.
A wedding breakfast was served on rebounds, while St. A was hitMrs.
Robert
Hyma
Is
missing several easy shots on a Frank De Weese and Miss Laura
to the club and also enjoyed the
Surviving arc four sons. Jacob. and a daughter.Aleta Dawn, to at the home of tlie brides mother ting from the outer rim of the
fast break. Grand Rapids mean- Boyd.
Honored at Shower
tobogganing. On Feb. 9. the Waku John, Dexey and Peter; three Mr. and Mrs. Wayne C. Prather. to the immediate families and free throw circle with consistenwhile was feeling the effects of a
Wasti group had a Valentine par- daughters, Mrs. Corme Vanden Box 72, Hamilton.
Iriends
cy. Halftimescore was 19-10.
much tighter Holland defense.
Misses Helen Kaepernik and ty at Helen Louisa Wade’s home. Bosch. M:s. Jonn Sloothaak and
Births
Sunday
at
the
hospital
Tlie Freeman-coached lads conMr. Green Is employes! at CnnsNew
Board
Members
Just before the half, Bob VandorNorene Brouwer weiy hosietsses A Valentine box. Valentine games Mrs. John Ritsema, all ol Holland include a daughter. Jean Mina, to Cralt Corp. The couple is living tinued the hot pace in the third
son. Eagles ace, countered on two
at a shower given Thursday night and refreshments were enjoyed. and \ cimty. 35 grandchildren;
Named by Tower Club
quarter and led 28-12 within ths
Mr. and Mis. James H. Sturing, on East 16th St.
long swishers to give the host
in honoi of Mrs Robert Hyma, Helen Louisa played several num- four gieat grandchildren; a hall- route 1. Zeeland, and a son. Benjaspace of a few minutes. It continclub a 22-19 halftime lead.
The annual meeting of the the lormer Elsie Kaepernik.The bers on her accordion, had charge brqthei. otto Van Til; three sis- min Mindrcd, to Mr and Mrs.
ued the amazing shooting and
There was plenty of room for adult board and members of the shower was held at the home of
moved out in front by a substantot games, and the opening and ters. Mrs. Cecil Terpstra, Mrs. Donald Baldus. 24 West 18th St. Mrs. Alice Van Welt
encouragement for Coach Art Tuls Tower club was held Monday Mise Brouwer. 161 Fast 16th St.
ial 33-15 margin at the end of tbs
•osing part of tlie program.Betty John Van Kampen and Mrs. Louis A son was horn this morning to Honored on Birthday
and Christian fans Tuesday night, night in the club rooms. The
Games and retresiunenUwere
third quarter. Holland's reserves
Wagenveld; and a sister-m-iaw, Mr. and Mrs. John Ten Harmsel.
even though they did taste defeat. board and director met with mem- in ciiarge of Mrs. Russell Brouw- Bowman and Mary Lou Van Putfared exxceptionally well in th*
ten
won
the
prizes. Mrs. Joe Mrs. Delia Van Til.
156 West 26th St.
Mrs.
Alice
Van
Welt
of
130
Both Glenn Petroelje and Herb bers of the club to elect a new jer, Mrs. Harris De Neff and Mrs.
Funeral se/wces will be held on
Moran
is the leader of this group
Mrs
Julius Ryzenga and son West I81I1 SI., was honored at a final period against the St. A regOften who have seen only "in and student
j Kenneth Brouwer.
The Wacankiya Camp Fire Friday at 2 put. at the Ver Lee Dehvyn I.ee left Zeeland hospital surprise birthday party Tuesday ulars, playing them even. The
out" action this year turned in
Frank Fendt was named pres- j Guests were the Mesdanus Her- group met at Froehel school with Funeral chauel, the Rev. S. Kra- Saturdav and are being cared for evening at the home ol Mr. and boys showed plenty of scrap
good performances. Also the work ident of the youth executive bert Kaepernik. Law renty H\ma,
liinr guardian, Mrs. Seidelman ui(«- olliciating.Burial wul, be in at 'he home of her parents, Mr Mis. Gordon Sireur, 231 West against the fast tiring winners.
of Duane Rosendahlwas outstandboard; James Slugh, vice-pre.si- John Brinks, Albenus De Boe, and tin assistant, Mrs. Miller. North Holland oemi-tory. Tlie body and Mrs. John Hoeksema. route 5. IHiii St. by the Monica Quilting
Duane Rosendahldid an exceping. Playing perhaps his best game dent; Lavina Stain, secretary
ClarenceSchaap. Clarence Park- Plans were made to give a play neixwes at tne Ver Lee Funeral
circle. Mix W. Dornbos present- tional job on the backboards
of the year, the lanky center net- Other board members are Bill er, Andrew Slager, Nicholas Row.......... .... .... ....... .... ..home where Iriends may call.
ed a gilt to the guest ol honor while Phil Kavanaugh was outted 19 points, while controlling Easter, Irene Tuborgen, Monte an, Edward Burns, Burdelle Mel- ior their fathers and mothers. A
Grand Haven Invalid
standing for St. A.
discussion also ensued about iielp- Eriemls are asked to omit BowIrani the group.
the backboards and batting down Dyer, Tom Carey, Jim De Vries,
ton, Harris Do Neff, Kenneth ing a Dutch family from the
Rosendahl paced the Holland
A
social
time
was
enjoyed
and
Dies
in
Nursing
Home
Eagle shots. The play of the lo- Norman Bredeweg. Merle Dries- Brouwer. Russell Brouwer and
attack
with eight tallies while
Netherlands.
They
closed
a wo course luncheon was served
cals as a great improvement over enga and John Basket t.
John Brouwer; the Misses Ada
Jim Pocernik. a one hand specialMargaret
Sprott.
by
the
hostess.
Mrs
Arie
Buurthe performanceturned in at St.
Henry S. Maentz, secretary of Paauwe. Daisy Parker. Krystal I""*'1'"* b> s,n»;n» lhe Camp 1'wv Mrs. Gottlried Ekdahl, 67, mot her of James Sprott of Grand [man and Mr.s. Garry Pruis assist ist led the winners with 14 tali\* •
Augustinelast week with the the adult Ixiard, entertainedthe Veld beer. Joyce Hyma and tin.
lies Kavanaugh followed with 12.
Haven, died in Smith Convalescent ed.
lhe Wadi taka Camp Fire group Dies HI Douglas Hospital
Hollanders,especiallyin the new board members at a dinner guest of honor.
Coach John Ham’s reserve
Home
here
>a*nrda\ . She had
met
Tuesday
at
the
Camp
Fire
Invited guests included the
fourth period, looking like the Wednesday noon at Dutch Mill
oil ice and made tne centerpieces,Ganges. Fr!>. it) iSpeeml'
been
an
invalid for 1} years. She MeMiame.s W. Dornbos. Sr.. \\ . De .squad kept pace with tlie Kazoo
first semester team.
restaurant. Questions and plans
for the- Valentine tea. They plan- ; Funeral services lor Mr- (iott- was born in Ireland March 22. Haan. 11 bne.senga, J. Barenian, reserves, but couldn't stop a
Fifth Anniversary
Holland was successful on il were discussedby the group.
nd to meet Friday afternoonat 1 lri(‘d Ekdahl. 67. Who dud Tue.s- 1863, was married there U> the F. Schernwr.N. Unema W. Van- fourth quarter flurry which markout of 17 "foul tosses while the
Occasion
lor Parly
the Camp Fire office and make day night in Douglas ho-pital at- late James Sprott who was killed der Linde, Joiin Voss, J. Leon ed a 33-3U defeat. Holland trailwinners managed to garner only
ed IS- 17 at the half. Ken Schipthe napkins. Their leader is Mm. ter an illness ot several week*, in a railroadaccident in Scotland and II Zyiitian.
fwo out of 12. Jim Ryskamp and Fourth Church Mission
per led the locals with 10 tallies.
Mrs. Donald Hartgerink, 89
in 1909.
' will be held at the Congregational
Alxiut
6u.000.000
pounds
of
barj ||(.
Bob Vanderson paced the Eagles
East
22nd
St., erjtertainedSaturThe
win was St. Augustine's 11th
After
the
death
of
her
husband,
The
Wetomachick
Camp
Fire
church
in
Douglas
Friday
at
2
p
m
ium sulfate, used largely as a fill- V'!,
With 12 points apiece while Rosen- Group Hears Program
day at a party honoringher son, group met in the basement ol Van Burial will be m Douglas oeme- she came to this country with
er
for
paints,
plastics,
rubber,
lindahl led all scorers with 19 talF' F TP
program, "Readings on Douglas Alien, who celebrated ins Raalte .school. The girls had a
her three sons. She moved to the oleum and paper, are produced lirittiiin ( >.’))
lies.
Petroelje f ................0
1
Africa." featured tlie meeting of fifth birthday. Decorationswere Valentinebox. One ot tne girls Born in Denmark. Jan. 17. 1881. Grand Haven vicinity 10 years each year in the U. S
Coach John Ham's reserves fell
Kool
..................
4
the Women's Missionarysociety in keeping with Valentinc'h Day. passed the box and the girls re- •she was married in Chicago in ago.
apart in the last quarter to bow
Rosendahl c ................... 3
8
of Fourth Reformed church Prizes in games were' awarded to ceived their Valentines and played 19u7 and came to the present Survivingare two sons, Hugh
\C the taller Grand Rapids secBeelen g ........................1
3
Zeeland
of
------- Observe
---Thursday afternoon in the church David and Marcia Holder and Vir- games. Rotreshmentswere served. farm near Douglas 33 years ago. of Detroit and James of
onds, 31-21 in a preliminary tilt.
Baker
g
...................
4
1
ginia
Drnek.
Surviving arc tlx* husband; five Haven; seven grandchildrenand World Day of Prayer
parlors.* "The Soul of an African."
Mrs Anthony Bouwman and Mrs.
Holland led during the entire first
2
Marlink g .......................1
Others invited were Marlene Malcolm MacKay arc the leaders. daughters. Mrs. Ernest SI, ley of throe great grandchildrenA
^
was presented by Mrs. Dick Vanhldf. Peter Holstegeled the MarOtten
.............
0
0
Blok,
Leon
Kragt,
Gayle
Camp.
David,
was
drowned
in
Lake
Erie
Eansing,
Mrs.
Harry
Nye
of
Gandoi Ivloor; "African Mothers of
The CantesutaCamp Fire group
oons with eight while Vander
0
Vender Ploeg c ........... 0
Today. Yesterdayand Tomoi^ow,” Joan Sprick, Wally and Barbara silent their meeting day in the ges. Mrs. Max McCain of Fonn- 20 years
group
of Zeeland women met dt
Uaan paced Grand Rapids with 10.
0
Volkema
c
....................0
Hoeksema,
Garry
De
Graaf.
Paul
viile,
Mrs.
Henn
Phillips
ol
Dougwas given by Mrs.' A. De Roos,
Netherlands Museum. They saw
the First Reiormed church Friday
Christian (37)
las and Mrs Robert Breckenridgc
and Mrs. John Atman read "Africa, and Jean Piersma, Jerry, Ron and
afternoon to observe tlie World ‘Totals ..........................s
FG F TP a New Field." Miss Eleanor Klun- Jack* Andringa, Bob Heeringa, many interestingthings, including of Saugatuck; a son. Clarenceof William Kossen Dies
6 22
the remainingpossessions of Rev.
Day of Prayer. Mrs A. Rynbrandt
Otten f ................................
1 2 4
Kisinger, Mardi Johnson and Van Raalte, the founder of Hol- Saugatuck, and 14 grandchildren. At Zeeland Hospital
Kool f ..................................
2 3 7 gle, accompanied by Mrs. Vander Bill
FG F TP
Kt. Augustine (43)
The body Is at the Dykstra FunMeer, sang "Down from His Randall Lee Hartgerink.
land.
Rosendahl c ........................8 3. 19
8
Si monel* t ................. 2
two-course lunch was served
The Apadenska Wetomachick eral chapel in Saugatuck where Zeeland,Feb. 19 (Special)
the significanceof the theme,
Beelen g ............................
0 0 0 Glory," and "He Knows the Way.’.’ byA Mrs.
3
8
t f
Hartgerink assisted by Cairo Fire group met at the home friends may cal) Thursday: from 2 William Kossen, 61, of South Fair- 'Universal Prayer," using the
Mrs.
Atman
presided and conBaker g ............................. 1 2 4
2
12
Kavanaugh c ................5
view
road,
died
Tuesday
nighi
at
Mrs.
Albert
J
Schuiteman
and
to
4
and
7
to
9
p.m.
ducted devotions. Mrs. Steve Bruof their leader, Mrs. Glennard
Lords Prayer as die model. Sev- Hamilton S ...** ......... 0
Petroelje g
..................
1 •1
Mrs. Herman Blok.
Zeeland hospitalfollowing surgnink was hostess.
Bonnet te and held an election
eral women presented prayers. Pocernik g ....................7
0 14
ery.
He
had
Ix'en
a
patient
since
with the following results: presi- Ten Have’s kindergartenpupils.
Mrs. J. Boeve sang, "The Lord’s Holton g ........................0
Total
0
13 11 37
Monday. He was a member of
dent, Audrey Thrmor; vice-pres- Mrs. Robert Parley, the guardian
Prayer."
Man Jailed for Week-End ident, Sheryl Yntema; secretary,
First Christian Reformed church
helped the girls make drapes,
Mrs. W. J. Hilmert presented
17
9 43
Grand Rapids (38)
Old) .....
Survivors include two slstersBeverly Moofney and scribe,Fatty .spreadsand racover the furniture.
For
Assaulting His Wife
the four projects which are anFG F TP
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
in-law, Mrs. Maggie Kossen of
Atman 'Hie girls made the hos- Meetings in *he future W’lll benually piade po.-*ible by offerings
Ryskamp f ........................5 2 12
Mr. and Mrs. J. Dozema and
Zeeland and Mrs. Alice Kossen
Grand Haven, Fob. 19 fSnpcial) pital favors and the invitations lie Id on
*
on this occasion. She brieflydes- Birthday Party Given
Vandersonf ....................6 0 12 Mr. and Mrs. I. Hartgerink of
On Friday, Feb 27, the Cante- of Holland.
cribed the imjxjrtance of religious For Beverly Johnson
Vermaire c ........................2 0 4 Zeeland visited with Miss Josie — Claude Westerhouse. 26, Ferrys- for their Mother’s Tea.
Funeral serviceswill be held
burg,
pleaded
guilty ‘Saturday
The'
Wahanka
Camp
Fire
group
wasteya
Camp Fire group is putperiodicals tor foreign counties;
Thomasma g ....................2 0 4 Overzet and the Zylstra brothers
to an assault and battery charge met at the home of Darlene Gro- ting on a pigtail contest. Anyone Saturday at 2 p.m. from the Bar- Women Christian colleges in
Miss Beverly Johnson wqj guest
Van Erden g ....................2 0 4 Sunday evening.
on
Funeral
home.
Burial
will
be
placed against him by state police ters. They held a Mother's Tea may participate by paying a 5c
China,
India
and
Japan,
work
of
honor at a birthday party held
Van Enk g
..................
2
in Zeeland cemetery.
Mrs. J. De Young and Mrs. H. on complaint of his wife, Mary,
and also invited Mrs. Albert Tim- fee. The public is cordiallyinvited
among the migrants and share- Monday at the home of her mothGrit spent an afternoonrecently and was sentenced by Justice
mer, local executive,and Mrs. to attend free of charge. The
cropperswho have no permanent er, Mrs. Marjorie Johnson. 859
18 2 38 with Mrs. D. SchuL
George Hoffer to spend the week- Wendell Miles. Mrs. Miles spoke place is Longfellow school and the Marriage Licenses
home, and American Indian West 25th St. Guests went tobogMrs. Peter Cotts has returned end in jail, pay $15 fine and $4.40 to the girls about the European
time from 4 to 5. There will be all
Elmer R. Burwitz. 40. and Mar- girls in -government boarding ganing and returned to the hon*
First shipment of iron ore from home from Zeeland hospital.
costs. The offense occurred at. the countries.Peggy Warner and San- kinds ot prizes and fun for everyjorie E. Matchinsky,35. both of schools.
where a two-course luncheonwas
Minnesota was a 220 ton load Their infant son died soon after
Westerhof home early this morn- dra Dre.ssel played their horns one. Watch the papnc for further Holland; Glenn Schaap. 33. Gwinn.
Mi's. George Laug gave an in- served by Mrs. Russel Essenburgh,
made on July 31, 1884.
birth. Burial services w&re at ing.
and Darlene Groters and Joyce news about this contest.
Michigan, and Merle De Free. 31. spirational talk on "Prayer." .em- Mrs. Lucille Dirkse and Mrs. JohnForest Grove cemetery on Monbe Kamp di-J a dance. The girls
Zeeland;Olert Junior Garvelink, phasizingthe prayer of Moses son. Gifts were presentedto
Motor industries in the U. S. day.
First white man known to have all sang the Wohelo $ong. Mrs.
Ottawa became the capital city 19, route i, Zeeland, and Myrtle when the enemy of Israel was honored guest.
broke the million mark in producThe Rev. I. Van Westenberg is visited Nevada was Frartcisco Grate's served lunch.
of the Dominion of Canada in 1858 Elzinga, 18, route 3, Hudsonville. strong and attackingthem. She
Guests w’ere Ruth Vi
tion for the first time in 1916, considering a call from the OtGaroes, a Franciscanfriar, then
Odako Camp Fire group met at by order of Queen Victoria. Before William E. Franks, 23. and Shir- stressed the (jeep need of more Bosch, Jay Vander Bie, Doris
when 1.525,000 passenger vehicles tawa Station Reformed church.
on hia way to California and the Harrington school .Friday .and that the Canadian capital city was ley Coon, 19, both of Grand Ha- prayer for missionaries and mis- land, Gary Tubergan and
i were completed,
Friday afternoon several local west coast about 1775.
completed the doll house for Mias Montreal,
sion work.
Beckman.
years.
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West Michigan Farm News Features Poultry Industry
Egg Cookery Important

Young Michigan

Farm Projects

For Successful Dishes

Livestock Not

Milk Utensils

Ames. la., — Many cooks make
beautiful cgkes and pies, yet do
not know the secret of their success is in the part egg cookery
plays in the recipe, accordingto
in
Mildred Nelson, Iowa extension
home economist.
'The secret is in keeping the
Do not relax your efforts in the
Members Worked Hard temperature
low and slow nq mat- care of milk utensils during the
ter what type of egg dish Is being winter months.
To Win Sweepstakes in
prepared." said Miss Nelson. This is the advice given dairy
1947 Farm-to-Prosper “Eggs are mostly protein and high producers and plant operators this
temperatures make protein ma- week by Lester Lcgrid of the
“At one of our first Grange terials turn tough and leathery."
dairy division, state department
meetings after the Round-Up of
of agriculture.When tempera-

Fanners Tour

Carried Out

by

Require Better

Fnutland Grange

Southeast States
Scholarship Students
Will Tell Rural Youth

About Southern Farms
Washington,Feb 16 (Special)—
Thirty-three young men and women will return to their Michigan
farms this week after a 24-day bus
trip through Southeastern farm
lands weary, but "bustin' out all

la.st

winter we had a sort of

call,’’

roll

tures outside drop

said Mi's. N. A. Holmblade,

who ken! the

over" with ideas.

These young farmo (they average 23 years of age), scholarship
atudents in a "Short Course on
Wheels" sponsored by the Junior
Farm Bureau of Michigan, stopped
In Washington over the week-end
to ask questions and talk But
Townline Poultry Farm. Zee- (try department head: Joel Miller,
mostly to ask questions, and listen. Foi they’ll report back to rur- land, won the A&P trophy for the MSC Poultry Science club presial youth all over Michigan what best dozen eggs entered at the) dent: Paul Price. MSC poultry
Washington is thinking about and Michigan State college Egg show husbandry student and show
held in connection with Farmers chairman,and Paul H. Sprik. Dedoing for the farmers.
From Rep. Clifford Hope they Week. Pictured above are the best troit. egg buyer. Sprik is holding
got some ideas on how Michigan entries being admired by. left to the eggs entered by the Townline
could better use moneys appropri- right. Prof. C. G. Card. MSC p ul- farm.

record of what
Fruitlartd Grange, Muskegon
county, did in 1917 to win the
Sweepstakes award in the West
Michigan Farm-to-Prosper con-

Welles Attacks

Foreip Policy

tation to let up a bit in the job of
keeping utensilsclean and sterile.
This,* however, is a dangerous
practice and may cast both pro-,
ducers and plant operators serious
financial Ioks through lowered

Sumner Welles charges Ameriquality.
‘The members were asked to can "delay and inefficiency" in
Cold temperatures do slow up
state what projects they would helping Europe has "contributed the growth of bacteria. Legrid
to the spread of Soviet influence

during 1947.
After the Round-Up it was not a
question of " Are we going to
enter the Farm-to-Prosper contest’ but ‘What projects are we
going to take up this year'."
"It has been impossible to carry
out all the projects suggested, she
explained, but what was accomplished w on for the Fruit land
Grange top place among the 50
competing organizations of Muskegon. Ottawa. Oceana, Newaygo,
and Mason counties."
In improvingits own organizations Fruitland Grange added four
Soil Is
members, and $245 to its building
"Devp breathing" by the soil is fund, which now totals $553. The
hall floor w.is sanded and refina must if plant roots are to build
ished. Cleaning bees were held
high crop yields by carryingnu- for the hall and premises. Instructrients to the plant growth above tive and entertainingprograms
the surface, according to a recent were presented.

in other parts of the world."

The former Undersecretary of

continued, but if milk solids are
allowed to accumulate in the utensils these organisms will grow
enough to affect the quality of
the milk. Merely rinsing the milking machine, [vails and strainer
with water will not do the job
properly. If your milk house is too
cold for washing utensilscomfortably, some source of sale, economical and dependable heat should

fly sprays first be-

came available for farm buildings
and livestock, there was considerable talk about sprayed animals
being poisoned from absorption
through the skin, or from licking
one another, or licking the walls
of buildings to which DDT had
been applied.
Evidence, however, indicatesthe
danger of toxicity to animals has
been overplayed. For instance, in

below the freez-

ing point, he said, there is a temp-

test.

like to see carried on

When DDT

Winter

Care

DDT

Harmed by

Missouri last summer, a cow
drank half a tubful of DDT barn
spray while the farmer was tinkering with his sprayer and getting ready to spray his barn. The
cow suffered no bad effects.
At West Virginia university last
year the dairy department threw
vv
caution to the wind and put 32
pounds of 50 per cent DDT powdSELLS APPLE JUR E
As many as 100 customers an er in 100 gallons of water— then
sprayed cows with it. That figures
hour .sampled Michiganapple juice
out about 16 per cent for DDT.
from this refrigerated Tele-Juice Most recommendations to date
machine at a recent Chicago meet- have been under one per cent

State, writing in a farming magazine, asserts that the problemsthe
United States faces today are due
ing. The machine holds 300 drinks for DDT water sprays on animals.
to past failures in foreign policy.
of six varieties. When a com is in- "There were absolutely no harmWelles cites three foreign policy
serted. out rolls a five and three- ful results"the head of the dairy
department reported. The DDT
mistakes of the United States: (1)
four Ills ounce can. opened by a
ated under the Hope-Flannigan
we failed to persuade Allies, beknife that
kept at constant controlled flies, too. The spray
Act for farm research and markBen Hennink of East Lansing,
fore victory was won, to agree up180F to prevent rust and bacterial was put on in May, and there
eting surveys. The Kansas Repub- state director of the Junior Farm
were no flies on the cows until
on peace settlements and a longI growth The machine also provides
be provided. •
lican who heads the House Agri- Bureau, and Mrs. Hennink are
the middle of August.
time policy toward Germany; (2)
'drinking straws.
Few investmentswill bring the
culture committee also talked to supervising the group. Enrolled in
we did not make sure our Allies
them — and listenedto them
Argentinaproduces more than
the "Short Course on Wheels" are:
would abide by the ‘aggrandize- milk producer a greater return
about government agricultureproone-half the world’s flax seed.
Leona Algoe. Davison: Dorth
ment’ commitmentof the Atlan- during the winter months than an Tuna Stuffed Potatoes
electricwater heater, Legrid addgrams.
Brinkman. Caro: Barbara Colister.
tic Giartcr; (3) we failed to aed. A water heater will provide Tasty, Economical Dish
While here the group of 25 Perry; Lila McLaughlin. Evart:
gree before V-J Day upon a postyoung men and eight girls talked Connie Durey. Reading: Carol
war program of economic recon- plenty of hot water for washing A one dish, easily prepared meal
utensils and also for preparing
Gelling
to their Congressmen: conferred Smith. Osseo; Virginia Bernstein,
struction
that will leave you feeling fresh
with N. E. Dodd. Under-Secretary Jonesville; Charles Abrams. De"Questions, such as the future the cows for milking. This valu- and in the mood to enjoy a party
of Agriculture: Allan Kline, presi- catur; Kenneth Baur. Fairgrove.
of Ja[>an.Korea. Indonesia. China able milk house conveniencewill is this plate. Tuna stuffed potaGreater
dent of the American Farm BurRobert Brown. Kalamazoo: Bud
and Turkey and the economic re- pay for itself in convenienceand l toes, a tasty treat if ever there
higher
milk
quality
in
a
surpriseau Federation of which they are Dickerson, Fowlerville:Fred Dote,
was one Is the economicalmain
To develop leadershipamong construction of Europe." Welles ingly short time.
a part, and other farm officials Kawkawlin;Ra\ Risele. Fowler- statement bv the Middle West
continues, “could have been solvdish. A tossed green salad, spiced
Production”
young
people, the Grange elected
here: were entertained by farm ville: Dale Foster. Niles; Rol>ert Son Improvement committee.
erabapplcs or other sweet pickles,
two
young
numbers
as
overseer ed if the United Nations were able
groups, and. of course, went sight- Drury. Durand: Duane Gettel.Bay
and a bow l or seasonal fresh fruit
"Soils low in organic matter and lecturer last Fall. How to to assert its authority." The UN
teeing.
Port: Sam Conkey, Caseville;Ver- and tightly packed below the plow
can
work,
but the Soviet Union
round out the meal.
in
By the time they reach Michi- land McLeod. Lyons: John Olm- sole have only a shallow ‘breath- conduct meetings and work to- must respect its authorityand
For the dish four large hoi
gether
were
taught
in
4-H
club
gan. the group will have travelled stead, Saginaw; Richard Pauli.
the United States must work
baked potatoes are required; two
ing’ area close to the surface." and Juvenile Grange.
through 18 states. Only two of the Hawks; Blaine Pnigston. Swartz
tablespoons butter or fortified
says the statement."Rain, water
To improve the community, through and not around it, he
group had ever been to the South Creek: Rellis Pleiness,Scottsville;
margarine: one seven-ounce can
and oxygen cannot penetrate the members continued to co-operate adds.
before. Their chief interestwas in Joe Scott. Dowagiac.
America must help other demtuna fish, drained and flaked; one
solid mass below. Without oxygen with various farm organizations,
seeing how Southern farmers are
Charles Sprague. Dowagiac; plant roots cannot grow to feed
ocracies through the present crisis
half cup scalded milk; salt; popEast
Lansing—
A
“window’’
In
such as the Triple- A and ABA.
diversifyingtheir crops and how Dale Swisher. Dowagiac: Myron
and support the growing plant. and in soil conservation, refores- until they are again self support- the side of a living cow has help- per and one tablespoonminced
Industry and agriculture in the Bishop, Battle Creek; Ray GrueSmaller crop yields per acre are tation, extension classes, choral ing. he says. "But we must hold ed Michigan Stale college scien- onion.
South are related.From Florida ber. Saginaw; William Nyblade,
open the door to cooperation. with tists learn new facts about liveCut slices from tops of hot hakthe result.
groups, FI’A's.Woman's club, and
citrus growers they'll take back Casnovia: Leon Green. Sebewaing;
ed potatoes lengthwise; scoop out)
"Loss of organic matter due to social affairs for the community; Russia until the1 Russian people stock feeding.
ideas for Michigan apple growers. James Williams. Bellaire; James
are convinced that their own proovercroppingmeans loss of tilth
Dr. C.
Huffman, college inside with a spoon, and mash.
From Mississippi farms they'll Moore, Benzonia Lake Orin; Paul and soil structure. Soil particles a so in church work.
gress will be better guaranteedby dairy nutrition authority, told Boat in butter, oil from tuna and1
The
first
post-war
community
I buy High Quality Chick, Poultake back ideas for progress in Garbo and Mrs. Paul Garbo, Midare crowded closely togetner into get-together was held last spring. collaborationthrough the UN dairymen that most of the feed i hot milk. Season to taste with
mechanization. And they’ll be able dleville.
try and Turkey Mash at greatly
salt
and
pepper.
Add
minced
onion
than
by
a
policy
of
imperialism.’’
ja compacted mass. The land is A committee was appointed to
used by a cow comes second
to report to Michigan rural youth
All own or operate farms of over harder to plow and work.
and flaked tuna to potatoes. Pile] reduced prices from the
handed.
plan for the 1948 get-together. The
how Southern rural youth think 40 acres, either by themselvesor
{tuna
mixture lightly in potato
. "Soils high in organic matter
Huffman said that use of a
Grange had Family Nights and County 4-H Leaders
and live.
with their fathers.
have plenty of air space, room lor Booster night programs.
"window’
which allows scientists shells. Place in shallow baking
This group of sturdy young
water storage and passagewaysfor
tr study digestion in the animal * dish and bake in a hot oven (450
Buy Cooperatively and ParticiTo promote the best interests Meet at Coopersville
Michigan farmers here to learn
Legume silage is lower in both roots. Such soils soak up rain
had
to discovery that billions degrees F l alxnit 10 minutes or
pate In the Savings!
of the county, the organization comade quite a favorable impression grain and total energy and cows
Ottavva county 4-H leaders met of germs live in a roomy paunch, until lightlybrowned,four generwater quickly and store it deep operated in plans for boning in
Holland — Haarlem
on Washington,used to high-pres- don't seem to like it quite as well
ous servings.
Thursday night at Coopersville
aure groups who come to wine as corn adage. But it has almost down. Roots can readily penetrate Fruitland tow aship and Whitehall High school to reeeiv* instructions digesting and absorbingthe cow’s
below the plow sole for plant nu- city. The Grange participated in
feed into their own minute bodies.
and dine Congress and Adminis- twice as much protein and more
for finushmg 4-H winter projects L'i>on digestingthe cow's feed
trients and moisture. Crop yields
various philanthropic campaign?
tration officials and “talk them than twice as much carotene. It’s
in clothing,handicraft and electric the germs fabricate proteins and
are high."
such as the Red Cross financial
Into something."
best fed along with corn silage.
activities.The leaders discussed vitamins. In turn, the cow actBe.-t system for building organic
drive. The Muskegon Children's
matter and opening tightly -pack- home is one of the organization's their special construction and fin- ually digests the feed-laden germs,
ishing problemswith state special- accordingto Huffman.
ed soils, is the grow.ng of deep- projects
ists, Leora Smith and P. G. LunCollege experts said their “winrooted legumes in the rotation,
The county 4-H center was one
din. assistant state club leaders.
dow" peeking into the interior ol
the committee says.
of the projects heading the hst.
Handicraft and electricclub cows had answered two feeding
"You can get heavy stands ot A quilt was pieced and quilted,to
clover and alfalfa by liming ac- lie sold for the center. To date leaders met with Lundir for in- problems.
struction on wood fillers,fasteners
Farmers need not worry aliou?
cording to soil tests and by using
$25 has been contributedtoward
and finishes.At the same time quality of protein in feeding cows
plenty ol fertilizer carrying phosthe center. Each member has tried
jphorus and [Jotash," the state- to keep highways along hes prem- Miss Smith met with the clothing because the tiny germs take poor
ment declares. This will add a ises clean, and the Grange is club leaders to discuss construc- quality protein and transform it
bigger tonnage of organic matter doing what it can toward educa- tion processes, fasteners, fitting into good quality protein through
their own digestive action. And
to the soil. Another advantage is tion m highway cleanliness and and trimming.
A general meeting of all leaders the germs also produce the vitathat the roots of well-fed le- beautification.
was held to discuss achievement mins found in yeast, which exgumes will push down to open and
The Grange participat'd in a day plans and final reports.
plains why farmers do not need
ventilate the soil and put minerplanting l>ee last spring in the
Refreshments
were
served
by to feed yeast to their cows, Dr.
alized organic matter down 25 in- Douglas Malloch ton-t. Educathe 4-H Council. The meeting was Huffman said.
ches or more deep."
tion in forest-firepreventionis in charge of Harvey Elliott, counThe committee recommends the promoted.
ty club agent and Grace Vander
return of barnyardmanure and of
Hamilton Co-op Sets
Looking toward a Ix'tier state
crop residues a.s additional stejxs and nation, state and nationa, af- Kolk, home demonstrationagent.
Record High in Sales
| in build. ng
organic matter and fairs are discussedat meetings,
promoting heavier growth of le- and questionnaires sent to on- j North Holland Residents
Last
Paid
Per
Hamilton— A new all-time high
| gumes.
givssmen. Importanceol voting is
in sales, amounting to more than

l
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HOLLAND CO-OP CO.

M

MAKE MORE MONEY

_

SELLING

HATCHING EGGS
Week We

64c

Dozen

Organize Farm Bureau

For All The Good Hatching Eggs From

Our Flock Owners.

.dressed.

Milk, Eggs

Head

$4,000,000,is reported by the
In world affairs, the Grange
A group of North Holland resi- Hamilton Farm Bureau during
has adopt'd a congregation in dents have organized a local farm 1947. according to Andrew G
Brunssum The Netherlands.An bureau communit..group. The or- Lehman general manager. Eggs

understanding of world conditions ganization meeting was held Feb. and poultry were handled in the
is sought.
3 when election of officerswas largest volume in the history of
'State
List
the co-operative.Prices also set a
held.
The following were elected: new high average.
Wheat Oatlook
The corporation'sannual stockPresident, Albert Stegenga; viceThe 1.159 Holstein cows on the
“A satisfactorywheat market president. Peter Bauwmann; .sec- holders'meeting will l)e held Fri15 institutionalfarms produced in
for United States larmers lies
November. 1917 1.269.682 pounds ahead." according to Francis A. retary, Mrs. Ed Koops; discussion day. according to Lohman. Waldo
leader. Ed Koops; assistantdiscus- K. Phillipesof Decatur,president
ol milk, enough to provide oneKutish. ol Iowa State College, m
sion leader. Jay Kamphuis;rec- of the Michigan Association of
and-one-half pounds of milk per
a recent I arm magazine article.
day per capita lor the inmates or "World wheat stocks won't equal reation leader. Don Ebels; publi- Farmer Co-operatives, will be the
city chairman. Peter Siersma; principal speaker. The business
patients o! those institutions,acneeds tor several years." Kutish
song leader. Mrs. Heinie Hopp; session will Ik* held at 9:30 a m
cording to a summary prepared by
writes."The United States is likeAlton B. Clark. Coordinator of ly to add little or nothing to its hospital service chairman. Mrs. Stockholders will be guests of the
company at a noon luncheon in
Michigan InstitutionFarms and year-end stocks in the neat future. Peter Siersma.
The next meeting will be held the Community building.
Herds. State Department of AgriGreat Plains farmers won't have
Thursday at the North Holland
culture.
to cut wheat acreage as long as
During the same period. 9.197 large amounts of wheat will be school at 7:45 p.m. All North Hol- Ringworm Check Essential
land and Noordeloosresidents arc
hens produced 137.882 eggs. Proneeded for European recovery."
Ring worm in cattle Is a public
invited to
•
duction was maintained at a 49.9
enemy, advises W. L. Finley, aniper cent level during the month. HONEY CROP GAINS
mal husbandry specialist at MichiPoultry flocks are maintained at
East Lansing (UP l
Mich- Trainman Succumbs
gan State college.To treat this
the Kalamazoo State hospital;the
igan's 1947 honey production is
Muskegon. Feb. 16 (UP)— Ser- parasite, all scabby material
State House of Correction and
estimatedat 7.140.000 pounds. 29 vices were planned today for Pal- should 1)0 removed from the surBranch Prison. M' rquette: State per cent above the small 1946
mer S. McCoy, 33. Muskegon face before starting the treatPrison of Southern Michigan. crop, despite an eight per cent reHeights Grand Trunk railway ment. A paste made of equal parts
Jackson: Lapeer State Homo and duction in number of bee colonics
conductor, who was fatally strick- of wool fat or lard, sulphur and
Training school; Pontiac State and unfavorable spring weather.
en by a heart attack Saturday coal tar dip, applied daily for a
hospital; Michigan Reformatory.
while on a run from Detroit to short tinfe, should give satisfactState Home and Training school;
, Six million pounds of processed Muskegon.
ory control.
Pontiac State hospital: Michigan cheese is being made availReformatory,Ionia. Girls’ Trainable for the national school
ing school. Adrian; Ionia State lunch programs' Most of the
hospital;Mt. Pleasant State Ho®e
cheese will be used in areas east
and Training school: Caro State of the Mississippi.
hospital;and Newberry State hos-

Farms

SPECIAL
EARLY ORDER PRICES
On Our Best White Leghorn, Auttraiorp,

and White Rock Chicks for hatching
egg flocks.
Unsexed Chicks .

.

attend.

$12.50 per 100

Sexed Pullet Chicks, $25.00 per 100

Get the Amazing Proof of Osborne’s
Customers Profits. $1,190.80 PROFIT

from 210 HENS in ONE YEAR. AN
EXCEPTIONAL RECORD made by Mrs.
Paul Merkel.

—

MANUFACTURERS OF

)

Send For Your Free Catalogue Today

Farms In this country now have
Herds of cows are maintainedat
close* to three million tractors.
the same institutionsand in addiThat’s nearly twice as many as
tion at the Coldwater State Home
shortly before the war, and more
and Training school: Michigan
than three times as many as back
State sanatorium,Howell: Travin 1930.
erse City State hospital;and Ypsi-

U.S. R.O.P.
Virfiai.

BREEDING FARM

CHICK STARTER MASH

Puli Phon'5517

HOLLAND. MICH.

Wisconsinranks first in the nation in the production of canning
Purchases Ball
peas and red beets, second in the
Hatty Klinkcnberg, route 3. re- production of. cabbage, sweet corn,
cently purchased the registered and cucumbers,and fourth in the
Brown Swiss bull, Annabelle’s production of snap beans.

Duke

of

flockowners.

TU AT
1

TU AT
1

we paid

these flockowners$20,723 10
Premiums in 1947.

just in extra

you are missing a profitableopportunity
if you are not supplying us with hatch-

ing eggs.

TU AT

nearly 50 carloads of hatching eggs were
shipped into Michigan last year from

WHY?

other states.

THAT

1

TU

A

1

T

done

one flock°wner
in

Premiums on

received $1,218.00

his hatching eggs in 1947.

a* a flockowner, you receive nothing but

1 the best chicks for a hatching flock ot
reoular price.
%

TU AT

we are the largest Pullorum Controlled
1 Hatchery in Michigan hatching White
Leghorn* exclusively.

TU
AT
i
uni

we hatched over one
year s,ne# ,942

TU
AT
i i ij-i i

we

i

million chicks each

hatch only eggs from our own flockown#ri who have our |||anje<j gfock 0f

Ghostley, Hanson and Kauder Leghorns.

TU AT

we

each year the

lanti State hospital.

OSBORNE’S

we purchased about $75,000 worth of
hatching eggs lost season from our

contracted over 50,000 Baby Pullets
last three years and no
one was left with Pullets thot we could not sell.

BROILER MASH

pital.

*

TU AT

TU AT

we have had

TU AT

now

the longest White Leghorn
Hatching Season for o number of years.

***•

.

***

*s
f°
about Baby
Chicks, Hatching Flocks or Contract Chicks.

r

.

.

.

LEMMEN LEGHORN FARM

Clover Lea No. 84870

REACH MILLING CO.

from W.

Economistsin the United States
F. Willcome arid Sons,
route 2, Rockford, accordingto a Department of Agriculturesay
report from Fred S. Idtse, secre- that • farmers will produce less
tary of the Brown Swiss Cattle meat in 1948 than they did during
Breeders' association,Beloit W1- in«7>

Phone 3364

263

E. 8th St.,

Holland

East 16th

Street

HOLLAND, MICH.
Phone 9004
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